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If you’ve done any reading on the subject of who the “sons of 

God” are in Genesis 6 and the book of Job, you will find that the 

discussion usually revolves around three basic interpretations of 

this phrase. 

One view contends that this phrase is addressing fallen angels who 

had sexual relations with the daughters of men in a marriage 

relationship with the express purpose of ruining the seed of 

humanity so as to ruin the possibility of the promised seed of the 

Messiah, announced by God to Adam and Eve, after their 

rebellion. 

But to arrive at this conclusion, one must assume that Moses 

understood, along with his first audience, that the phrase in 

question defines angels. But again, if we exegete the passage in 

question there is no direct evidence that Moses understood this to 

mean angels. We would have to read this back into the passage 

which is not exegesis but eisegesis. 

After all, Moses knew exactly what he had in mind when he was 

inspired by the Holy Spirit to pen this portion of Scripture since he 

is dealing with historic narrative. And so, we need to let Moses 

speak for himself and not impose on the text what we think he may 

have meant. 

In other words, the immediate passage as it stands, does not define 

whether they are angels or someone else. The larger context must 

be brought to bear to arrive at what the Holy Spirit was conveying 

through this phrase. 

Later in this study, we’ll look in depth at other problems with the 

view that it refers to angels. 

Another view contends that the “sons of God” in Genesis 6 are 

equated with powerful human rulers who dominated the known 

world and through their influence corrupted the morals of the seed 

of Seth, possibly through polygamy, which led to the downfall of 

humanity.  

Again, this particular view does not depend on the text itself but 

assumes, often from extra-biblical sources, that it was understood 

during the time of Moses, according to the different cultures of his 



day, that such rulers would have been the focus of the passage and 

understood as such by his readers. 

While it is true that the word of God is not devoid of allusions to 

the culture of the day in which the Spirit of God moved men to 

write the very words of God for the edification of His people, we 

must be careful not to let the lens of the culture be the primary 

focus through which God is communicating His word to His 

people.  

I certainly acknowledge that there are many places in the word of 

God where the pagan culture of that day is brought to bear on those 

who penned the very word of God. Paul at Athens comes to mind 

or Daniel in exile while in Babylon. 

But that influence didn’t trump their theology and the language 

used to communicate that theology in a way that depended upon 

any one particular culture to advance their ideas.  

If the lens of culture is the nexus by which we view some of these 

truths then we run the risk of placing culture in a much too 

prominent position in our hermeneutics. 

Again, I don’t discount the culture of the day for helping to 

understand the setting in which any particular prophet or apostle 

may have written, only that they understood their culture and did 

not bow to that culture as if they were hamstrung without using its 

particular tenets to communicate God’s truth. 

If God speaks then we should depend on the actual words He 

communicates in His word within the context of who He is and 

what He desires to reveal to His glory, whether it is within the 

culture of near eastern thought or the culture of Roman or Greek 

thought. 

Another aspect of this position that the sons of God are a 

privileged or powerful group, distinct from the common people, 

promotes the idea that the Nephilim are the actual product of the 

sons of God cohabitating with the daughters of men thus producing 

a super-race of angel/people. 

And I’ll also touch on this position a little later though the thrust of 

this study will reflect my position against the “sons of God = 

angels” position. 



And yet another view says that the “sons of God” were the “godly” 

descendants of Seth who eventually intermarried with the ungodly 

seed of Cain again resulting in God’s judgment of the world. 

And so, we end up with three views that are all looking at the same 

information found in the Scriptures and are coming up with three 

different perspectives depending on one’s pre-supposition as to 

what the phrase, “sons of God” actually means. 

A Fourth View 

But, I believe there is an additional view that I will argue is closer 

to the view of the sons of God being the descendants of Seth, but 

with a distinction that is not emphasized enough, which I believe 

differentiates between a “godly” seed and a “covenant” seed, both 

of which are not always equal. 

I make this argument from the premise that when God created 

Adam, His unilateral covenant with Adam on the sixth day of 

creation was the basis upon which God would identify His people. 

Along with the covenant came a designation that identified Adam 

with that covenant; image of God.  

Of course, God’s covenant compelled Adam to participate in its 

requirements which led either to life or death as he was given the 

responsibility to carry the name of God in faithfulness. 

After Adam’s rebellion God graciously, and with no other 

motivation than a love for His people, enacted a new covenant with 

the promise of being reconciled back to God and the hope of the 

curse being lifted through the seed of the woman, the promised 

Messiah. 

This new covenant with Adam and Eve is identified with a seed, 

the seed of the woman, the son of Adam, the son of God. 

This is the covenant war of two seeds. And it is from this time in 

redemptive history where God’s covenant people will be 

distinguished from the rest of the world through this covenant 

promise.  

This same premise is seen in the covenant that God made with 

Israel whereby its initial establishment with that people in Egypt 

was not dependent on Israel’s status as either good or bad at the 

time, (with a name attached to that covenant, My People), but 

because of a choice on God’s part and a promise in an existing 



covenant that God made with their forefathers, primarily with 

Abraham which reflected back to Adam. 

Deuteronomy 7:7-10  7 "The LORD did not set His love on you 

nor choose you because you were more in number than any of the 

peoples, for you were the fewest of all peoples,  8 but because the 

LORD loved you and kept the oath which He swore to your 

forefathers, the LORD brought you out by a mighty hand and 

redeemed you from the house of slavery, from the hand of Pharaoh 

king of Egypt.  9 "Know therefore that the LORD your God, He is 

God, the faithful God, who keeps His covenant and His 

lovingkindness to a thousandth generation with those who love 

Him and keep His commandments;  10 but repays those who hate 

Him to their faces, to destroy them; He will not delay with him 

who hates Him, He will repay him to his face. 

As with Adam, this covenant that God initiated with Israel worked 

itself out through the terms of that covenant as to whether or not 

they would continue in that covenant through faith and obedience. 

And so, my presupposition is that God’s choice of a people and 

His unilateral covenant established with that people, and His name 

which is attached to that people, (containing all of the requirements 

God has laid out in the covenant), are the bedrock for how 

Scripture identifies the people of God.  

Therefore, if we are going to understand the first mention of the 

phrase, “sons of God” in Genesis 6:2, we must place it in some sort 

of context as Moses would have understood it. To simply assign it 

a meaning without understanding the context is to do a disservice 

to the biblical exercise of exegesis and sound hermeneutics. 

In a normal setting, without any preconceived notion, the phrase 

“sons of” would normally carry with it the idea of a progeny of 

sorts, the offspring of any particular group. 

Therefore, it is incumbent upon us to determine what main group is 

being discussed. For those who hold to the view that the sons of 

God in this passage are angels, one is forced to move forward from 

the point of Genesis 6 and reflect backward from other biblical 

revelation to arrive at that conclusion. 

In other words, you must go to the only other place where this 

identical phrase is used out of the context of Genesis in an entirely 

different book.  



In fact, the only other place where this exact phrase is used 

anywhere in the O.T. is the book of Job. And we will address all of 

those particular passages a little later. 

Having said that, it is not beyond the realm of possibility that the 

book of Job may have actually been written many years before 

Moses came on to the scene, who is the one responsible for writing 

, under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit, the first five books of the 

Old Testament, including Genesis. 

In that case, the phrase “sons of God”, as found in Job, could be 

seen as a primary source for influencing how that same phrase in 

Genesis may be defined. But, we must ask the questions, did 

Moses have the book of Job?, and did he understand the phrase, 

“sons of God” in a way that many today assume Job understood it; 

that of angels? 

Of course, if the book of Job’s use of the phrase means angels then 

at that point we might work backward to help define “sons of God” 

as angels in the book of Genesis. 

But this is assuming too much as I will point out later in this study 

when I exegete all of the related passages in Job, wherein the 

context of Job 6 clearly points to the sons of God being an entirely 

different group than angels. 

But, back to Genesis. If we are going to arrive at any conclusive 

meaning to a phrase that is controversial it would be important to 

see if there is anything in the immediate context that would lend 

information to determining the correct meaning of our text in 

Genesis 6. 

Again, utilizing the hermeneutic principle, analogy of faith, we 

must find more clear passages to define the less clear verses.  

Seed of the Woman 

Interestingly enough there is a plethora of biblical information that 

Moses, through the inspiration of the Holy Spirit, has given us 

leading up to the context of our passage in question that paves the 

way for a proper Theological interpretation that is backed up with 

similar images throughout the Old and New Testaments as we will 

see. 

So, let’s go back to the phrase in question, “sons of God”, and 

systematically pursue what I believe is a proper foundation for 

arriving at my conclusion that the phrase addresses the covenantal 



community called out by God according to His purposes for His 

glory to carry His name throughout the earth. 

To be a son of anyone, especially in a biblical context, one is 

essentially in the image of that progenitor. 

Adam, is the first man of all creation, but we are told that he was 

made in the image of God. 

Genesis 1:27   27 God created man in His own image, in the 

image of God He created him; male and female He created them. 

To be image of God is to reflect the characteristics of the Creator. 

And as image of God Adam was responsible to carry on the family 

name to the glory of God.  

In fact, this is a major theme that is weaved throughout the entire 

word of God as we are told that the Creator makes it clear that it is 

His name that must be exalted in all the earth through His people.  

But going back even further than the creation of man on the sixth 

day, one could say that God’s very name is on every atom of the 

universe as it bears His name and decree to be an image or product 

of His power, majesty and wisdom, with the express purpose of 

declaring His glory and this is seen in the very first verse of the 

word of God. 

Genesis 1:1  NAU In the beginning God created the heavens and the 

earth. 

We identify works of art by the signature of the artist on the piece, 

revealing his name, and we identify the work of God with His 

signature that bears testimony to His greatness that magnifies His 

name. 

And so, there is a sense in which the entire universe bears and 

declares the name of God as Paul would point out in his letter to 

the Romans. 

Romans 1:20-23   20 For since the creation of the world His 

invisible attributes, His eternal power and divine nature, have 

been clearly seen, being understood through what has been 

made, so that they are without excuse.  21 For even though they 

knew God, they did not honor Him as God or give thanks, but they 

became futile in their speculations, and their foolish heart was 

darkened.  22 Professing to be wise, they became fools,  23 and 

exchanged the glory of the incorruptible God for an image in the 



form of corruptible man and of birds and four-footed animals and 

crawling creatures. 

In a sense, Paul is saying that creation itself has a voice and is 

identifying the master artist who brought it into existence, but that 

sinful humans have attempted to strip God’s signature from His 

masterpiece, and therefore re-identify His true nature, according to 

how they foolishly perceive Him and in the process they have 

exchanged the true name of God as Creator and Lord who is 

incorruptible, for anything and everything related to the present 

cursed creation, which is corruptible, which they now claim as 

superior to the Creator. 

In this sense they have taken God’s name in vain and they will not 

be held guiltless. 

Exodus 20:7  7 "You shall not take the name of the LORD your 

God in vain, for the LORD will not leave him unpunished who 

takes His name in vain. 

God’s name and person will not be mocked as He has chosen a 

covenantal people for His own possession, (ostensibly His sons), 

who are decreed by God to carry that name throughout the earth. 

Exodus 3:15   15 God, furthermore, said to Moses, "Thus you shall 

say to the sons of Israel, 'The LORD, the God of your fathers, the 

God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob, has sent 

me to you.' This is My name forever, and this is My memorial-

name to all generations. 

Exodus 9:16   16 "But, indeed, for this reason I have allowed you 

to remain, in order to show you My power and in order to proclaim 

My name through all the earth. 

The name of God was originally designed to fill the earth through 

His chosen priest/king, Adam, who was ultimately to be the 

standard bearer over the Kingdom of God whose name must be 

established forever in that kingdom. 

G.K. Beale states it this way. 

“Since Adam was to be a priest-king in fulfilling the mandate of 

Gen.1:28, after his sin and initial restoration, his destiny was 

likely to receive clothing appropriate to his kingly office, of which 

God’s clothing him with “garments of skin” was a symbolic down 

payment of a greater clothing to come. If so, then it “suggests that 

the reason for mentioning Adam and Eve’s nakedness at the end of 



Gen.2 is to arouse in the reader an expectation of royal investiture 

in keeping with man’s Gen.1 status as the ruling image of God on 

earth.”” 

This was the mandate given to Adam. 

Genesis 1:27-30   27 God created man in His own image, in the 

image of God He created him; male and female He created them.  
28 God blessed them; and God said to them, "Be fruitful and 

multiply, and fill the earth, and subdue it; and rule over the fish 

of the sea and over the birds of the sky and over every living 

thing that moves on the earth."  29 Then God said, "Behold, I have 

given you every plant yielding seed that is on the surface of all the 

earth, and every tree which has fruit yielding seed; it shall be food 

for you;  30 and to every beast of the earth and to every bird of the 

sky and to every thing that moves on the earth which has life, I 

have given every green plant for food"; and it was so. 

Therefore, the King of kings is giving a kingdom to Adam to rule 

over thus becoming co-ruler with God as Adam bears the name of 

God in righteousness. 

Everything else in the word of God stands on this premise that God 

created the universe and placed man in the position of being ruler 

over everything He created as Adam was charged, through 

covenant, to carry the name of God throughout the whole earth. 

Thus, “fill the earth and subdue it”, ‘and rule over every created 

thing in the earth.’ 

This mandate hasn’t ultimately changed for those who carry the 

name of God. 

God’s people in Christ still carry the covenantal charge from God, 

as they look to a renewed creation, (as they themselves are new 

creations), to be priests and kings awaiting that final age in which 

they will rule and reign with Christ on the new earth in the midst of 

the new heavens, all of which will declare the glory of God. 

Revelation 5:9-10   9 And they sang a new song, saying, "Worthy 

are You to take the book and to break its seals; for You were slain, 

and purchased for God with Your blood men from every tribe and 

tongue and people and nation.  10 "You have made them to be a 

kingdom and priests to our God; and they will reign upon the 

earth." 

However, it’s interesting to note that we are not called to establish 

this new Kingdom in this present world; only that God’s people are 



called to acknowledge the resurrected Christ’s present rule and 

reign from His throne in heaven as we live in Christ in that reality. 

1 Corinthians 15:22-25   22 For as in Adam all die, so also in 

Christ all will be made alive.  23 But each in his own order: Christ 

the first fruits, after that those who are Christ's at His coming,  24 

then comes the end, when He hands over the kingdom to the God 

and Father, when He has abolished all rule and all authority and 

power.  25 For He must reign until He has put all His enemies 

under His feet. 

In a recent interview on the radio program, Christ the Center, Rita 

Cefalu, who is the Adjunct Assistant Professor of Theology and 

Religious Studies at the University of San Diego as well as a Ph.D. 

candidate at Queen’s University Belfast, (who also has written on 

this subject of the sons of God in Genesis and Job), acknowledged 

that when Adam was given the mandate by God to be fruitful and 

multiply on the earth it was followed by the command to 

essentially rule and reign over it. 

In the interview she went on to say that Noah is often seen as a 

type of Adam as he was given the mandate by God to repopulate 

the world after all living things were destroyed by the flood.  

Genesis 9:7  7 "As for you, be fruitful and multiply; Populate the 

earth abundantly and multiply in it." 

She suggested that, though not explicitly stated, the mandate for 

Noah to rule and reign over the earth could have been inferred, but 

because it is conspicuously missing in the Scriptures her 

contention is that God’s people are not necessarily to expect to rule 

and reign over the present earth in the same way as pre-fall Adam 

and Eve. 

I believe there is something to be said about that as we are told that 

Christ’s Kingdom is not of this world, that is, this present world. 

But there is the age to come when that rule and reign of Christ will 

take place with all of God’s people on the new earth, just as 

Abraham longed for that future rule and reign. 

Hebrews 11:8-10   8 By faith Abraham, when he was called, 

obeyed by going out to a place which he was to receive for an 

inheritance; and he went out, not knowing where he was going.  9 

By faith he lived as an alien in the land of promise, as in a foreign 

land, dwelling in tents with Isaac and Jacob, fellow heirs of the 



same promise;  10 for he was looking for the city which has 

foundations, whose architect and builder is God. 

But since the fall of Adam that mandate for God’s people, to enjoy 

ruling and reigning on the earth with their Creator, has been 

pushed much further into the future to find its ultimate expression 

in the last Adam. 

In the in-between time, the sons of God, who carry the name of 

God, still continue to be given the charge to faithfully live in the 

reality of this future eternal Kingdom as Christ presently rules 

from His throne.  

2 Samuel 7:12-13   12 "When your days are complete and you lie 

down with your fathers, I will raise up your descendant after you, 

who will come forth from you, and I will establish his kingdom.  13 

"He shall build a house for My name, and I will establish the 

throne of his kingdom forever. 

Those assigned the name, son of God, who do not promote the 

name of God in His kingdom, according to God’s covenant, will be 

cut off as one’s who would be designated not His people. 

1 Kings 9:6-7  6 "But if you or your sons indeed turn away from 

following Me, and do not keep My commandments and My 

statutes which I have set before you, and go and serve other gods 

and worship them,  7 then I will cut off Israel from the land 

which I have given them, and the house which I have 

consecrated for My name, I will cast out of My sight. So Israel 

will become a proverb and a byword among all peoples. 

God’s name is the Family name and all those who carry His name 

are identified as sons of God with the responsibility to faithfully 

represent Him. 

The following verses are representative of this aspect of God 

placing His name upon His covenant people as they are then 

responsible to carry that name into the earth faithfully. 

Psalm 89:24  24 "My faithfulness and My lovingkindness will be 

with him, And in My name his horn will be exalted. 

The horn is the family through which God’s name is exalted. And 

it is God Himself who causes His children to be brought into His 

family. 



Exodus 3:10  10 "Therefore, come now, and I will send you to 

Pharaoh, so that you may bring My people, the sons of Israel, out 

of Egypt." 

Exodus 6:6-8  6 "Say, therefore, to the sons of Israel, 'I am the 

LORD, and I will bring you out from under the burdens of the 

Egyptians, and I will deliver you from their bondage. I will also 

redeem you with an outstretched arm and with great judgments.  7 

'Then I will take you for My people, and I will be your God; and 

you shall know that I am the LORD your God, who brought you 

out from under the burdens of the Egyptians.  8 'I will bring you to 

the land which I swore to give to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, and 

I will give it to you for a possession; I am the LORD.'" 

Again, notice the connection of God’s declaration to His people 

and the covenant He made with Abraham as fulfillment of the 

promises found in that covenant with the express purpose of 

magnifying His name. 

Isaiah 29:22-23  22 Therefore thus says the LORD, who redeemed 

Abraham, concerning the house of Jacob: "Jacob shall not now be 

ashamed, nor shall his face now turn pale;  23 But when he sees his 

children, the work of My hands, in his midst, They will sanctify 

My name; Indeed, they will sanctify the Holy One of Jacob And 

will stand in awe of the God of Israel. 

One of the last of Israel’s prophets left that nation with this 

declaration about their covenantal responsibility to declare the 

name of God and their continued rebellion with consequence.  

Malachi 1:11-14   11 "For from the rising of the sun even to its 

setting, My name will be great among the nations, and in every 

place incense is going to be offered to My name, and a grain 

offering that is pure; for My name will be great among the 

nations," says the LORD of hosts.  12 "But you are profaning it, in 

that you say, 'The table of the Lord is defiled, and as for its fruit, 

its food is to be despised.'  13 "You also say, 'My, how tiresome it 

is!' And you disdainfully sniff at it," says the LORD of hosts, "and 

you bring what was taken by robbery and what is lame or sick; so 

you bring the offering! Should I receive that from your hand?" says 

the LORD.  14 "But cursed be the swindler who has a male in his 

flock and vows it, but sacrifices a blemished animal to the Lord, 

for I am a great King," says the LORD of hosts, "and My name 

is feared among the nations." 



The climax of the Old covenant is found in Jesus Christ. And so, it 

should come as no surprise that God continues to show how His 

people must carry His name as they bow the knee at the name of 

Jesus Christ in the new covenant. This is why at the very end of the 

canon of Scripture much is said regarding God’s name being 

faithfully extended throughout the earth through His people. 

Revelation 2:17  17 'He who has an ear, let him hear what the 

Spirit says to the churches. To him who overcomes, to him I will 

give some of the hidden manna, and I will give him a white stone, 

and a new name written on the stone which no one knows but he 

who receives it.' 

Revelation 3:8  8 'I know your deeds. Behold, I have put before 

you an open door which no one can shut, because you have a little 

power, and have kept My word, and have not denied My name. 

Revelation 3:12  12 'He who overcomes, I will make him a pillar in 

the temple of My God, and he will not go out from it anymore; and 

I will write on him the name of My God, and the name of the city 

of My God, the new Jerusalem, which comes down out of heaven 

from My God, and My new name. 

Revelation 11:18-19   18 "And the nations were enraged, and Your 

wrath came, and the time came for the dead to be judged, and the 

time to reward Your bond-servants the prophets and the saints and 

those who fear Your name, the small and the great, and to destroy 

those who destroy the earth."  19 And the temple of God which is in 

heaven was opened; and the ark of His covenant appeared in His 

temple, and there were flashes of lightning and sounds and peals of 

thunder and an earthquake and a great hailstorm. 

Revelation 14:1  NAU  Then I looked, and behold, the Lamb was 

standing on Mount Zion, and with Him one hundred and forty-four 

thousand, having His name and the name of His Father written on 

their foreheads. 

Revelation 19:12-16  12 His eyes are a flame of fire, and on His 

head are many diadems; and He has a name written on Him 

which no one knows except Himself.  13 He is clothed with a robe 

dipped in blood, and His name is called The Word of God.  14 And 

the armies which are in heaven, clothed in fine linen, white and 

clean, were following Him on white horses.  15 From His mouth 

comes a sharp sword, so that with it He may strike down the 

nations, and He will rule them with a rod of iron; and He treads the 

wine press of the fierce wrath of God, the Almighty.  16 And on His 



robe and on His thigh He has a name written, "KING OF KINGS, 

AND LORD OF LORDS." 

Revelation 20:15   15 And if anyone's name was not found 

written in the book of life, he was thrown into the lake of fire. 

Revelation 22:3-4  3 There will no longer be any curse; and the 

throne of God and of the Lamb will be in it, and His bond-servants 

will serve Him;  4 they will see His face, and His name will be on 

their foreheads. 

From Genesis to Revelation it is the name of God that is attached 

to the family of God who are designated as sons of God. 

It is this designation that was given to Adam and his household 

whose seed was commissioned by God to carry the Name of God 

in whose likeness Adam was created. 

And this brings us back to the context of the phrase, “sons of God” 

in Genesis 6 and which, as we will see, demonstrates that we do 

not have to be dependent on a text not related to Genesis to arrive 

at the proper interpretation of, “sons of God” in Genesis. 

Notice the relationship between the covenant seed of Adam, 

designated a son of Adam, in his own son, Seth, being in the 

likeness of Adam who is in the likeness of God. 

Genesis 5:3  3 When Adam had lived one hundred and thirty years, 

he became the father of a son in his own likeness, according to 

his image, and named him Seth. 

In his book, “A New Testament Biblical Theology”, G.K. Beale 

makes this observation about the relationship of God to Adam, and 

Adam to Seth. 

“Just as Adam’s son was in Adam’s “likeness” and “image” 

(Gen.5:1-3) and was to resemble his human father in appearance 

and character, so Adam was a son of God who was to reflect his 

Father, since he was in the “image” and “likeness” of God 

(Gen.1:26)….. 

….This means that the command for Adam to “subdue, rule and fill 

the earth” includes uppermost that of him as a king functionally 

filling the earth, not merely with progeny, but with image-bearing 

progeny who will reflect God’s glory and special revelatory 

presence.” (pg.36) 



In other words, to be an image bearer carries with it a covenantal 

responsibility to the one whose image you represent. The seed of 

Adam necessarily represents that covenant that God had with 

Adam.  

Cain and his seed broke with that covenant and therefore bore the 

image of the father of lies. Therefore, there is a fundamental 

difference in “image” and “likeness” in a covenantal sense 

between the two seeds as each now moves in entirely different 

directions; one toward the covenant promises, the other away from 

those same promises. 

It is in the beginning of this division between the two seeds that we 

must place the designation, sons of God, squarely on that seed that 

is identified with “MY Name,” the sons of Adam, whose seed is 

commanded to faithfully exemplify the name of God. 

What is interesting about Gen.5:3 is that the son of Adam, Seth, is 

distinguished as having both the image and likeness of Adam. 

The language “image and likeness of Adam” is the same 

covenantal language God used regarding Adam on the sixth day of 

creation as the Lord laid out for Adam the terms of his existence 

within the framework of the covenant that God made with him.  

And so, what is found in Adam’s son Seth is seen in his father, 

both in his physical and spiritual make up. Certainly from the 

genetic makeup the son of Adam is of the same stuff as Adam who 

was formed form the dust of the earth, and therefore earthy. 

1 Corinthians 15:47-48   47 The first man is from the earth, earthy; 

….  48 As is the earthy, so also are those who are earthy; ….. 

But this would also be true of Adam’s son, Cain. But what Moses 

is doing in the beginning of Genesis is identifying both seeds with 

the express purpose of distinguishing one seed that is earthy only 

and the other seed that is both earthy and now identified with the 

promise given to post-fall Adam from God. 

Adam was made in the image of God, whose image he distorted 

through rebellion, but now through faith in the promise from God, 

Adams’ original image was regained in an eschatological sense.  

And it is this covenantal promise that looks forward to the perfect 

image of God as it points to the second Adam who righteously 

fulfills what the first Adam did not. In this sense, by faith, Adam 



looks to the restoration of himself, his seed, and the world with a 

future eye to Paradise restored, the new creation. 

G.K. Beale sums up very well the premise of Adam’s forward 

looking to a future new-creational reign. 

“That all the doctrines or notions of salvation/redemption are 

thematically subordinate to God’s new-creational reign through 

an earthly representative is evident from recalling that eschatology 

precedes soteriology in Gen.1-3. That is, had Adam been faithful in 

ruling over the first creation, he would have received subsequent 

escalated blessings, which would have been none other than 

eternal end-time blessings, with the result of God’s glory filling the 

whole earth.” (A New Testament Biblical Theology, pg.178) 

This new-creational reign cannot take place with sinful man, who 

is now separated from God and Eden. But in the post-fall promise 

from God Adam, by faith, sees himself as reconstituted into a 

future new creation in that promise. 

In the context of 1Corinthians 15 Paul is contrasting the two 

Adams as he addresses post-fall man as being earthy, which 

includes all aspects of man as depraved and sinful and therefore 

rebellious toward God. 

Paul then arrives at the only conclusion for all men in the first 

Adam. 

1 Corinthians 15:50  50 Now I say this, brethren, that flesh and 

blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God; nor does the perishable 

inherit the imperishable. 

But then Paul contrasts this first Adam with the last Adam by 

showing how the last Adam will secure a new creation for Himself. 

1 Corinthians 15:45-49, 51-58  45 So also it is written, "The first 

MAN, Adam, BECAME A LIVING SOUL." The last Adam 

became a life-giving spirit.  46 However, the spiritual is not first, 

but the natural; then the spiritual.  47 The first man is from the 

earth, earthy; the second man is from heaven.  49 Just as we have 

borne the image of the earthy, we will also bear the image of the 

heavenly.  51 Behold, I tell you a mystery; we will not all sleep, but 

we will all be changed,  52 in a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, 

at the last trumpet; for the trumpet will sound, and the dead will be 

raised imperishable, and we will be changed.  53 For this perishable 

must put on the imperishable, and this mortal must put on 

immortality.  54 But when this perishable will have put on the 



imperishable, and this mortal will have put on immortality, then 

will come about the saying that is written, "DEATH IS 

SWALLOWED UP in victory.  55 "O DEATH, WHERE IS YOUR 

VICTORY? O DEATH, WHERE IS YOUR STING?"  56 The sting 

of death is sin, and the power of sin is the law;  57 but thanks be to 

God, who gives us the victory through our Lord Jesus Christ.  58 

Therefore, my beloved brethren, be steadfast, immovable, always 

abounding in the work of the Lord, knowing that your toil is not in 

vain in the Lord. 

But being earthy was not a negative for Adam before the fall. In 

fact, it necessarily follows that since we are sons of Adam, as far 

as being earthy, the resurrection is the means by which God will 

fully and perfectly restore both the earthy and spiritual aspect of 

man precisely because of the last Adam, Jesus Christ, not just to its 

original pre-fall status, but much beyond that as our earthy bodies 

in Adam, will be glorified to be like Christ’s physical resurrection 

body in the new creation. 

But again, back to the point of the covenant seed of the woman 

moving forward through the son of Adam in Seth; what we see is 

the group that bears the name of that covenant promise are sons of 

Adam, in both image and likeness, who himself was created in the 

image of God and who then embraced the covenant promises from 

God by faith after the fall.  

Seed of the Serpent 

This covenant language is not used of Cain’s seed. We do not see a 

reference to Enoch being a son of Cain in his image and likeness 

because we know what that image and likeness is. It is the image 

of his father, the devil. This is the designation that Jesus Himself 

assigns to that seed, even that seed that is hiding among the called 

out people of God in Israel. 

John 8:44  44 "You are of your father the devil, and you want to 

do the desires of your father. He was a murderer from the 

beginning, and does not stand in the truth because there is no truth 

in him. Whenever he speaks a lie, he speaks from his own nature, 

for he is a liar and the father of lies. 

And so, when we look at the line of the Messiah and we see how 

that line is associated with Jesus Christ we need only work 

backward through the lineage leading to Seth and Adam to see 

how that line was identified. 



Luke 3:38  38 the son of Enosh, the son of Seth, the son of Adam, 

the son of God. 

Remember, Genesis 6 is on the heels of Genesis 5 which is a 

description of the sons of Adam, the covenantal line of the sons of 

God. 

This is the theme throughout the word of God. God chooses a 

people to represent Him. Unfortunately, many of those people 

rebel as in Adam. God, before the foundations of the world, 

chooses a remnant out of that people even though the larger group 

is still identified as His covenant people. 

But if we back up to chapter 4 in Genesis we see one of the two 

seeds, the offspring of Cain, who is necessarily associated with the 

seed of the serpent. In fact, the claim to fame in the line of Cain, 

begins and ends with death.  

Cain kills his brother Abel, and a few generations later comes 

Lamech, who is the last of Cain’s line to be named before 

transitioning into the covenant line of Adam. 

Genesis 4:23-24  23 Lamech said to his wives, "Adah and Zillah, 

Listen to my voice, You wives of Lamech, Give heed to my 

speech, For I have killed a man for wounding me; And a boy for 

striking me;  24 If Cain is avenged sevenfold, Then Lamech 

seventy-sevenfold." 

In contrast, at the end of chapter 4, we see the introduction of the 

seed of the woman.  

Genesis 4:26  26 To Seth, to him also a son was born; and he called 

his name Enosh. Then men began to call upon the name of the 

LORD. 

This translation almost makes it sound as if men did not call upon 

the name of the Lord until sometime after Enosh was born. But the 

phrase is really identifying men from the time of Seth through 

Enosh, and beyond, as continuing to call upon the name of the 

Lord, as we know that Abel and Adam had already been doing. 

A better translation is found in the ESV. 

ESV Genesis 4:26 To Seth also a son was born, and he called his 

name Enosh. At that time people began to call upon the name of 

the LORD. 



“At that time” suggests that time in history when the two seeds 

lived side by side, where the group identified with the covenant 

promises passed on to Seth and Enosh, called upon the name of the 

Lord. 

You’ll notice that it does not say, “those who were godly called 

upon the name of the Lord”, but simply those identified with a 

particular family line, those born to Seth and Enosh, who are 

distinguished from the family of Cain. 

It is these who call upon the name of the Lord who are identified in 

chapter 5 as those coming from the seed of the woman, found in 

the line of Seth, son of Adam, son of God.  

In contrast, Cain and his line are not described as calling upon the 

name of the Lord, but like the serpent, Cain actually lies and 

questions the veracity of God’s word. 

Genesis 4:9   9 Then the LORD said to Cain, "Where is Abel your 

brother?" And he said, "I do not know. Am I my brother's keeper?" 

Genesis 4:16  16 Then Cain went out from the presence of the 

LORD, and settled in the land of Nod, east of Eden. 

Cain’s line is one that is identified with moving away from God, 

not calling upon the name of the Lord. 

Chapter 5 identifies this people of God, the sons of God, in a 

covenant son-ship relationship to the Creator, and then chapter 6 

shows the covenant people marrying into both seeds as they come 

into the daughters of men, which we’ll see is a designation of the 

two seeds. Again, this war is always between the two seeds, the 

two peoples. 

But even when the seed of the woman is identified as “sons of 

God”, as we see in chapter 5, this seed-group, who are 

commissioned by God to carry His name throughout history, often 

rebels against the promises of God even though they are identified 

with the name of the Lord, and it results in God’s judgment.  

This is the classic picture we see in O.T. Israel who were called out 

by God to call upon the name of the Lord, but who failed 

miserably as a nation as they were charged by God to carry His 

name. 

Ezekiel 20:19-22  19 'I am the LORD your God; walk in My 

statutes and keep My ordinances and observe them.  20 'Sanctify 

My sabbaths; and they shall be a sign between Me and you, that 



you may know that I am the LORD your God.'  21 "But the 

children (Hebrew - Ben, son) rebelled against Me; they did not 

walk in My statutes, nor were they careful to observe My 

ordinances, by which, if a man observes them, he will live; they 

profaned My sabbaths. So I resolved to pour out My wrath on 

them, to accomplish My anger against them in the wilderness.  22 

"But I withdrew My hand and acted for the sake of My name, 

that it should not be profaned in the sight of the nations in whose 

sight I had brought them out. 

Jeremiah 11:13-14   13 "For your gods are as many as your cities, 

O Judah; and as many as the streets of Jerusalem are the altars you 

have set up to the shameful thing, altars to burn incense to Baal.  14 

"Therefore do not pray for this people, nor lift up a cry or prayer 

for them; for I will not listen when they call to Me because of their 

disaster. 

Like Adam, who represented mankind as the name-bearer of God 

and then failed in that covenantal relationship, Israel takes on the 

corporate responsibility of the first Adam, (Beale; NT Biblical 

Theology, pg.57, par.2), and they too come up short of that 

mandate to carry the name of God throughout the earth. 

And this is precisely what we see with that people in Genesis 6 

who are designated as sons of God who call upon the name of the 

Lord and yet will not faithfully represent the God who desires 

“MY Name” to be attached to them in a way that brings glory to 

the Name of God.  

This is the same formula that leads to destruction that both the 

apostle James and Moses points out. 

James 1:12-16   12 Blessed is a man who perseveres under trial; for 

once he has been approved, he will receive the crown of life which 

the Lord has promised to those who love Him.  13 Let no one say 

when he is tempted, "I am being tempted by God"; for God cannot 

be tempted by evil, and He Himself does not tempt anyone.  14 But 

each one is tempted when he is carried away and enticed by his 

own lust.  15 Then when lust has conceived, it gives birth to sin; 

and when sin is accomplished, it brings forth death.  16 Do not be 

deceived, my beloved brethren. 

We’re going to revisit this passage later and see how it ties 

together the truth regarding the issue of sin and its resultant 

judgment by God. 



Genesis 6:5-7   5 Then the LORD saw that the wickedness of man 

was great on the earth, and that every intent of the thoughts of his 

heart was only evil continually.  6 The LORD was sorry that He 

had made man on the earth, and He was grieved in His heart.  7 

The LORD said, "I will blot out man whom I have created from 

the face of the land, from man to animals to creeping things and to 

birds of the sky; for I am sorry that I have made them." 

My People 

In contrast to the apostasy of those associated with the covenant 

from God, only Noah, a remnant, continues the true line of the 

covenant along with his sons.  

This too, is seen played out again with Israel, later in redemptive 

history, to where they are judged by God for their rebellion. But 

He takes a remnant out of that people, just as He did with Noah, 

and they call upon the name of the Lord. 

Zechariah 13:9  9 "And I will bring the third part through the 

fire, Refine them as silver is refined, And test them as gold is 

tested. They will call on My name, And I will answer them; I will 

say, 'They are My people,' And they will say, 'The LORD is my 

God.'" 

Genesis 6 identifies the group of those who call upon the name of 

the Lord as “the sons of God” who would be the sons of the 

covenant. However, as is always the case with those identified as 

the sons of the covenant, sons of God, only a remnant truly 

believes, despite the fact that many identified with that group who 

carry the “Name of God” don’t believe. 

Their unbelief does not negate the covenant that God has made 

with mankind to rule and subdue the earth.  

Romans 3:1-4  NAU  Then what advantage has the Jew? Or what is 

the benefit of circumcision?  2 Great in every respect. First of all, 

that they were entrusted with the oracles of God.  3 What then? If 

some did not believe, their unbelief will not nullify the 

faithfulness of God, will it?  4 May it never be! Rather, let God be 

found true, though every man be found a liar, as it is written, 

"THAT YOU MAY BE JUSTIFIED IN YOUR WORDS, AND 

PREVAIL WHEN YOU ARE JUDGED." 

But only those who are the remnant will follow the Lord, not just 

in covenant responsibility through obedience to the terms of that 

covenant, but in faith in the promises of that covenant, thus 



proving to be true “sons of God” not just “sons of God” in name 

only, which turned out to be the case with “the sons of God” 

pursuing after the daughters of men from both seeds. 

Genesis 6:8-10   8 But Noah found favor in the eyes of the LORD.  
9 These are the records of the generations of Noah. Noah was a 

righteous man, blameless in his time; Noah walked with God.  10 

Noah became the father of three sons: Shem, Ham, and Japheth. 

If we are going to get a correct meaning of the phrase, “sons of 

God,” we must recognize first and foremost what Moses has 

already revealed and that is the reality of the war between the two 

seeds that started in chapter 3 between the seed of the woman and 

the seed of the serpent.  

Genesis 3:15   15 And I will put enmity Between you and the 

woman, And between your seed and her seed; He shall bruise you 

on the head, And you shall bruise him on the heel." 

This is the immediate context that I alluded to earlier when I made 

the argument that to understand Genesis 6 we must first look to the 

previous chapters in Genesis before going to other places in 

Scripture and trying to make those outside of Genesis the primary 

source for what a son of God is in Genesis 6. 

Those seeds are still in view in chapters 4-6. So, this is the 

overview. 

Exegesis of the Text 

Now, let’s look specifically at the text in light of this background. 

Genesis 6:1-2  NAU  Now it came about, when men began to 

multiply on the face of the land, and daughters were born to them,  
2 that the sons of God saw that the daughters of men were 

beautiful; and they took wives for themselves, whomever they 

chose. 

The first question is who are the men who began to multiply on the 

face of the land? 

Well, chapters 4 and 5 identifies these people. They were the seed 

of Cain and the seed of Seth as daughters were being born to the 

two seeds. So, both seeds were multiplying side by side. 

One seed, however, is distinguished, in a covenantal sense, from 

the other as those who call upon the name of the Lord. (Gen.4:26) 



And so, this phrase in Gen.6:1, “men began to multiply on the face 

of the land” identifies all peoples of the earth.  

Within this context of the two seeds dwelling on the earth the 

product of these two seeds, (generally identified in Scripture 

through the male population), is clearly contrasted with the 

introduction of daughters being born to the heads of the 

descendants of both seeds. 

Daughters of Men 

One of the seeds, (identified as the “sons of God”), takes notice of 

the daughters of men, (daughters of the two seeds), who are 

identified as beautiful. 

Again, notice that the daughters of men are not identified with 

either seed, but rather are part of both seeds as we are simply told 

that “men began to multiply on the face of the land, and 

daughters were born to them,” (Genesis 6:1) 

As we’ll see these daughters are at the center of the controversy for 

the downfall of the covenant sons of God. 

This too, has already been the case with Eve as it relates to the 

redemptive plan of God as the woman, a daughter of God, if you 

will, is the one identified with enticing man which leads to the 

downfall of mankind. And so, the context once again sees a repeat 

of the sin that caused the two seeds to be separated by God with 

the seed of the woman ultimately being given the promise of the 

restoration of Eden. 

Genesis 3:1-6  NAU  Now the serpent was more crafty than any 

beast of the field which the LORD God had made. And he said to 

the woman, "Indeed, has God said, 'You shall not eat from any 

tree of the garden '?"  2 The woman said to the serpent, "From the 

fruit of the trees of the garden we may eat;  3 but from the fruit of 

the tree which is in the middle of the garden, God has said, 'You 

shall not eat from it or touch it, or you will die.'"  4 The serpent 

said to the woman, "You surely will not die!  5 "For God knows 

that in the day you eat from it your eyes will be opened, and you 

will be like God, knowing good and evil."  6 When the woman saw 

that the tree was good for food, and that it was a delight to the 

eyes, and that the tree was desirable to make one wise, she took 

from its fruit and ate; and she gave also to her husband with her, 

and he ate. 



1 Timothy 2:13-14   13 For it was Adam who was first created, and 

then Eve.  14 And it was not Adam who was deceived, but the 

woman being deceived, fell into transgression. 

Paul makes it clear that Adam was not deceived, but the woman. 

And though that may look like Paul is exonerating Adam it is 

really an indictment on him since Adam had no excuse. His action 

was total rebellion as he knew what God had said about the law of 

consequences for eating of the forbidden fruit. 

As priest/king Adam shirked his responsibility to protect his wife, 

his seed and the entire kingdom he was given to advance the glory 

of God, and instead brought corruption to all things related to 

God’s creation. 

By the way, the intermingling of the seeds is demonstrated in a 

similar way with the sons of God who carried His name, the Jews, 

intermingling with the daughters of men outside of the covenant 

community, in the book of Ezra, which was a book revealing how 

the promises of God were to call out a remnant to return to the 

Land of Promise. But here’s what the sons of God do. 

Ezra 9:1-2  NAU  Now when these things had been completed, the 

princes approached me, saying, "The people of Israel and the 

priests and the Levites have not separated themselves from the 

peoples of the lands, according to their abominations, those of the 

Canaanites, the Hittites, the Perizzites, the Jebusites, the 

Ammonites, the Moabites, the Egyptians and the Amorites.  2 "For 

they have taken some of their daughters as wives for themselves 

and for their sons, so that the holy race has intermingled with the 

peoples of the lands; indeed, the hands of the princes and the 

rulers have been foremost in this unfaithfulness." 

Notice too, that Ezra is making a distinction between the seed of 

the covenant, the people of Israel, and the seed of the serpent as 

found in particular “peoples of the lands” identified as the 

“Canaanites, the Hittites, the Perizzites, the Jebusites, the 

Ammonites, the Moabites, the Egyptians and the Amorites.” 

This seed of the serpent were people dwelling in the land of 

Promise but they were identified as an abomination before the 

Lord. 

Again, when we look at the judgment that is made upon the people 

of God regarding the intermingling with the pagan people’s this is 

the pattern seen throughout redemptive history and this is why God 



warned His covenant people to remain faithful to Him and His 

covenant community. 

NAU Deuteronomy 7:3 "Furthermore, you shall not intermarry with 

them; you shall not give your daughters to their sons, nor shall you 

take their daughters for your sons. 

 

Even the church, those designated as sons of God through faith in 

Christ Jesus (Gal.3:26), are warned not to intermingle with those 

outside of the New Covenant community. 

 
NAU 2 Corinthians 6:14 Do not be bound together with 

unbelievers; for what partnership have righteousness and 

lawlessness, or what fellowship has light with darkness? 

 

The daughters of men outside of the covenant community seem to 

be a temptation for the sons of God in all ages of redemptive 

history and this is true of that early community of the covenant of 

promise who called upon the name of the Lord in Genesis 6. 

In our text in Genesis 6 these women are seen as beautiful. 

Genesis 6:2  the sons of God saw that the daughters of men were 

beautiful; 

Though the word beautiful in this context can certainly mean 

something that appeals to the eyes of men the word has an 

extended meaning. It can also include the idea of being pleasant, 

agreeable, good, charming. 

Beauty, limited to physical characteristics, cannot be the only 

determining factor that these men just figured out one day and 

decided that they needed these women born to men.  

In other words, this phrase in verse 2 is simply another way of 

saying that men will be men as God intended them to be as they 

naturally seek out that woman, (just as the Lord did for Adam in 

the beginning by bringing him the woman fashioned by God from 

Adam’s side), who would be beautiful in appearance and essence. 

Therefore, women, though their outward beauty can certainly 

entice men, also express an attraction to men that transcends 

outward appearances and includes those aspects of being charming 

and pleasant in their similar but different essence, which is really 

the bedrock for companionship that is designed by God to lead to 

the marriage of a man and a woman.  



A woman does not have to be a believer in the promises of God to 

be both physically attractive and inwardly attractive. And that 

attraction leads all peoples, whether they are in the covenant 

community or not, to seek each other out.  

But, when faithfulness to God is placed to the side it is not unusual 

to see the people of the covenant, (designated sons of God), going 

after those who are outside of the covenant community. 

Marriage has been taking place for a long time before Genesis 6 

and the beauty of women was no new thing. 

Since both seeds were dwelling on the earth together and since 

beauty and marriage have been a part of mankind since day six of 

creation, this phrase does not have to mean anything more than that 

the God-given natural desires of both seeds were still happening 

and it was also happening within the covenantal context of the seed 

of the woman (Eve), here identified as the sons of God. 

Being identified as a son of God does not preclude that the 

covenant seed, or the covenant community that was identified as 

calling upon the name of the Lord, was exempt from going after 

beautiful and charming women, even women who were not part of 

the covenant community. 

Solomon comes to mind. 

So, what happens when men of both seeds see the beauty of 

women and desire to spend their lives with these women? 

Genesis 6:2  …they took wives for themselves, whomever they 

chose. 

The word whomever is interesting in the Hebrew. It simply means 

the whole, or all. 

In other words, of the entire woman-pool, (made up of both the 

seed of the woman and the seed of the serpent), some of those 

identified with the sons of God made no distinction when choosing 

a mate. They chose from both pools, if you will. Many were not 

discerning, they chose selfishly, not with God and His covenant 

promises in mind. 

What was the result? God’s displeasure with man. Not because 

angels intervened but because man continues to break covenant 

with the God who called them out so as to call upon the name of 

the Lord. 



Genesis 6:3   3 Then the LORD said, "My Spirit shall not strive 

with man forever, because he also is flesh; nevertheless his days 

shall be one hundred and twenty years." 

This verse is, of course, in the context of identifying the sons of 

God. But here we see an activity on the part of God that is directed 

toward man who is also identified as flesh, not flesh/angel. 

The Spirit not striving with man is another way of saying that the 

regenerative activity of the Spirit has ceased so as to seal the 

people of the world in their sin as they now await the coming 

judgment from God. 

David understood the work of the Spirit moving among the people 

of this world so as to draw men to Himself and he prayed in such a 

way as to acknowledge the need for the Spirit in his life and the 

life of Israel. 

Psalm 51:11  11 Do not cast me away from Your presence And do 

not take Your Holy Spirit from me. 

This is the same work of the Spirit that Isaiah acknowledged as 

being essential for Israel’s existence unto the glory of God. 

Isaiah 63:10-12   10 But they [Israel] rebelled And grieved His 

Holy Spirit; Therefore He turned Himself to become their enemy, 

He fought against them.  11 Then His people remembered the days 

of old, of Moses. Where is He who brought them up out of the sea 

with the shepherds of His flock? Where is He who put His Holy 

Spirit in the midst of them,  12 Who caused His glorious arm to go 

at the right hand of Moses, Who divided the waters before them to 

make for Himself an everlasting name, 

Just as the designation, sons of God, in Israel, did not protect them 

from God’s judgment when they rebelled, so too, the Spirit, in 

Genesis 6, does not strive with man in general as they rebel against 

a holy God. 

In this way there is an indictment against the sons of God who 

were not seeking the things of the Spirit as they pursued the things 

of the flesh, which is something that even the sons of God in the 

new covenant struggle with. 

NAU Galatians 5:17 For the flesh sets its desire against the Spirit, 

and the Spirit against the flesh; for these are in opposition to one 

another, so that you may not do the things that you please. 

 



The apostle Peter also points out that the striving of the Spirit had 

to do with God’s patience toward sinful men coming to an end, as 

the Spirit of God, who alone gives life, had determined that He 

would allow hearts of stone to continue to pursue the coldness of 

their sin which lead to death through a global flood. 

 

1 Peter 3:18-20   18 For Christ also died for sins once for all, the 

just for the unjust, so that He might bring us to God, having been 

put to death in the flesh, but made alive in the spirit;  19 in which 

also He went and made proclamation to the spirits now in prison,  
20 who once were disobedient, when the patience of God kept 

waiting in the days of Noah, during the construction of the ark, in 

which a few, that is, eight persons, were brought safely through the 

water. 

It has been argued that God’s judgement on mankind was so 

terrible that there must have been a commensurate crime that 

would cause God to destroy the entire world with a flood. That 

crime was so abominable that God was left with no choice but to 

destroy the world and start over. 

This argument arrives at the only logical conclusion that the 

mingling of flesh and demon must be the catalyst through which 

the entire human race, and by extension, all living things, had to be 

exterminated since it was now irredeemable. 

But this argument overlooks the obvious. Though the concept of 

the intermingling of demons with women may seem abhorrent, 

there is the truth that God’s judgment on mankind didn’t need this 

ungodly arrangement to finally be enacted. 

The very words given to Adam in the beginning are sufficient for 

God to carry out His justice in any way He chooses, any time He 

chooses. “In the day that you eat of it, (the forbidden fruit), you 

will surely die.” 

Is being consigned, for example, to the Lake of Fire for rebellion 

against God any less severe than being wiped out in a flood for the 

same crime? Do demons really need to be part of the equation for 

God to judge the sin of rebellious human beings that was promised 

to Adam and Eve? 

God was well within His justice to have wiped out both man and 

beast from the face of the earth at the moment of Adam’s rebellion. 

But in His grace and mercy His compassion for His chosen people 

was seen in His patience as the apostle Peter points out. 



2 Peter 3:15   15 and regard the patience of our Lord as salvation; 

At the end of Genesis 6:3 we see that the patience of God will 

continue for His chosen but only for a limited time until which all 

flesh will be destroyed. But, this raises another question as to the 

issue of whether the “sons of God” are angels and that has to do 

with the fact that all flesh was destroyed wherein only 8 persons 

were saved through the water.  

Genesis 6:12-17   12 God looked on the earth, and behold, it was 

corrupt; for all flesh had corrupted their way upon the earth.  13 

Then God said to Noah, "The end of all flesh has come before Me; 

for the earth is filled with violence because of them; and behold, I 

am about to destroy them with the earth.  14 "Make for yourself an 

ark of gopher wood; you shall make the ark with rooms, and shall 

cover it inside and out with pitch.  15 "This is how you shall make 

it: the length of the ark three hundred cubits, its breadth fifty 

cubits, and its height thirty cubits.  16 "You shall make a window 

for the ark, and finish it to a cubit from the top; and set the door of 

the ark in the side of it; you shall make it with lower, second, and 

third decks.  17 "Behold, I, even I am bringing the flood of water 

upon the earth, to destroy all flesh in which is the breath of life, 

from under heaven; everything that is on the earth shall perish. 

If this is the case then did the angels/demons/sons of God, who 

supposedly married the daughters of men, die in the flood as well, 

or were they simply inhabiting the bodies of real people, in which 

case the sons of God were not really angels but demon possessed 

people?  

But if these sons of God/angels were real angels and they too died 

in the flood, along with all flesh, can we assume that they took on 

flesh, became incarnate, and presumably relinquished their former 

status as angels, albeit fallen angels, who are spirits according the 

writer of Hebrews? 

Can an angel die a physical death and for that matter can an angel 

pass on “angel DNA” to “human DNA” to the daughters of men so 

as to create a hybrid being made up of angel and human? 

And what about all creatures producing after their “kind” or 

Christ’s statement that angels in heaven do not marry, and thus do 

not have sexual relations with women? 

As to the last question, some proponents of “sons of God = angels” 

state that Jesus was only identifying angels “in heaven” not fallen 



angels who evidently were capable of having sexual relations with 

women in marriage relationships. 

But again, it begs the question, where in Genesis 3- 6 does it 

explicitly or even implicitly state that these sons of God are 

identified as fallen angels, especially in light of the fact that these 

are supposedly the same sons of God identified in Job who are 

apparently good angels, as they are distinguished from Satan and 

were apparently present at the creation of the universe as” the sons 

of God shouted for joy”? 

These are a few of the questions that appear to me to be 

troublesome. 

But some of the proponents of the “sons of God = angels” position 

seem to have an answer to this in the group identified as Nephilim. 

Nephilim 

Verse 4 of Genesis 6 is simply a repeat of what preceded with the 

added feature of identifying these sons of the covenant and the 

sons of the serpent with a group called the Nephilim. 

Genesis 6:4   4 The Nephilim were on the earth in those days, and 

also afterward, when the sons of God came in to the daughters of 

men, and they bore children to them. Those were the mighty men 

who were of old, men of renown. 

The name Nephilim is sometimes translated giants, but the passage 

actually identifies who these people were. These were mighty men 

or men of renown with emphasis on the designation “men.” 

By the way, these men of renown, or mighty men, seem to include 

a person we’ve already seen in the context to which we’ve been 

looking, and that is one man by whom the known-world was 

threatened as he saw in himself such a pride that would lend itself 

to becoming a mighty man or man of renown. 

Genesis 4:23-24   23 Lamech said to his wives, "Adah and Zillah, 

Listen to my voice, You wives of Lamech, Give heed to my 

speech, For I have killed a man for wounding me; And a boy for 

striking me;  24 If Cain is avenged sevenfold, Then Lamech 

seventy-sevenfold." 

Lamech seems to make it clear that he is no mere man to be trifled 

with but was a mighty man with whom the world must contend. 



But it should be noted here that the Nephilim are introduced as 

almost a sub-group of the seed of the serpent. In chapters 4 and 5 

we have the two seeds, the seed of Cain and the seed of Seth.  

It is those identified with the seed of Seth, real people, who betray 

the covenantal community by taking women from the seed of Cain, 

the seed of the serpent, which always leads to being led astray. 

Those who are identified with the seed of the woman who have 

joined with the seed of the serpent are now getting married in a 

covenantal sense to the seed of the serpent and are being 

influenced in an ungodly way. 

In the midst of this crossing over of seeds, the Nephilim, or men of 

renown, were also on the earth in those days at the same time many 

of the sons of God married into the seed of the serpent.  

Look at the passage again. 

Genesis 6:4   4 The Nephilim were on the earth in those days, and 

also afterward, when the sons of God came in to the daughters of 

men, and they bore children to them. 

Here, we see that the sons of God were also identified with the 

Nephilim in that they bore children to that particular group as well. 

It does not identify the sons of God as the Nephilim, only that they 

bore children to that group, along with the rest of the daughters of 

men, (some of whom were presumably part of the Nephilim), 

which is to say that the sons of God are now being identified with 

every group on the planet instead of being identified exclusively 

with the covenant community who called upon the name of the 

Lord. 

And it is apparent that the Nephilim, (men of renown), continued 

to have a powerful presence right up to the judgment of water by 

God as the text makes clear. “The Nephilim were on the earth in 

those days, and also afterward…” 

It has been argued from this last statement that the Nephilim were 

on the earth both before and after the flood. And of course, we 

know that a reference is made after the flood identifying the 

Nephilim. 

Numbers 13:32-33  32 So they gave out to the sons of Israel a bad 

report of the land which they had spied out, saying, "The land 

through which we have gone, in spying it out, is a land that 

devours its inhabitants; and all the people whom we saw in it are 



men of great size.  33 "There also we saw the Nephilim (the sons 

of Anak are part of the Nephilim); and we became like 

grasshoppers in our own sight, and so we were in their sight." 

If the Nephilim were the product of angels having sexual relations 

with the daughters of men before the flood, resulting in a direct 

correlation to God’s global judgment, it does raise the issue of how 

this same phenomenon can take place at the end of the age through 

a fiery global judgment, (with no mention of angels contributing to 

the destruction of the world in the second judgment from God), as 

Jesus Christ makes reference to only men as being guilty of sin, in 

Matthew 24, resulting in this fiery judgment. 

Peter also points out the sinfulness of men only, resulting in God’s 

second global judgment. 

2 Peter 3:7  7 But by His word the present heavens and earth are 

being reserved for fire, kept for the day of judgment and 

destruction of ungodly men. 

But, as to the days of Noah, it is apparent that the designation sons 

of God, (sons of the covenant), found in the called out seed, 

continued to have a presence until the judgment, as many of them 

were still identified with the covenant community despite the fact 

that only one person is declared righteous by God and that is Noah. 

And so, it could be said of this seed of the woman, (identified as 

the sons of God, at this point in redemptive history), that a great 

apostasy had taken place among them that resulted in a judgment, 

that in like manner, will be repeated in the last days on the same 

covenantal group who also bear the designation, sons of God. 

These people of God in the last days are identified in the context of 

the “church” and though they are identified as sons of God, it is in 

name only. 

2 Thessalonians 2:1-3  NAU Now we request you, brethren, with 

regard to the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ and our gathering 

together to Him,  2 that you not be quickly shaken from your 

composure or be disturbed either by a spirit or a message or a letter 

as if from us, to the effect that the day of the Lord has come.  3 Let 

no one in any way deceive you, for it will not come unless the 

apostasy comes first, and the man of lawlessness is revealed, the 

son of destruction, 

Matthew 7:22-23   22 "Many will say to Me on that day, 'Lord, 

Lord, did we not prophesy in Your name, and in Your name cast 



out demons, and in Your name perform many miracles?'  23 "And 

then I will declare to them, 'I never knew you; DEPART FROM 

ME, YOU WHO PRACTICE LAWLESSNESS.' 

And so, only those who are the true sheep of Christ will be saved, 

just as in the days of Noah, who was declared by God as righteous. 

Genesis 6:9   9 These are the records of the generations of Noah. 

Noah was a righteous man, blameless in his time; Noah walked 

with God. 

Though 8 people were saved on the ark only one is clearly 

identified as righteous. Why? 

Because the same God who covenanted with Adam and his seed, 

(although many proved unrighteous), is the same God who 

covenants with Noah, and all of those who are identified with his 

seed come under the protection of that covenant. 

At this point in redemptive history nothing is explicitly said of the 

faith of the family of Noah, only that their righteousness is not 

what is recorded as causing God to have mercy on them. In fact, 

what do we read? 

Genesis 6:18-20   18 "But I will establish My covenant with you; 

and you shall enter the ark-- you and your sons and your wife, 

and your sons' wives with you.  19 "And of every living thing of all 

flesh, you shall bring two of every kind into the ark, to keep them 

alive with you; they shall be male and female.  20 "Of the birds 

after their kind, and of the animals after their kind, of every 

creeping thing of the ground after its kind, two of every kind will 

come to you to keep them alive. 

Genesis 7:1  NAU  Then the LORD said to Noah, "Enter the ark, 

you and all your household, for you alone I have seen to be 

righteous before Me in this time. 

The covenant was not made directly with Noah’s wife, his sons or 

their wives, but they shared in the covenant blessings given by God 

to Noah by virtue of the fact that they were of the same family, and 

the wives of his sons were sharers through the covenant of 

marriage. 

To the degree that Noah and the other seven obeyed the command 

from God it seems apparent that they had a faith that moved them 

to get on board. 



So, covenant promises and blessings are prominent in what God 

does with one man, and by extension of that same covenant, all 

who are in his household as they share in that blessing. And I 

might add even animals share in the covenant blessings of Noah as 

they come under the protection of God through the covenant. 

So, again, it was through those who followed the covenant, 

originally given to Adam, and who faithfully called upon the name 

of the Lord, that we see Noah emerge as a true believer and his 

family shared in the covenant blessings extended to him by God, as 

by faith they followed and obeyed. 

Genesis 9:12  12 God said, "This is the sign of the covenant which 

I am making between Me and you and every living creature that is 

with you, for all successive generations; 

This would include the generations that would carry the covenant 

name of God until we come to Abraham, Moses and the nation of 

Israel who become a corporate Adam.  

Again, this does not mean that every person who falls under the 

covenant established by God will remain faithful, only that the 

covenant is that which establishes what belongs to God and 

through whom the redemptive promises given to Adam and Eve 

will be realized. 

God Judges Men or Angels in the Flood? 

Genesis 6:5   5 Then the LORD saw that the wickedness of man 

was great on the earth, and that every intent of the thoughts of his 

heart was only evil continually. 

It is only after the leaven of sin, which has now permeated every 

aspect of the covenant community, (where they have in essence 

rejected the covenant promises, in what we have already stated as a 

great apostasy), where there is now no discernable difference 

between the seed of the woman and the seed of the serpent, and the 

wickedness of man was great on the earth. 

By the way, “wickedness of man” and “every intent of the thoughts 

of his heart being evil continually” does not have to be identifying 

a world on fire and out of control, where evil is so prevalent that 

you can’t leave the house without fear for your life. Moses is 

describing a heart problem that leads to sin and wickedness of all 

kinds. 



Wickedness and an evil heart describes every generation, and in 

fact Jesus makes it clear that the wickedness of the heart that was 

found in man at the time of Noah will also be found in man at the 

end to result in His final judgment of men who appear to be secure 

and at peace in a world that meets their needs and wants. 

Matthew 24:37-38   37 "For the coming of the Son of Man will be 

just like the days of Noah.  38 "For as in those days before the flood 

they were eating and drinking, marrying and giving in marriage, 

until the day that Noah entered the ark, 

Jesus seems to be describing people prospering and pursuing life 

with little care when the last judgment comes, just as in the days of 

Noah. The connection between both groups is an evil heart and 

wickedness that does not comport with the covenant of life found 

in the Messiah, who will redeem men from their wickedness 

against a holy God, as they repent and believe. 

What we see here in these opening chapters of Genesis is the 

redemptive story of man. The only involvement of a demon in the 

life of man, up to this point in Genesis, is seen in Satan in the 

garden. Man, not demons, are the focal point in the judgment that 

God enacts on wicked men of the earth. 

There is global wickedness of men and there will be a global 

judgement from God who is now sorry He has made man. 

Genesis 6:6-7   6 The LORD was sorry that He had made man on 

the earth, and He was grieved in His heart.  7 The LORD said, "I 

will blot out man whom I have created from the face of the land, 

from man to animals to creeping things and to birds of the sky; for 

I am sorry that I have made them." 

Here again, we see the covenantal aspect of God’s involvement in 

His creation where everything on earth, not just man, falls under 

the covenantal judgment of man that was promised in the Garden. 

Genesis 3:17   17 Then to Adam He said, "Because you have 

listened to the voice of your wife, and have eaten from the tree 

about which I commanded you, saying, 'You shall not eat from it'; 

Cursed is the ground because of you; In toil you will eat of it All 

the days of your life. 

In fact, it was the father of Noah, Lamech, who longed for the day 

when the curse would be lifted from the ground as he looked to his 

son to be that one who would play a part in the lifting of the cursed 



ground, and as we know, is an eschatological look to the new 

earth. 

Genesis 5:28-29   28 Lamech lived one hundred and eighty-two 

years, and became the father of a son.  29 Now he called his name 

Noah, saying, "This one will give us rest from our work and from 

the toil of our hands arising from the ground which the LORD 

has cursed." 

Just a side note here: Remember it was one of the offspring of 

Cain, Lamech, who fancied himself a man of renown and one to be 

feared as he continued to demonstrate himself to be part of the seed 

of the serpent in Gen.4:18.  

And then in Gen.5:30 we have a Lamech who is the father of 

Noah, the seed of the woman, who will be instrumental through his 

son in delivering men from God’s curse that included the earth 

itself. 

This was also the point Paul made when writing to the Romans as 

he acknowledges that all of creation falls under this curse as it will 

one day be set free from its slavery to corruption unto its recreation 

by God who made the promise to Adam and Eve. 

Romans 8:20-22   20 For the creation was subjected to futility, not 

willingly, but because of Him who subjected it, in hope  21 that the 

creation itself also will be set free from its slavery to corruption 

into the freedom of the glory of the children of God.  22 For we 

know that the whole creation groans and suffers the pains of 

childbirth together until now.  

Interestingly enough, man along with animals, creeping things, and 

birds of the sky are all part of this global judgment that we see in 

Gen.6:7. Conspicuously missing are angels disguised as “sons of 

God”, aka – demons. The reason? Demons have their own final 

judgment called the Lake of Fire whom they will share with fallen 

resurrected humans, called the second death. 

This future judgment, and subsequent release from its curse for 

God’s chosen people, along with the entire universe, is tied to the 

promise made to Adam and Eve, who alone are responsible for the 

curse. To suggest that judgment of men is in any way dependent on 

demons is to miss the point of who the curse is associated with. 

1 Corinthians 15:21-22   21 For since by a man came death, by a 

man also came the resurrection of the dead.  22 For as in Adam all 

die, so also in Christ all will be made alive. 



Remember, the curse on the entire universe did not come into 

effect with Satan’s sin. It only came to affect man and all creation 

with Adam’s sin. 

There is no room for that oft repeated phrase, “the devil made me 

do it.” Because if demons cohabitated with human women, who in 

turn were responsible for the entire world being destroyed in a 

flood, then there is certainly room for that line of argument. 

Therefore, man and only man is responsible for such a judgment. 

But what about all of the references to Satan deceiving the nations? 

Can’t we say that Satan is in fact quite responsible for man’s sin? 

To the degree that man is tempted by Satan we can certainly say 

that Satan plays a role and will be judged in that role. But again, 

this is different from saying that man didn’t have a choice in the 

matter of submitting to such temptation as seen with the first man, 

Adam, who was created without a sin nature.  

Remember, that Adam was given a commission to be both priest 

and king in this new creation which involved protecting this 

kingdom from any potential invader. The serpent was certainly an 

intruder who questioned the Creator. In this test the first Adam 

failed. 

But, we see how the last Adam, Jesus Christ, did not succumb to 

such temptation from the devil. 

Matthew 4:9-10  9 and he said to Him, "All these things I will give 

You, if You fall down and worship me."  10 Then Jesus said to him, 

"Go, Satan! For it is written, 'YOU SHALL WORSHIP THE 

LORD YOUR GOD, AND SERVE HIM ONLY.'" 

Satan does deceive, but in the post-rebellion Satan does not cast a 

spell on people so as to make them choose what they do not 

already love. 

John 3:19  19 "This is the judgment, that the Light has come into 

the world, and men loved the darkness rather than the Light, for 

their deeds were evil. 

People don’t love and pursue the darkness after Adam’s rebellion 

because Satan deceived them. People love the darkness because 

their deeds, which speaks to their hearts, are evil.  

Satan plays no role in the evilness of people other than to personify 

it as he is the epitome of evil, and in that sense becomes the father 



of all who follow his lead as Jesus points out to the Jews in John 

8:44. 

Again, it was Adam’s sin, not Satan’s temptation of man, that 

brought the curse and death into the world. 

Watery Judgment vs. Fiery Judgment 

This is why Peter uses the flood as a parallel account of the reason 

for God’s judgment on men at the very end, where the only 

involvement of demons and Satan is one of questioning the truth of 

God’s word, deceiving Eve and ultimately the entire world.  

2 Peter 3:3-7   3 Know this first of all, that in the last days mockers 

will come with their mocking, following after their own lusts,  4 

and saying, "Where is the promise of His coming? For ever since 

the fathers fell asleep, all continues just as it was from the 

beginning of creation."  5 For when they maintain this, it escapes 

their notice that by the word of God the heavens existed long ago 

and the earth was formed out of water and by water,  6 through 

which the world at that time was destroyed, being flooded with 

water.  7 But by His word the present heavens and earth are being 

reserved for fire, kept for the day of judgment and destruction of 

ungodly men. 

Notice here why the second and final global judgment through fire 

is being enacted by God on the present heavens and earth.  

Because of ungodly men. Nothing to do with demons, everything 

to do with men’s wickedness just as in the first watery judgment. 

But if it couldn’t be clearer as to man’s lone culpability in this 

judgment we need only look to Jesus’s very words on this matter 

of the first and second judgments of mankind and the world. 

Matthew 24:35-42   35 "Heaven and earth will pass away, but My 

words will not pass away.  36 "But of that day and hour no one 

knows, not even the angels of heaven, nor the Son, but the Father 

alone.  37 "For the coming of the Son of Man will be just like the 

days of Noah.  38 "For as in those days before the flood they were 

eating and drinking, marrying and giving in marriage, until the 

day that Noah entered the ark,  39 and they did not understand 

until the flood came and took them all away; so will the coming 

of the Son of Man be.  40 "Then there will be two men in the field; 

one will be taken and one will be left.  41 "Two women will be 

grinding at the mill; one will be taken and one will be left.  42 



"Therefore be on the alert, for you do not know which day your 

Lord is coming. 

Here, Jesus is referring to the same two events that Peter spoke on. 

Our Lord uses the imagery of heaven and earth passing away and 

places that in the context of that day and hour when the Son of man 

will come again in judgment at the end. This is the same judgment 

that Peter calls, “the day of judgment and destruction of ungodly 

men.” 

And like Peter, Jesus moves immediately into comparing this 

second judgment with the same type of judgment that was placed 

upon the earth and mankind with the flood. In a covenantal sense 

these two judgments are identical in causation, (man’s evil heart 

and wickedness), with the same result but not to the same degree. 

The first judgment from God was complete but not final. The 

second judgment from God will be complete and final. 

Sons of God Marrying Daughters of Men 

But notice how Jesus gives a commentary of the first judgment as 

He introduces Noah into the picture and what was going on in the 

world at that time as He compares that to the second and final 

coming of the Son of Man in judgment. 

Matthew 24:37-39   37 "For the coming of the Son of Man will be 

just like the days of Noah.  38 "For as in those days before the 

flood they were eating and drinking, marrying and giving in 

marriage, until the day that Noah entered the ark,  39 and they did 

not understand until the flood came and took them all away; so 

will the coming of the Son of Man be. 

Here, Jesus says the second judgment will be just like the days of 

Noah. 

Well, what were the days of Noah like? Jesus makes it clear. 

Matthew 24:38   38 "For as in those days before the flood they 

were eating and drinking, marrying and giving in marriage, until 

the day that Noah entered the ark, 

“Before the flood.” How long before the flood? Long enough for 

the world to revel in their sin and to break covenant with the Lord 

to where the cup of God’s wrath was being filled up.  

And when did that begin? 



When the two seeds began to multiply on the face of the land and 

those who called upon the name of the Lord began to deny the 

name of the Lord and wickedness began to define mankind as the 

sons of God broke covenant with God through unbelief and 

rebellion in a great apostasy. (More on the related great apostasy of 

the church later.) 

But notice what else was going on before the flood according to 

our Lord Jesus who, by the way, was there in the days of Noah.  

Matthew 24:38  38 "For as in those days before the flood they were 

eating and drinking, marrying and giving in marriage, until the 

day that Noah entered the ark, 

Where have we heard this before? 

Genesis 6:2  2 that the sons of God saw that the daughters of men 

were beautiful; and they took wives for themselves, whomever 

they chose. 

Exactly. The people who were designated as the sons of God, 

together with the sons of the serpent, were eating and drinking and 

marrying and giving in marriage, right up to the time of judgment 

in the flood. 

This brings me back to the passage found in James. 

James 1:14-16     14 But each one is tempted when he is carried 

away and enticed by his own lust.  15 Then when lust has 

conceived, it gives birth to sin; and when sin is accomplished, it 

brings forth death.  16 Do not be deceived, my beloved brethren. 

Where is the blame for sin? Squarely on the shoulders of each one 

that is tempted, who is then carried away and enticed by HIS OWN 

LUST. To suggest that a watery judgment on the world could be 

attributed to demons in any fashion undermines the heinousness of 

man’s personal sin which leads to death. 

And it skews the only solution to man’s sin by suggesting that 

Christ was paying a debt owed to God that was the result, not of 

man’s culpability alone, but the combined culpability of demon 

and man as demons supposedly were a large part of the cause for 

the annihilation of men and this world in the flood. 

Satan and his demons will have their own judgment but it is a 

judgment for their own rebellion. Their world began in the spiritual 

realm, not the earth. The earth and the universe will be judged 

according to man’s sin, not Satan’s. And yet both rebellious angels 



and men will ultimately suffer the same fate after the resurrection 

of all people. 

Revelation 20:10   10 And the devil who deceived them was 

thrown into the lake of fire and brimstone, where the beast and the 

false prophet are also; and they will be tormented day and night 

forever and ever. 

Revelation 20:14-15   14 Then death and Hades were thrown into 

the lake of fire. This is the second death, the lake of fire.  15 And if 

anyone's name was not found written in the book of life, he was 

thrown into the lake of fire. 

If anyone knew the details of what was meant in Genesis 6:2, by 

the sons of God seeing the daughters of men as beautiful and then 

choosing to marry the daughters of men, both inside and outside of 

the covenant community, it would be Jesus Christ.  

But our Lord Jesus in Mat.24:38 gives no indication other than that 

human beings, (not even limited to a special class of humans, ie., 

men of renown), were marrying and giving in marriage up until the 

flood, which was the normal practice among human beings 

including those identified with the seed of the covenant, (sons of 

God). 

Here, Jesus could have cleared up this mystery of angels/demons 

cohabitating with daughters of men and being the impetus of man’s 

evil heart thus resulting in a global flood. But there is no hint from 

Jesus that anyone other than human beings are responsible for such 

a judgment, despite the fact that the apocryphal book of Enoch, 

which fancifully addresses this incident, was around in Jesus’ day. 

In their unfaithfulness to represent God’s name through their 

unbelief, those identified as the sons of God chose to deny His 

name, as they in practice are now identified with the rest of godless 

society. As a result God destroyed everyone and everything, except 

for a remnant; Noah and his family. 

The argument that the phrase “sons of God” must mean demons 

having sexual relations, through the covenant of marriage with 

women, makes no sense in light of what Christ clearly says. 

And this also raises questions regarding the covenant of marriage 

which was instituted by God on day six, and was reserved for 

who? Not demons and women. 



Genesis 2:24  24 For this reason a man shall leave his father and his 

mother, and be joined to his wife; and they shall become one flesh. 

Angels having sexual relations with women do not equal one flesh 

that could be identified as marriage, as is clearly seen in Genesis 6. 

Genesis 6:2  and they took wives for themselves, whomever they 

chose. 

But, so as to give further clarification of the meaning of the phrase, 

“sons of God” let me show how this phrase and other similar 

phrases are used in both Old and New Testament passages to 

clearly distinguish between the two seeds of men as explicitly 

revealed in the early chapters of Genesis. 

And for clarity it is important to understand that the N.T. is the 

fulfillment of the Old and what is intimated in the Old is revealed 

more fully in the New. Therefore, the New necessarily further 

explains the Old when it comes to the designation, “sons of God” 

to reveal a “New Testament Biblical Theology” of the phrase, if I 

may borrow from G.K. Beale’s excellent book of the same name. 

Varied Verses Addressing the Phrase, Sons of God 

Matthew 5:9  9 "Blessed are the peacemakers, for they shall be 

called sons of God. 

Luke 20:36  36 for they cannot even die anymore, because they are 

like angels, and are sons of God, being sons of the resurrection. 

Romans 8:14  14 For all who are being led by the Spirit of God, 

these are sons of God. 

Romans 8:19  19 For the anxious longing of the creation waits 

eagerly for the revealing of the sons of God. 

Galatians 3:26  26 For you are all sons of God through faith in 

Christ Jesus. 

Luke 3:38   38 the son of Enosh, the son of Seth, the son of Adam, 

the son of God. 

John 1:12  12 But as many as received Him, to them He gave the 

right to become children of God, even to those who believe in His 

name, 

John 11:52  52 and not for the nation only, but in order that He 

might also gather together into one the children of God who are 

scattered abroad. 



Romans 8:21  21 that the creation itself also will be set free from 

its slavery to corruption into the freedom of the glory of the 

children of God. 

Romans 9:8  8 That is, it is not the children of the flesh who are 

children of God, but the children of the promise are regarded as 

descendants. 

Philippians 2:15   15 so that you will prove yourselves to be 

blameless and innocent, children of God above reproach in the 

midst of a crooked and perverse generation, among whom you 

appear as lights in the world, 

1 John 3:1-2  NAU  See how great a love the Father has bestowed 

on us, that we would be called children of God; and such we are. 

For this reason the world does not know us, because it did not 

know Him.  2 Beloved, now we are children of God, and it has not 

appeared as yet what we will be. We know that when He appears, 

we will be like Him, because we will see Him just as He is. 

1 John 3:10   10 By this the children of God and the children of 

the devil are obvious: anyone who does not practice righteousness 

is not of God, nor the one who does not love his brother. 

By the way, you’ll notice in the above verse that John continues to 

carry the same theme that Moses does in Gen. 4 through 6 as the 

two seeds are seen in opposition to each other, (notice the allusion 

to Cain and Abel in the phrase, “who does not love his brother”), 

and here John makes the point that both seeds behave as either 

children of God or children of the devil, no matter what group they 

are identified with. 

1 John 5:2  2 By this we know that we love the children of God, 

when we love God and observe His commandments. 

1 Chronicles 16:12-13   12 Remember His wonderful deeds which 

He has done, His marvels and the judgments from His mouth,  13 O 

seed of Israel His servant, Sons of Jacob, His chosen ones! 

Psalm 89:4-5   4 I will establish your seed forever And build up 

your throne to all generations." Selah.  5 The heavens will praise 

Your wonders, O LORD; Your faithfulness also in the assembly of 

the holy ones. 

Psalm 105:6   6 O seed of Abraham, His servant, O sons of Jacob, 

His chosen ones! 



Jeremiah 31:27-28  27 "Behold, days are coming," declares the 

LORD, "when I will sow the house of Israel and the house of 

Judah with the seed of man and with the seed of beast.  28 "As I 

have watched over them to pluck up, to break down, to overthrow, 

to destroy and to bring disaster, so I will watch over them to build 

and to plant," declares the LORD. 

Matthew 13:37-39   37 And He said, "The one who sows the good 

seed is the Son of Man,  38 and the field is the world; and as for the 

good seed, these are the sons of the kingdom; and the tares are 

the sons of the evil one;  39 and the enemy who sowed them is the 

devil, and the harvest is the end of the age; and the reapers are 

angels. 

Acts 3:25-26  25 "It is you who are the sons of the prophets and of 

the covenant which God made with your fathers, saying to 

Abraham, 'AND IN YOUR SEED ALL THE FAMILIES OF THE 

EARTH SHALL BE BLESSED.'  26 "For you first, God raised up 

His Servant and sent Him to bless you by turning every one of you 

from your wicked ways." 

Galatians 3:16  16 Now the promises were spoken to Abraham and 

to his seed. He does not say, "And to seeds," as referring to many, 

but rather to one, "And to your seed," that is, Christ. 

Galatians 3:19  19 Why the Law then? It was added because of 

transgressions, having been ordained through angels by the agency 

of a mediator, until the seed would come to whom the promise had 

been made. 

By the way, if the sons of God are always associated with the 

covenant people of God, the seed of the woman, how is it that an 

unholy angel could possibly be associated with the name that is 

only designated with those who belong to God? 

The actual phrase, “sons of God,” as some theologians identify it 

with angels, is only in a handful of places in the word of God 

found in the OT. 

Five O.T. Verses with the Exact Phrase, Sons of God  

Genesis 6:2  2 that the sons of God saw that the daughters of men 

were beautiful; and they took wives for themselves, whomever 

they chose. 

Genesis 6:4   4 The Nephilim were on the earth in those days, and 

also afterward, when the sons of God came in to the daughters of 



men, and they bore children to them. Those were the mighty men 

who were of old, men of renown. 

Job 1:6   6 Now there was a day when the sons of God came to 

present themselves before the LORD, and Satan also came among 

them. 

Job 2:1  NAU  Again there was a day when the sons of God came to 

present themselves before the LORD, and Satan also came among 

them to present himself before the LORD. 

Job 38:4-7   4 "Where were you when I laid the foundation of the 

earth? Tell Me, if you have understanding,  5 Who set its 

measurements? Since you know. Or who stretched the line on it?  6 

"On what were its bases sunk? Or who laid its cornerstone,  7 

When the morning stars sang together And all the sons of God 

shouted for joy? 

There are a couple of N.T. passages in the letters from Jude and 

Peter that some use in connection with Genesis 6 to make their 

argument for angels cohabitating with women. 

Jude 1:6  6 And angels who did not keep their own domain, but 

abandoned their proper abode, He has kept in eternal bonds under 

darkness for the judgment of the great day, 

NAU 2 Peter 2:4 For if God did not spare angels when they sinned, 

but cast them into hell and committed them to pits of darkness, 

reserved for judgment; 

 

Notice that in these NT passages, they are identified as angels, not 

sons of God. But because they are identified as angels many reason 

backward to Genesis and Job and place the two together to explain 

the same thing.  

 

Therefore, according to this reasoning, if angels left their first 

domain and sinned by marrying human women and subsequently 

having sexual intercourse with them which led to an unnatural 

offspring (Nephilim?, which is not stated in either Jude or 2Peter), 

this can only be adduced by forcing Genesis 6 back into these two 

NT passages and then conclude they support Genesis 6. 

 

In an “article [that] first appeared in the Practical Hermeneutics 

column of the Christian Research Journal, volume 27, number 3 

(2004)” Thomas A. Howe writes this: 

 



“Other commentators appeal to Jude 6–7 to support their 

contention that the “sons of God” were unfallen or heavenly 

angels who then fell because they had sexual relations with female 

humans. They argue that Jude compared the prideful fallen angels 

to the sexually immoral people of Sodom and Gomorrah. The 

problem with this assertion is that it assumes what it must prove. 

Proponents of this argument use their interpretation of Genesis 6 

to understand Jude, and then use their understanding of Jude to 

support their interpretation of Genesis 6. This is circular 

reasoning.” 

 

But what happens when we actually look at these passages in the 

context in which they’re found? Do they support the proposition 

that the angels of Jude and 2Peter are the sons of God in Genesis 

6? 

 

At the end of this study I include an Addendum that addresses both 

Jude and 2Peter in some detail. 

 

But, if we’re going to get to the heart of the matter we must let the 

entire word of God speak for itself and not assume one thing that 

assumes something else that is not explicitly stated in either of the 

passages. 

 

But, as we’ve seen in the above verses these are not the only places 

in the entire word of God where the phrase “sons of God” is used, 

but when they are used they all speak of one group called human 

beings who are in covenant with God by faith or in covenant by 

association with that group of faith. 

Matthew 5:9   9 "Blessed are the peacemakers, for they shall be 

called sons of God. 

Luke 20:35-36   35 but those who are considered worthy to attain 

to that age and the resurrection from the dead, neither marry nor 

are given in marriage;  36 for they cannot even die anymore, 

because they are like angels, and are sons of God, being sons of 

the resurrection. 

Romans 8:14  14 For all who are being led by the Spirit of God, 

these are sons of God. 

Romans 8:19   19 For the anxious longing of the creation waits 

eagerly for the revealing of the sons of God. 

Galatians 3:26   26 For you are all sons of God through faith in 

Christ Jesus. 



So, what we see here is that the phrase “sons of God” is necessarily 

associated with human beings called into covenant union with 

God.  

And I might add that in the NT the sons of God are identified as 

“the church” to which warnings are also given to those in that 

covenant community who are acting out of accord with that 

covenant found in Christ. 

1 Corinthians 11:18-22   18 For, in the first place, when you come 

together as a church, I hear that divisions exist among you; and in 

part I believe it.  19 For there must also be factions among you, so 

that those who are approved may become evident among you.  20 

Therefore when you meet together, it is not to eat the Lord's 

Supper,  21 for in your eating each one takes his own supper first; 

and one is hungry and another is drunk.  22 What! Do you not have 

houses in which to eat and drink? Or do you despise the church of 

God and shame those who have nothing? What shall I say to you? 

Shall I praise you? In this I will not praise you. 

There are many warnings to the church for the precise reason that 

they were part of a covenant community that is to be faithfully 

representing the name of God to the world. And yet all throughout 

history, both before and after Christ’s earthly ministry, some of 

those designated sons of God who are part of that community, 

were not walking after the Spirit but after the flesh. 

SONS OF GOD MUST MEAN ANGELS 

The argument from some however is that when the exact phrase, 

sons of God, is used in the O.T. it must mean angels. 

In fact, Dr. Jonathan Sarfati (also a contributor to Creation 

Ministries International), in his book entitled, “The Genesis 

Account”, (which I might add is an excellent commentary on the 

literal six day creation by God), unfortunately draws this very 

conclusion.  

He says this regarding Job 38:4-7: 

“The Hebrew phrase for sons of God is bnei elohim. This means 

‘angels’ in the Old Testament---indeed, the NIV renders this 

phrase “angels”, and the LXX has angeloi.”(pg.76) (Bold 

emphasis mine). 

So, Dr. Sarfati’s premise is that every time the exact phrase, “sons 

of God” is used in the Old Testament it necessarily means angels. 



At this point in his book no exegesis or hermeneutical evidence is 

given to arrive at this conclusion.  

Later in his book (chapter 16; again with the absence of any 

exegesis in the broader immediate context of Genesis 3-6 or Job), 

he will use what he believes are other corroborating verses to 

support his position, along with the secular ancient historian, 

Josephus, and the apocryphal book of Enoch. 

He then goes into the different positions on this portion of 

Scripture that has been held traditionally by the church that I 

briefly explained in the very beginning of this work. 

But when examining his argument for SONS OF GOD = 

ANGELS, though he does encourage one to follow the premise, 

‘Scripture interprets Scripture’, that premise fades in his argument 

as he simply makes the statement that the Hebrew phrase quoted 

above “is consistently used of angels in the Old Testament.” 

He then brings in what he believes are those corroborating verses 

without exegeting them in the context in which they are found. 

(Later in my study I will be exegeting all of the “corroborating” 

verses in question, in their context). 

While, it is true that the NIV and the LXX uses the word angels in 

Job 38:7 as it utilizes bnei Elohim, as Dr Sarfati points out, this is 

not considered a translation at this point since the Hebrew word for 

angel in every other portion of the O.T uses the word malak.     

And so, when the NIV and the LXX uses the word angel in those 

portions, (Job 1:6; 2:1; 38:7), it becomes an interpretation, or 

commentary, not a literal translation. 

It is interesting to note that most good English modern translations, 

which include the NAU, NASB, ESV, NET, NKJV, all use the 

phrase “sons of God”, not angels, in all of the O.T. passages above. 

What is also interesting is that the NIV and the LXX does not 

translate bnei elohim as angels in Gen.6:2, and Gen. 6:4, but rather 

translates it literally as “sons of God”.  

Only in the book of Job does the NIV and LXX translate it angels, 

which begs the question. If the Hebrew phrase bnei Elohim always 

means angels in the OT, as Dr. Sarfati clearly says, why does the 

NIV and LXX not use the word angels in the Genesis passages? 

If the NIV and LXX’s use of bnei elohim means angels, then it 

should “mean” angels in all of the passages of the O.T., including 



Genesis 6, despite the fact that the word “angels” is not used in any 

of these five passages.  

Just a quick note at this point. Whenever the phrase sons of God is 

used in either an Old covenant or New Covenant setting one would 

be hard pressed to conclude that anyone identified as a son or child 

of God, be they angel or man, necessarily means an enemy of God.  

This does not mean that a human being designated or identified as 

a son of God, (and by that it necessarily means a covenantal 

relationship with God at the time of designation, son of God), 

cannot break covenant with Jehovah and in turn suffer His wrath. 

We saw this with Cain who was part of the covenant community, 

but who was then banished by God from that community because 

of his sin and unbelief. 

And I think this is where some who are proponents of the “sons of 

God = angels” position miss the point. Again, Dr. Sarfati, who is a 

good representative of this overall view, is conflating the idea of 

consistent righteousness or godly living, with the designation, sons 

of God. They are not always equal. 

But what is apparent is that the sons of God, identified with Seth, 

would not be demonstrating godly lives at the time they went into 

those daughters of men, identified with Cain.  

Dr. Sarfati explains his view on the “godly seed” this way on page 

475 of his book, “The Genesis Account.”  

“While Seth and Enosh were godly --- there were plenty of other 

Sethites who were not godly…. If it were merely human 

intermarriage, then one would expect it to go both ways. That is, 

why not ‘the sons of man’ (Cainite men under this theory), and 

‘daughters of Elohim’ (Sethite women)?” 

“The theory is self-refuting: if the ‘sons of God meant ‘godly 

people’, then why were they intermarrying with godless women in 

the first place? While Paul would not write ‘Do not be unequally 

yoked with unbelievers’ (2Corinthians 6:14) until thousands of 

years later, this seems to be a moral law written into the hearts of 

believers much earlier.” 

The point Dr. Sarfati, (and other proponents of the sons of God = 

angels position), is making is that the ‘sons of God’ cannot be the 

godly seed of Seth because that godly seed would not have gone 

after the ungodly seed of Cain in marrying their women, or as Dr. 

Sarfati also rightly concludes, would also infer the godly seed of 



Seth found in those godly women going after the ungodly men of 

Cain. 

And while it is true that thousands of years later the apostle Paul 

would lay down the heart of God related to being unequally yoked 

to unbelievers, it doesn’t automatically insure that believers or 

even those associated with believers as being part of the church, 

(the new covenant community), would not in fact do so. 

The covenant community of Seth’s and Enosh’s day, identified as 

the sons of God, would also have been encouraged not to marry 

into the line of unbeliever’s whose seed is identified with Cain, 

especially in light of Cain’s infamy and curse from God that all 

would have been aware of. 

Genesis 4:11, 15-16  11 "Now you are cursed from the ground, 

which has opened its mouth to receive your brother's blood from 

your hand.  15 So the LORD said to him, "Therefore whoever kills 

Cain, vengeance will be taken on him sevenfold." And the LORD 

appointed a sign for Cain, so that no one finding him would slay 

him.  16 Then Cain went out from the presence of the LORD, and 

settled in the land of Nod, east of Eden. 

But having come in to the daughters of men, the “sons of God” 

identified with the seed of the woman would have been introduced 

into a generally ungodly people along with the temptation to 

follow after other gods.  

The premise that the “sons of God meant ‘godly people”, is 

incorrect. “Sons of God” is a covenantal designation of a particular 

group who are called to be godly. That is different from saying that 

all people identified as sons of God are necessarily godly. 

It is for this reason that the phrase “sons of God” does not 

guarantee godliness in the covenant community, or for that matter, 

that the seed of the serpent always exemplifies godlessness in their 

outward manifestations. 

Paul addresses this phenomenon regarding a group that was not 

identified as the covenant people of God, who did not have the 

laws of God given to them as a group, as did Israel. 

Romans 2:12-15  12 For all who have sinned without the Law will 

also perish without the Law, and all who have sinned under the 

Law will be judged by the Law;  13 for it is not the hearers of the 

Law who are just before God, but the doers of the Law will be 

justified.  14 For when Gentiles who do not have the Law do 



instinctively the things of the Law, these, not having the Law, are 

a law to themselves,  15 in that they show the work of the Law 

written in their hearts, their conscience bearing witness and their 

thoughts alternately accusing or else defending them, 

It is not unreasonable to think that during the times leading up to 

the flood that both the seed of the serpent and the seed of the 

woman, (sons of God), were crossing over the boundaries of each 

other’s seeds.  

In fact, Dr. Sarfati makes this same observation on page 475 of his 

book. 

“While Cain and Lamech were certainly ungodly, some of the 

names in between indicate that there might have been believers in 

Cain’s line (‘Enoch to Lamech 4:18, Ch.14).” 

In other words, some identified with the covenant community were 

breaking covenant with God and are now being identified with the 

seed of the serpent, while some identified with that ungodly seed 

may have had their eyes opened by God, subsequently repenting of 

their sin and embracing the promises of God by faith, thus entering 

into the covenant community of God. 

We see this more clearly later in redemptive history with the sons 

of Noah after the flood, as God reestablishes the covenant with 

Noah that He made with post-fall Adam. 

In this sense we will see a repeat in Noah’s covenant family as we 

saw in the covenant family of Adam at the time of Cain’s 

rebellion. As with Adam, whose family was commanded by God to 

populate the world after the fall, so too, Noah is charged with 

repopulating the world through his family. 

Genesis 9:1  NAU  And God blessed Noah and his sons and said to 

them, "Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth. 

But, as with Adam’s rebellious son, Cain, who broke covenant 

with God, Ham will demonstrate that even those associated with 

the covenant community continue to break with that covenant 

through their rebellion as is seen with Noah’s curse on the family 

of Ham after he exposed the nakedness of his drunken father. 

Genesis 9:24-28   24 When Noah awoke from his wine, he knew 

what his youngest son had done to him.  25 So he said, "Cursed be 

Canaan; A servant of servants He shall be to his brothers."  26 He 

also said, "Blessed be the LORD, The God of Shem; And let 



Canaan be his servant.  27 "May God enlarge Japheth, And let him 

dwell in the tents of Shem; And let Canaan be his servant."  28 

Noah lived three hundred and fifty years after the flood. 

All three of Noah’s sons were under the covenant that God made 

with Noah, but as was the case with Adam and his sons, the seed of 

the woman, (identified as the sons of God), is still being identified 

through one particular family member of Noah, as it was with 

Adam through Seth. 

In the case of Noah’s sons it would be through the line of Shem 

whose lineage would produce Abram, the son of Terah. 

Genesis 11:27   27 Now these are the records of the generations of 

Terah. Terah became the father of Abram, Nahor and Haran; and 

Haran became the father of Lot. 

And this brings me back to my point that God was not restricted in 

showing mercy to any person on the planet, despite their affiliation 

or non-affiliation with His covenant at the time, as we know that 

simply being identified with the covenant family does not 

automatically make you one of God’s “believing” people. 

Rather it is ultimately God who makes the first move in bringing 

who He will into that covenant relationship. 

In fact, we are told that the family of Abram served other gods, 

which at least indicates that Abram himself may have served other 

gods when the Lord approached him. 

Joshua 24:2-3  2 Joshua said to all the people, "Thus says the 

LORD, the God of Israel, 'From ancient times your fathers lived 

beyond the River, namely, Terah, the father of Abraham and the 

father of Nahor, and they served other gods.  3 'Then I took your 

father Abraham from beyond the River, and led him through all the 

land of Canaan, and multiplied his descendants and gave him 

Isaac. 

And so, when Abram comes on to the scene God reestablishes His 

redemptive covenant with him but does not necessarily exclude 

others who are not in the direct line of the covenant family as we 

will see through Lot who was the son of Haran, the son of Terah. 

The point is that God’s people are always identified with His 

covenant despite the fact that not all who are part of that covenant 

family remain faithful. And yet God is faithful to bring even those 



outside of that direct covenant line into the family of God, be it 

Job, Abram, Lot, Rahab or whoever. 

The final expression of God’s choice to create a covenant family 

for His own possession is found in the seed promised to Abraham, 

Jesus Christ. 

Galatians 3:16  16 Now the promises were spoken to Abraham and 

to his seed. He does not say, "And to seeds," as referring to many, 

but rather to one, "And to your seed," that is, Christ. 

But that seed would be birthed through another family to be called 

the sons of God found in Israel, who, through their father 

Abraham, were also given the mandate to be fruitful and multiply 

and fill the earth with the righteousness of God. 

Genesis 15:5-6   5 And He took him outside and said, "Now look 

toward the heavens, and count the stars, if you are able to count 

them." And He said to him, "So shall your descendants be."  6 Then 

he believed in the LORD; and He reckoned it to him as 

righteousness. 

Unfortunately, as was the case with the “sons of God” in the very 

beginning who broke covenant with God, as they went after the 

daughters of men of both seeds, Israel also falls in line with this 

pattern. 

My people, Not My people 

But because God entered into covenant with Abraham, Isaac and 

Jacob (Israel), that nation can be declared by God to be His 

covenant community, and they would then be considered, sons of 

God, or My People. 

Exodus 3:7  7 The LORD said, "I have surely seen the affliction of 

My people who are in Egypt, and have given heed to their cry 

because of their taskmasters, for I am aware of their sufferings. 

Was God mistaken to call Israel in Egypt “My people” knowing 

that as soon as they left Egypt they would rebel against Him and 

seek a false god in the golden calf? Did He not know they would 

rebel? 

And yet, He still identifies them as My people. Why? 

Because of the covenant promise made to Abraham many years 

before.  



Deuteronomy 7:7-10   7 "The LORD did not set His love on you 

nor choose you because you were more in number than any of the 

peoples, for you were the fewest of all peoples,  8 but because the 

LORD loved you and kept the oath which He swore to your 

forefathers, the LORD brought you out by a mighty hand and 

redeemed you from the house of slavery, from the hand of 

Pharaoh king of Egypt.  9 "Know therefore that the LORD your 

God, He is God, the faithful God, who keeps His covenant and 

His lovingkindness to a thousandth generation with those who 

love Him and keep His commandments;  10 but repays those who 

hate Him to their faces, to destroy them; He will not delay with 

him who hates Him, He will repay him to his face. 

Therefore, the designation, “My people” is a covenantal 

designation based on a promise from God according to His choice, 

not a blanket statement identifying a supposedly godly people. 

The phrase “son of God” is applied in this covenantal way when 

David recounts what the Lord told him about his son, Solomon. 

1 Chronicles 28:6   6 "He (Yahweh) said to me, 'Your son 

Solomon is the one who shall build My house and My courts; for I 

have chosen him to be a son to Me, and I will be a father to him. 

Solomon is not a son to God because he is necessarily godly or 

simply that he is David’s son who could be next in line for the 

Throne in Israel. If that were the case then David could have 

simply made Solomon the king of Israel by fiat. 

But you’ll remember that that was not even the way David was 

chosen. 

David did not secure the throne this way, but he (the least in all the 

kingdom) was chosen by God to be king. 

1 Samuel 16:11-13   11 And Samuel said to Jesse, "Are these all 

the children?" And he said, "There remains yet the youngest, and 

behold, he is tending the sheep." Then Samuel said to Jesse, 

"Send and bring him; for we will not sit down until he comes 

here."  12 So he sent and brought him in. Now he was ruddy, with 

beautiful eyes and a handsome appearance. And the LORD said, 

"Arise, anoint him; for this is he."  13 Then Samuel took the horn 

of oil and anointed him in the midst of his brothers; and the Spirit 

of the LORD came mightily upon David from that day forward. 

And Samuel arose and went to Ramah. 



So, here’s the point. Covenant people of God are chosen by God 

according to His will to carry His Name, be they a nation that will 

represent Him in this world, as in Israel’s case, or sons of God in 

the New Covenant sense identified as the church, or even in the 

pre-Israel sense, as the only reliable designation for those of the 

covenant seed who would be called, sons of God, after the image 

and likeness of Adam in his faith, as was Seth. 

But in each case they retain the covenantal designation, sons of 

God, until they prove themselves not sons of God as we see with 

the apostatizing covenant community in Noah’s day, Israel 

apostatizing, and the church in the last days apostatizing from the 

one true faith in the Lord.  

As to the church, Jesus Christ has made it clear that those in His 

new covenant community who refuse to humble themselves before 

the Lord will not be held guiltless as He pointed out to the church 

in Ephesus. 

Revelation 2:5  5 'Therefore remember from where you have 

fallen, and repent and do the deeds you did at first; or else I am 

coming to you and will remove your lampstand out of its place-- 

unless you repent. 

Peter makes the same observation. 

1 Peter 4:17   17 For it is time for judgment to begin with the 

household of God; and if it begins with us first, what will be the 

outcome for those who do not obey the gospel of God? 

Like Israel of old who rebelled against God, the Lord takes 

seriously His mandate for His people to carry His name faithfully, 

and if rebellion within that covenant community continues there 

are consequences as there were with Israel where they were no 

longer deemed “My people” but were declared by God, “not My 

people” because in practice, as unbelievers, they despise the Name 

of God. 

Hosea 1:9-10  9 And the LORD said, "Name him Lo-ammi, for 

you are not My people and I am not your God."  10 Yet the number 

of the sons of Israel Will be like the sand of the sea, Which cannot 

be measured or numbered; And in the place Where it is said to 

them, "You are not My people," It will be said to them, "You are 

the sons of the living God." 

Notice that Israel is declared, “not My people” in verse 9 and then 

in verse 10 the number of the sons of Israel will be like the sand of 



the sea, and it is those people who will then be declared, “you are 

the sons of the living God.” 

How can this be? 

Because unlike demons who, after they rebelled, were sealed for 

the day of judgment without any possibility of being blessed with 

the atoning work of Christ, human beings after they sinned are 

extended grace by God. 

It would be a remnant of Israel, identified in Hosea 1:10, who 

would carry the promise given to Abraham whose seed would be 

as numerous as the stars of the heavens and the sands of the sea. 

NAU Genesis 22:17 indeed I will greatly bless you, and I will 

greatly multiply your seed as the stars of the heavens and as the 

sand which is on the seashore; and your seed shall possess the gate 

of their enemies. 

 

And we know that this is not addressing simply the physical 

descendants of Abraham, but that seed that is identified with Christ 

as they embrace the Messiah by the same faith as did Abraham. 

 

Those who embrace the promises found in the seed of the woman, 

the seed of the covenant, the seed of Christ, are the true sons of 

God, whether they be believers in the days of Adam or today. 

 

And yet we know that many who are identified with that “seed” are 

not necessarily the true seed as they are tares in the midst of wheat. 

 

Those who are associated with the covenant promises of God are 

declared to be God’s people as they carry His name, thus the 

distinction between the lines of Seth and Cain in Genesis 4-6. 

 

And by the way, Cain himself would have been considered one of 

the covenant sons of God up to the point where he rebelled against 

God’s means of true worship and subsequently killed his brother, 

Abel. 

Like the rest of the very early covenant community that was 

limited to the immediate family of Adam and Eve, they too spent 

their lives associated with the covenant promises and as “sons of 

God”, (a covenant designation that certainly would have included 

daughters), they came into the presence of God on a regular basis 

as God had instructed them as we see this pattern of worship at the 

beginning of Genesis 4. 



Genesis 4:1-5  NAU  Now the man had relations with his wife Eve, 

and she conceived and gave birth to Cain, and she said, "I have 

gotten a manchild with the help of the LORD."  2 Again, she gave 

birth to his brother Abel. And Abel was a keeper of flocks, but 

Cain was a tiller of the ground.  3 So it came about in the course 

of time that Cain brought an offering to the LORD of the fruit of 

the ground.  4 Abel, on his part also brought of the firstlings of his 

flock and of their fat portions. And the LORD had regard for Abel 

and for his offering;  5 but for Cain and for his offering He had no 

regard. So Cain became very angry and his countenance fell.  

Cain was given the opportunity by God to repent of his sin of not 

approaching God in the prescribed way through the blood of a 

sacrifice, but he refused to submit to the Lord and in his rebellious 

and jealous heart attacked and killed his brother. 

Genesis 4:7-8   7 "If you do well, will not your countenance be 

lifted up? And if you do not do well, sin is crouching at the door; 

and its desire is for you, but you must master it."  8 Cain told Abel 

his brother. And it came about when they were in the field, that 

Cain rose up against Abel his brother and killed him. 

As a covenant son of God associated with the promises of God and 

following for a time the proper outward worship of God, Cain 

finally showed his heart of stone and essentially went from the 

designation “My people” to “Not My people” as God drove Cain 

out from among the covenant community to which he formerly 

belonged. 

Genesis 4:14   14 "Behold, You have driven me this day from the 

face of the ground; and from Your face I will be hidden, and I 

will be a vagrant and a wanderer on the earth, and whoever finds 

me will kill me." 

Like Adam after the fall, Cain would be driven from the presence 

of the Lord and suffer the consequences of his actions. He would 

become the paradigm for how one was designated to be “My 

people” and then “Not My people” in a post-fall covenantal sense.  

But, unlike Cain, Adam truly repented of his sin and after his 

expulsion from the garden remained in the covenant community by 

the grace of God through faith and his actions of worship 

demonstrated a heart that beat for God. 



Cain was originally associated with the covenant community and a 

son of Adam who was created by God and later identified by the 

Holy Spirit as the son of God. 

Luke 3:38  38 the son of Enosh, the son of Seth, the son of Adam, 

the son of God. 

Though this particular designation of Adam, “son of God” would 

not be inscribed in Scripture until thousands of years later it was 

inferred from the very beginning as Adam was made in God’s 

image, thus making him God’s son in that sense. 

And so, very early on Seth, who was also the son of Adam, was a 

son of God in the covenantal sense in that he followed the 

promises of the covenant that Adam embraced by faith after his 

fall.  

But because Cain was only a follower of the covenant in a lawful 

sense and not by faith, his later actions proved him not to be a true 

son of God, as he was then driven east from the land of covenant 

outside of Eden, just as Adam was originally driven out of Eden to 

the east.   

Genesis 4:16   16 Then Cain went out from the presence of the 

LORD, and settled in the land of Nod, east of Eden. 

And so, as is always the case, simply being associated or identified 

with the moniker, son of God, does not insure that someone is a 

holy or a true son of God as we also saw above with Hosea 1:9-10. 

Therefore, if God is the one declaring when one is a son of God, 

(My People), and when that same individual or group is then 

declared by God not a son of God, (not My people), we are 

dealing with a people who must first be declared “My People” 

before they can be declared “not My people.” 

I know this was the long way around the barn, but when we are 

told in Gen.6:4 that the sons of God came into the daughters of 

men, whatever else one might believe about angels, and if in fact 

these are angels, then angels in that verse would be declared by 

God to be in a favorable, or a My Angels covenant relationship 

with Him at that point. 

So, those who promote the idea that “sons of God” = angels” in 

Gen. 6 are necessarily saying that God’s chosen angels in 

Gen.6:2, (not demons), in a dastardly, rebellious and destructive 

way, took human women and corrupted their seed, which 



according to the adherents of this view, was instrumental in 

causing God to flood the world with water. This means that after 

this act, My Angels, (sons of God), became Not My Angels, 

(demons). 

Now, if this is the case, then Satan continues to bring God’s chosen 

angels into his kingdom, (which undermines the biblical truth of 

God choosing unto life), so logically, God’s chosen angels, (“sons 

of God”), still have the opportunity to turn against God until the 

final day. 

Remember, that Satan had to have turned against God after day 7 

of creation, when on that day God saw all that He had made, all 

things both visible and invisible and declared them very good. 

Colossians 1:16  16 For by Him all things were created, both in the 

heavens and on earth, visible and invisible, whether thrones or 

dominions or rulers or authorities-- all things have been created 

through Him and for Him. 

When God chose His angels before the foundations of the world, 

as He chose His people before the foundations of the world, we 

know that He will lose none of the angels that were given to Him 

by the Father; not because He would die for fallen angels, but 

unlike Adam, many angels chose not to rebel, precisely because 

God chose them. 

God Chooses 

God’s covenant includes Christ being chosen by the Father before 

the foundation of the world to be the Redeemer for His people. 

1 Peter 1:18-21  18 knowing that you were not redeemed with 

perishable things like silver or gold from your futile way of life 

inherited from your forefathers,  19 but with precious blood, as of a 

lamb unblemished and spotless, the blood of Christ.  20 For He was 

foreknown before the foundation of the world, but has appeared 

in these last times for the sake of you  21 who through Him are 

believers in God, who raised Him from the dead and gave Him 

glory, so that your faith and hope are in God. 

NAU Acts 2:23 this Man, delivered over by the predetermined plan 

and foreknowledge of God, you nailed to a cross by the hands of 

godless men and put Him to death. 

 



And in the predetermining, foreknowing and foreknowledge of 

God we know what that accomplished as it was planned before the 

foundation of the world. And Jesus makes it clear. 

 

The first logical ground therefore concludes that what God plans 

and chooses will neither be thwarted or lost; specifically as in the 

case of men as we see Christ choosing a people for His own 

possession. 

 

Ephesians 1:4-5  4 just as He chose us in Him before the 

foundation of the world, that we would be holy and blameless 

before Him. In love  5 He predestined us to adoption as sons 

through Jesus Christ to Himself, according to the kind intention of 

His will, 

 

John 6:44   44 "No one can come to Me unless the Father who sent 

Me draws him; and I will raise him up on the last day. 

 

God’s Angels 

 

This is the exact conclusion we must reach as we are told that God 

also chooses His angels. 

 

1 Timothy 5:21   21 I solemnly charge you in the presence of God 

and of Christ Jesus and of His chosen angels, to maintain these 

principles without bias, doing nothing in a spirit of partiality. 

 

Unless God does not choose angels and allows angels to be free 

autonomous agents throughout their existence, then we might 

conclude that angels could choose to rebel at any time in history. 

 

But the fact is that just as the Father chose a people for Himself in 

the Son, before the foundation of the world, so too, did He choose 

His angels to carry His name forever. 

 

God’s chosen angels cohabitating with women so as so corrupt the 

seed of women is not part of what it means to minister to God’s 

chosen people which is part of the eternal plan of God for His 

chosen angels. 

 

Hebrews 1:14  14 Are they [angels] not all ministering spirits, sent 

out to render service for the sake of those who will inherit 

salvation? 

 

While it is true that demons sometimes serve in the lives of God’s 

people, according to the will of God, it is for testing our faith. 



Satan and his demons have only one passion as it relates to God’s 

people; deception, and accusing the brethren with the intent to 

destroy, not build up.  

 

1 Peter 5:8   8 Be of sober spirit, be on the alert. Your adversary, 

the devil, prowls around like a roaring lion, seeking someone to 

devour. 

 

Revelation 2:10   10 'Do not fear what you are about to suffer. 

Behold, the devil is about to cast some of you into prison, so that 

you will be tested, and you will have tribulation for ten days. Be 

faithful until death, and I will give you the crown of life. 

 

2 Corinthians 11:3  3 But I am afraid that, as the serpent deceived 

Eve by his craftiness, your minds will be led astray from the 

simplicity and purity of devotion to Christ. 

 

1 Thessalonians 3:5 For this reason, when I could endure it no 

longer, I also sent to find out about your faith, for fear that the 

tempter might have tempted you, and our labor would be in vain. 

 

Revelation 12:10   10 Then I heard a loud voice in heaven, saying, 

"Now the salvation, and the power, and the kingdom of our God 

and the authority of His Christ have come, for the accuser of our 

brethren has been thrown down, he who accuses them before our 

God day and night. 

 

None of what we see in these passages is hardly the purpose found 

in the group of angels described in Heb.1:14.  

 

If God’s chosen angels are sent to minister to God’s chosen people 

before, during and after their conversion, and these angels are in 

covenantal relationship with God based upon the choice God made 

before the foundation of the world, then these and only these 

angels could be regarded as sons of God for eternity. 

 

And so, if these sons of God described in Gen.6:2 and 4 are 

actually chosen angels then God is not sovereign and these sons of 

God, (angels who have now rebelled as they cohabitated with 

women, and by definition become enemies of God), are worthy of 

the eternal bonds of destruction.  

 

But the angels that belong to God are a group that did not and will 

not follow Satan.  

 



Revelation 3:5   5 'He who overcomes will thus be clothed in white 

garments; and I will not erase his name from the book of life, and I 

will confess his name before My Father and before His angels. 

 

Those angels who followed Satan, we are told, belong to him. 

They are identified with him, not God. 

 

Revelation 12:7  7 And there was war in heaven, Michael and his 

angels waging war with the dragon. The dragon and his angels 

waged war, 

 

Again, these angels who follow God are explicitly identified as 

God’s chosen angels. 

 

1 Timothy 5:21   21 I solemnly charge you in the presence of God 

and of Christ Jesus and of His chosen angels, to maintain these 

principles without bias, doing nothing in a spirit of partiality. 

 

Therefore, the covenantal designation, sons of God in Genesis 6, if 

applied to angels, (as we are told by the adherents of “the sons of 

God = angels”), would have had sexual relations with women to 

create a hybrid being that would finally be judged by God in a 

great flood. This necessarily means that these angels, (chosen 

angels), long after the rebellion of Satan, can choose to continue to 

rebel and reject their Creator. 

 

The truth is however, Genesis 6:2,4 does not identify any angelic 

group, but are a covenantal group of human beings identified as the 

people of God who ultimately lusted after the things of this world 

and exchanged the truth of God for a lie and relinquished that title, 

son of God, and as a result they revel in their rebellion, are 

subsequently judged by God, even as God spares a remnant out of 

that group identified as sons of God, My people.  

 

A Remnant 

 

The sons of God are a called out people and declared to be sons 

who are part of a covenant community, but redemptive history, 

found in both Old and New Testaments, tells us that those within 

the covenant community, who claim to be sons of God, may in fact 

rebel, to where God takes a remnant of that called out community 

and gives those of His elect a heart of flesh as He takes out the 

heart of stone. 

 

And that particular remnant person in question in our text in 

Genesis 6 was Noah. 



 

Genesis 6:5-8   5 Then the LORD saw that the wickedness of man 

was great on the earth, and that every intent of the thoughts of his 

heart was only evil continually.  6 The LORD was sorry that He 

had made man on the earth, and He was grieved in His heart.  7 

The LORD said, "I will blot out man whom I have created from 

the face of the land, from man to animals to creeping things and to 

birds of the sky; for I am sorry that I have made them."  8 But 

Noah found favor in the eyes of the LORD. 

 

But what do we do with those passages in the O.T. where the title, 

sons of God, is clearly referring to angels, as in the case of Job? 

 

Sons of God in the book of Job 

 

It is interesting that some who hold to a position other than angels 

being the sons of God in Genesis 6 are willing to concede that the 

sons of God described in the book of Job are in fact angels. 

 

Meredith Kline, who argues against angels equaling sons of God in 

Genesis 6:1-4, does say in his article entitled DIVINE KINGSHIP 

AND GENESIS 6:1-4; "sons of God" often denotes angels in the 

Old Testament.”  

Since his article is not primarily an argument from the book of Job, 

he offers no exegesis in the article on those passages, or others, 

where the “sons of God often denotes angels in the Old 

Testament.” (bold emphasis mine). [his footnote #6 explicitly 

states which passages he has in mind; See Job1:6; 2:1; 38:7; cf. 

Ps.29:1; 89:7].  (I will address all of these passages noted by Kline 

and Sarfati a little later in this study). 

But, what may surprise us is that those references in Job do not 

have to be speaking about angels at all when we apply a proper 

exegesis to those passages. And now we’ll direct our attention to 

those specific passages. 

 

Job 1:6   6 Now there was a day when the sons of God came to 

present themselves before the LORD, and Satan also came among 

them. 

 

Job 2:1  NAU  Again there was a day when the sons of God came to 

present themselves before the LORD, and Satan also came among 

them to present himself before the LORD. 

 



Job 38:7  7 When the morning stars sang together And all the sons 

of God shouted for joy? 

 

The first thing to notice in all of these passages is that the phrase, 

sons of God is, as was noted earlier, the Hebrew phrase, bnei 

Elohim. It is not a phrase specifically denoting angels. It is the 

phrase, as we have been arguing, that is associated or identified 

with God’s covenant people and community. 

 

And so, the question is, does this mean that the sons of God, 

(which I have argued is God’s covenant community made up of 

human beings in Genesis 6), are the same group here, also 

identified as the “sons of God”? 

 

The word angel, (that Dr. Sarfati insists is what this Hebrew phrase 

means in the book of Job), simply doesn’t. The Hebrew word for 

angel is malak and therefore it must be implied that it defines a son 

of God as an angel in the context of Job. 

 

And if Job were making the case that these who are designated 

sons of God are in fact angels, then malak would certainly be an 

appropriate word to use. 

 

So, to designate the Hebrew bnei Elohim as denoting angels, it 

must be read back into the text. This is called eisegesis. 

 

Let me try and explain why I believe the NIV and the LXX 

versions of the bible insert the word angels into these 3 passages in 

Job. 

 

It is assumed that because Satan joins these sons of God, (who are 

presenting themselves before the Lord), that this setting is 

necessarily in heaven. And since it is assumed that angels come 

before God in heaven that this is what is actually transpiring: 

angels coming before God and Satan joining them in the process, 

in heaven. 

 

This would be the premise upon which they would take the phrase, 

“sons of God” as equaling angels in the book of Job and then read 

that back into Genesis 6. 

 

But this is not always the case. Yes, it is true that angels surround 

the throne of God and worship the Lord and are sent out from His 

throne as they are assigned to minister to those who will inherit 

salvation. 

 



But this is assuming that only angels can present themselves before 

the Lord and that this can only happen in heaven. 

 

Let me present two other options both of which can utilize the 

phrase “sons of God” as being human beings in both a heavenly 

setting and an earthly setting, where both settings can be utilized 

by Satan to join that group that presents themselves before the 

Lord. 

 

Sons of God, human beings in Heaven, presenting themselves 

before the Lord 

 

The first option of human beings presenting themselves before the 

Lord in heaven may be the less plausible of the two options that 

Job is addressing but it could still be argued from the word of God. 

 

Consider human beings who have died and whose spirits are issued 

into the presence of God. 

 

Going back to our context in Genesis we are actually given a 

picture of one particular human being who was shown to be fully 

alive after death and who was in the presence of the Lord. 

 

Genesis 4:9-11   9 Then the LORD said to Cain, "Where is Abel 

your brother?" And he said, "I do not know. Am I my brother's 

keeper?"  10 He said, "What have you done? The voice of your 

brother's blood is crying to Me from the ground.  11 "Now you are 

cursed from the ground, which has opened its mouth to receive 

your brother's blood from your hand. 

 

Here’s the question. What is meant by “the voice of your brother’s 

blood is crying to Me from the ground”? 

 

Was Abel’s blood really crying? Of course not. This is an 

expression God utilized to tell Cain that his brother was pleading 

his case before God that he was murdered unjustly. 

 

So, am I suggesting that Abel’s spirit was with the Lord and that he 

was presenting himself before the Lord expressing himself in a 

way where the Lord could hear his cries? 

 

Absolutely. And if it hasn’t yet dawned on you where I am going 

with this line of thought let me remind you of others who were 

murdered unjustly for their faith as they too come into the presence 

of the Lord and plead their cases. 

 



Revelation 6:9-11  9 When the Lamb broke the fifth seal, I saw 

underneath the altar the souls of those who had been slain 

because of the word of God, and because of the testimony which 

they had maintained;  10 and they cried out with a loud voice, 

saying, "How long, O Lord, holy and true, will You refrain from 

judging and avenging our blood on those who dwell on the 

earth?"  11 And there was given to each of them a white robe; and 

they were told that they should rest for a little while longer, until 

the number of their fellow servants and their brethren who were to 

be killed even as they had been, would be completed also. 

 

Though the book of Revelation is vision and apocalyptic language, 

which is often symbolic in nature, biblical symbolism always 

represents reality in some form. 

 

The apostle John is in the presence of God and is shown a reality 

that includes real human beings who were murdered for their faith 

and are communicating with their God and Savior. 

 

Could John have literally been brought into the very throne room 

of God, even if this is only a vision? 

 

Absolutely. Even Paul wasn’t convinced that he had not also been 

taken into heaven even while he was in his body. 

 

2 Corinthians 12:2-5   2 I know a man in Christ who fourteen 

years ago-- whether in the body I do not know, or out of the body I 

do not know, God knows-- such a man was caught up to the third 

heaven.  3 And I know how such a man-- whether in the body or 

apart from the body I do not know, God knows--  4 was caught up 

into Paradise and heard inexpressible words, which a man is not 

permitted to speak.  5 On behalf of such a man I will boast; but on 

my own behalf I will not boast, except in regard to my weaknesses. 

 

And so, our text in Revelation places John peering into heaven and 

seeing the altar of God, which represents the seat of our salvation 

where Christ, who shed His blood, is portrayed as the Lamb. 

 

And so, those who were slain are seen before the sacrificial Lamb, 

whose life blood was shed on their behalf, presenting themselves 

before the Lord to do what? 

 

To present themselves before the Lord so as to get an audience 

with the Lord. They are very much alive and they are very much 

interested in the justice they seek because of how their lives were 

cut short, just like Abel. 



 

These are not angels presenting themselves before the Lord, but by 

definition, because they have been clothed with Christ’s 

righteousness as seen in the white robe each was given, they are 

human beings who have died in Christ, thereby designated, sons of 

God. 

 

Galatians 3:26  26 For you are all sons of God through faith in 

Christ Jesus. 

 

But what we see in the book of Revelation seems to be a setting 

where the saints presenting themselves before the throne are those 

who are part of the new covenant in Christ after His resurrection. 

 

What about those who died before Christ came into the world to 

redeem men from every tribe, tongue and nation? Did they have 

access to the throne of God after they died in their faith that a 

Messiah would atone for their sin? 

 

If Abel’s blood crying from the ground is a picture of one who is 

fully alive pleading for justice then it stands to reason that he is the 

first human being to ever enter into heaven by faith in the promises 

of God and join the angelic host of heaven, as they rejoice with 

Abel, (though absent from the body Abel is present with the Lord.) 

 

Keep in mind that Abel was apparently murdered shortly after 

coming into the presence of the Lord as he brought a blood 

sacrifice before the Lord on earth. Abel crying before the Lord in 

heaven is possible only if his faith on earth was in the promise of a 

Messiah who would die for him to redeem him unto a restored 

relationship with his God and a restored Paradise, which was the 

hope Adam and Eve longed for. 

 

But, though Abel was the first he would not be the last to be absent 

from the body as a believer who would then be present with the 

Lord. 

 

By the way, the idea of heaven is not a new covenant concept. 

Heaven as the place where God dwells with His angels and people 

as part of His created universe is found all throughout the O.T. 

 

In fact, His very name is associated with heaven as He is referred 

to as the God of heaven. 

 

Genesis 24:7  7 "The LORD, the God of heaven, who took me 

from my father's house and from the land of my birth, and who 



spoke to me and who swore to me, saying, 'To your descendants I 

will give this land,' He will send His angel before you, and you 

will take a wife for my son from there. 

 

Here, the designation, “The LORD, the God of heaven” is 

associated with a name to seal the covenant that God made with 

Abraham.  

 

But could this name, God of heaven, be a designation that God is 

the God of the heavens that simply speak of the space on which the 

Lord hung the stars and planets for example? 

 

Well, it would certainly include that designation, but when the 

Lord identifies Himself as the God of heaven He also has in mind 

that place in which the angels reside with Him in paradise. 

 

Genesis 28:12  12 He had a dream, and behold, a ladder was set on 

the earth with its top reaching to heaven; and behold, the angels 

of God were ascending and descending on it. 

Genesis 28:17   17 He was afraid and said, "How awesome is this 

place! This is none other than the house of God, and this is the 

gate of heaven." 

 

The inference here is that the gate of heaven is the entryway into 

the presence of the Lord where angels are obviously coming in and 

out. 

 

When Moses speaks of God’s habitation, His dwelling place, he 

identifies it with the actual place called heaven. 

 

Deuteronomy 26:15  15 'Look down from Your holy habitation, 

from heaven, and bless Your people Israel, and the ground which 

You have given us, a land flowing with milk and honey, as You 

swore to our fathers.' 

 

Solomon acknowledges that the house He built for the Lord is a 

dwelling where God resides among His people, but still he makes 

clear that no place on earth and no heaven above, be that the vast 

space above or any dwelling in heaven, could contain the Almighty 

God. 

 

1 Kings 8:27   27 "But will God indeed dwell on the earth? Behold, 

heaven and the highest heaven cannot contain You, how much 

less this house which I have built! 

 



Finally, for the sake of establishing that heaven is a place of God’s 

chosen habitation among His people and angels, prior to the 

incarnate Christ, we see that it is the default destination for one 

particular person who never saw death. 

 

2 Kings 2:1  NAU  And it came about when the LORD was about to 

take up Elijah by a whirlwind to heaven, that Elijah went with 

Elisha from Gilgal. 

2 Kings 2:11  11 As they were going along and talking, behold, 

there appeared a chariot of fire and horses of fire which separated 

the two of them. And Elijah went up by a whirlwind to heaven. 

 

The other person who never experienced physical death also went 

to be with the Lord and his destination is inferred as the same place 

as Elijah. 

 

Hebrews 11:5   5 By faith Enoch was taken up so that he would 

not see death; AND HE WAS NOT FOUND BECAUSE GOD 

TOOK HIM UP; for he obtained the witness that before his being 

taken up he was pleasing to God. 

 

This is the same heaven that Jesus Christ, (not yet dead and 

resurrected), identifies as the present Paradise to the repentant thief 

on the cross where both the spirits of him and Jesus would be that 

very day. 

 

Luke 23:43   43 And He said to him, "Truly I say to you, today you 

shall be with Me in Paradise." 

 

It is this Paradise to which the resurrected Jesus would return in 

His glorified flesh forty days later as He returned to the Father’s 

house. 

 

John 14:1-3  NAU  "Do not let your heart be troubled; believe in 

God, believe also in Me.  2 "In My Father's house are many 

dwelling places; if it were not so, I would have told you; for I go to 

prepare a place for you.  3 "If I go and prepare a place for you, I 

will come again and receive you to Myself, that where I am, there 

you may be also. 

 

And so, what we see is that God created the present heaven, not for 

Himself, but for His chosen ones who would share that heaven 

with Him, those who are angels, along with men and heavenly 

animals as we see in the case of Elijah being taken up in a chariot 

pulled by horses, along with the seraphim and cherubim who are 

also heavenly animals (see my study on Seraphim and 



Cherubim).  

http://www.growupinchrist.com/images/docs/CHERUBIM_AN

D_SERAPHIM.pdf 

 

The point is this. Human beings who have died in the faith from 

Abel on, have all gone to be with the Lord in the present heaven as 

their spirits depart from their bodies, and in two cases where body 

and spirit were taken to heaven. We are told many times that these 

people are alive and well and they think, speak, pray and sing 

praises to God. 

 

Matthew 22:32   32 'I AM THE GOD OF ABRAHAM, AND THE 

GOD OF ISAAC, AND THE GOD OF JACOB '? He is not the 

God of the dead but of the living." 
 

If this is the case then what would prohibit these sons of God in the 

present heaven from presenting themselves before the Lord on a 

constant basis as they bow before Him in praise and adoration? 

And then what would prevent Satan from also presenting himself 

to come before God to do God’s bidding?  

 

By the way, if Satan was permitted to present himself with the sons 

of God, (in this case deceased saints in heaven), is it also not 

possible that his accusing of the brethren was not limited to those 

saints on the earth but quite possibly included those saints who 

died in the Lord who now surround the throne as Satan comes 

before God to accuse both Job and the sons of God in heaven out 

of spite for the grace extended to them? 

 

In any event, the only one who would allow Satan to present 

himself before his creator would be God Himself. And it appears 

that God allowed Satan to do just that as the sons of God, (whoever 

they are), presented themselves before the Throne. 

 

Some argue that God could and did prevent Satan from continuing 

this privilege in a heavenly setting. 

 

Revelation 12:7-10  7 And there was war in heaven, Michael and 

his angels waging war with the dragon. The dragon and his angels 

waged war,  8 and they were not strong enough, and there was no 

longer a place found for them in heaven.  9 And the great dragon 

was thrown down, the serpent of old who is called the devil and 

Satan, who deceives the whole world; he was thrown down to the 

earth, and his angels were thrown down with him.  10 Then I 

heard a loud voice in heaven, saying, "Now the salvation, and the 

power, and the kingdom of our God and the authority of His Christ 
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have come, for the accuser of our brethren has been thrown down, 

he who accuses them before our God day and night. 

 

Could this be the time at which Satan was no longer allowed to 

come before the throne of God to accuse the brethren as he did 

with Job? 

 

Possibly, though, as we will see, being thrown to the earth may 

have actually been the means by which Satan will be allowed to 

approach God with men of and on the earth.  

 

Again, I’m not saying that the above argument for deceased saints 

presenting themselves before the throne of God is what is being 

declared in the book of Job, only that in those three passages where 

the phrase, sons of God, is used in connection with presenting 

themselves before the Lord, it does not have to be limited to angels 

but could actually be human beings who are absent from the body 

but present with the Lord. 

 

Sons of God, human beings on earth, presenting themselves 

before the Lord 

 

But let’s look at a second option which can be just as exegetically 

viable and that is, human beings, designated sons of God, who are 

on the earth as they present themselves before the Lord. 

 

The idea of presenting oneself before the Lord goes back quite 

some time with His people on this present earth. And it is always 

in the context of humbling oneself before God in worship, or 

acknowledging that God was in their presence as the Lord bore 

witness to their presence. 

 

Just after the fall it was God, not man, who presented Himself in 

the Garden to specifically seek out Adam and his wife. 

 

But the phrase, “in the presence of the Lord” in Job 2, could be 

literally translated, to set, or station oneself upon Jehovah. 

 

The idea here is to consciously move yourself to such a place that 

it could be designated “the” place where Jehovah is to be found. It 

could be an altar that was constructed by Noah, for example, where 

he intended to worship God and hear from the Lord. 

 

Genesis 8:20-21  20 Then Noah built an altar to the LORD, and 

took of every clean animal and of every clean bird and offered 

burnt offerings on the altar.  21 The LORD smelled the soothing 



aroma; and the LORD said to Himself, "I will never again curse 

the ground on account of man, for the intent of man's heart is evil 

from his youth; and I will never again destroy every living thing, 

as I have done. 

 

In this case, “the presence of the Lord” was at the spot where Noah 

built an altar to the Lord, and in response “the presence of the 

Lord” is seen to result in God being pleased with Noah’s approach 

as He makes a promise to Noah with an oath. 

 

Interestingly enough, Noah’s presenting himself before the Lord is 

on the top of a mountain where God speaks to Him. 

 

Of course, this is similar to the experience where Moses was 

commanded by God to go to the top of Mt. Sinai to meet with God 

in His presence. 

 

Exodus 34:1-2  NAU Now the LORD said to Moses, "Cut out for 

yourself two stone tablets like the former ones, and I will write on 

the tablets the words that were on the former tablets which you 

shattered.  2 "So be ready by morning, and come up in the morning 

to Mount Sinai, and present yourself there to Me on the top of the 

mountain. 

 

Here, Moses presents himself before the Lord, with the express 

purpose of hearing from God as he humbles himself before the 

Lord.  

 

In both cases, of Noah and Moses, these were actual places set 

aside to present themselves before the Lord on planet earth.  

 

God always desires to meet with His people and the word of God 

often lays out the terms under which God will command His 

people to present themselves before Him. 

 

Deuteronomy 14:23  23 "You shall eat in the presence of the 

LORD your God, at the place where He chooses to establish His 

name, the tithe of your grain, your new wine, your oil, and the 

firstborn of your herd and your flock, so that you may learn to fear 

the LORD your God always. 

 

Numbers 11:16-17  16 The LORD therefore said to Moses, 

"Gather for Me seventy men from the elders of Israel, whom you 

know to be the elders of the people and their officers and bring 

them to the tent of meeting, and let them take their stand there 

with you.  17 "Then I will come down and speak with you there, 



and I will take of the Spirit who is upon you, and will put Him 

upon them; and they shall bear the burden of the people with you, 

so that you will not bear it all alone. 

 

The Hebrew word used in Num.11:16 for stand (yatsab), as in, “let 

them take their stand there with you” is the exact same word used 

in Job 2:1 where the sons of God, along with Satan, “present” 

themselves before the Lord.  

 

Let’s look at one more example where the sons of God, in this 

case, those of Israel, present themselves before the Lord in a 

designated place to meet with their God. 

 

Deuteronomy 31:14-15  14 Then the LORD said to Moses, 

"Behold, the time for you to die is near; call Joshua, and present 

yourselves at the tent of meeting, that I may commission him." So 

Moses and Joshua went and presented themselves at the tent of 

meeting.  15 The LORD appeared in the tent in a pillar of cloud, 

and the pillar of cloud stood at the doorway of the tent. 

 

Here the tent of meeting is obviously that designated place where 

God has chosen to accept His people who present themselves 

before the Lord. 

 

But does presenting oneself before the Lord always have to be 

restricted to the sons or children of God meeting with the Lord in 

only one designated place? 

 

Not necessarily. In fact, there are instances where the people of 

God as a group, wherever they are on earth, can be the place where 

they present themselves before the Lord. 

 

Numbers 32:29  29 Moses said to them, "If the sons of Gad and the 

sons of Reuben, everyone who is armed for battle, will cross with 

you over the Jordan in the presence of the LORD, and the land is 

subdued before you, then you shall give them the land of Gilead 

for a possession; 

 

Here the place is presumably somewhere near the banks of the 

Jordan River as the assembly of Israel prepares to cross the Jordan 

for battle as they enter the Promised Land, “in the presence of the 

Lord.” 

 

Here the Hebrew word for presence is panim which means face. 

So, as they come into the presence or the face of the Lord, they are 

gathered together as sons of God, children of Israel. 



 

Another thing to consider is that even when the sons of God 

present themselves before the Lord it does not mean that they 

literally meet God in heaven or that God’s presence with them 

must necessarily be on the earth. Though the sons of God may be 

on earth, the Lord’s presence can be in heaven, where believe it or 

not, He can actually still hear His people. 

 

Ecclesiastes 5:1-2  NAU  Guard your steps as you go to the house of 

God and draw near to listen rather than to offer the sacrifice of 

fools; for they do not know they are doing evil.  2 Do not be hasty 

in word or impulsive in thought to bring up a matter in the 

presence of God. For God is in heaven and you are on the earth; 

therefore let your words be few. 

 

By the way, we know that Christ has opened the door to present 

oneself before the Lord in worship, not in any one particular place, 

but rather anywhere where one is in Christ. 

 

John 4:19-21   19 The woman said to Him, "Sir, I perceive that 

You are a prophet.  20 "Our fathers worshiped in this mountain, and 

you people say that in Jerusalem is the place where men ought to 

worship."  21 Jesus said to her, "Woman, believe Me, an hour is 

coming when neither in this mountain nor in Jerusalem will you 

worship the Father. 

 

The point is that the phrase, “present themselves” or “present 

himself” in Job 1:6 and 2:1 does not have to be addressing angels 

at all, but could be the people of God who are identified with the 

promises of God, called the sons of God, who often came into the 

presence of God on this earth to worship Him. 

 

In the case of Job 1:6 and 2:1 it appears that in the midst of the 

assembly of the sons of God presenting themselves before God to 

worship, pray and or hear from God, Satan was allowed to be part 

of that gathering with God’s express purpose of using Satan to test 

one of the sons of God, Job. 

 

Job was likely part of an assembly of believers, prior to the 

establishment of the nation of Israel outside of Egypt, since he is 

identified as one residing in the land of Uz with friends and family, 

who are like-minded concerning the things of the Lord, as Job 

functioned as a priest interceding on behalf of his family and 

possibly the covenant community of which he was a part. 

 



This does not in any way disqualify him, or anyone else at that 

time, from being designated a son of God, who regularly presented 

himself before the Lord. 

 

In fact, it is within the immediate context of Job coming into the 

presence of the Lord, offering incense to the Lord, as he 

worshipfully approached his God with such offerings, that we see 

Satan also coming into the presence of God. 

 

Job 1:5-6   5 When the days of feasting had completed their cycle, 

Job would send and consecrate them, rising up early in the 

morning and offering burnt offerings according to the number of 

them all; for Job said, "Perhaps my sons have sinned and cursed 

God in their hearts." Thus Job did continually.  6 Now there was a 

day when the sons of God came to present themselves before the 

LORD, and Satan also came among them. 

 

It is hard to escape the immediate context of Job worshipping the 

Lord as he comes into God’s presence, and Satan also coming 

among them, the sons of God, of which Job is a part. It just seems 

disjointed to move from a human being on earth, worshipping God 

with his burnt offerings as he comes into God’s presence, to angels 

coming into the presence of God in heaven. 

 

By the way, it is also in this same section of Job where we have 

Satan, in God’s presence, along with the sons of God, accusing Job 

of potential unfaithfulness when tempted with calamity.  

 

Job 1:8-11  8 The LORD said to Satan, "Have you considered My 

servant Job? For there is no one like him on the earth, a blameless 

and upright man, fearing God and turning away from evil."  9 Then 

Satan answered the LORD, "Does Job fear God for nothing?  10 

"Have You not made a hedge about him and his house and all that 

he has, on every side? You have blessed the work of his hands, and 

his possessions have increased in the land.  11 "But put forth Your 

hand now and touch all that he has; he will surely curse You to 

Your face." 

 

Satan continually stands as the accuser of the brethren as John 

points out in the Revelation given to him by God. 

 

Revelation 12:10   10 Then I heard a loud voice in heaven, saying, 

"Now the salvation, and the power, and the kingdom of our God 

and the authority of His Christ have come, for the accuser of our 

brethren has been thrown down, he who accuses them before our 

God day and night. 



 

The question is, does Satan accuse the brethren before God in 

heaven or while roaming the earth?  

 

Zechariah the prophet actually gives us some insight into this 

question, albeit in a vision given to him by God. 

 

Zechariah 3:1  NAU  Then he showed me Joshua the high priest 

standing before the angel of the LORD, and Satan standing at his 

right hand to accuse him. 

 

This is in the context of God explaining to Zechariah that He will 

deliver His people out of their 70 year captivity under Babylon and 

back into the land of Promise. 

 

Zechariah 1:12-13  12 Then the angel of the LORD said, "O 

LORD of hosts, how long will You have no compassion for 

Jerusalem and the cities of Judah, with which You have been 

indignant these seventy years?"  13 The LORD answered the angel 

who was speaking with me with gracious words, comforting 

words. 

 

Zechariah 1:16   16 'Therefore thus says the LORD, "I will return 

to Jerusalem with compassion; My house will be built in it," 

declares the LORD of hosts, "and a measuring line will be 

stretched over Jerusalem."' 

 

By the way, a measuring line being stretched over Jerusalem is 

another way of stating God’s precise care and concern for His 

people and their habitation and though the context in Zechariah is a 

remnant returning to the physical location of Jerusalem its wider 

application is the Jerusalem from above which points to the New 

Jerusalem which is also measured out in a precise manner so as to 

show how God’s hand is upon His people. 

 

Revelation 21:1-2  NAU  Then I saw a new heaven and a new earth; 

for the first heaven and the first earth passed away, and there is no 

longer any sea.  2 And I saw the holy city, new Jerusalem, coming 

down out of heaven from God, made ready as a bride adorned for 

her husband. 

 

Revelation 21:15-16   15 The one who spoke with me had a gold 

measuring rod to measure the city, and its gates and its wall.  16 

The city is laid out as a square, and its length is as great as the 

width; and he measured the city with the rod, fifteen hundred 

miles; its length and width and height are equal. 



 

The measuring of the city of New Jerusalem is not to draw up blue 

prints for a construction job in the future as we know that the New 

Jerusalem is not made with the hands of men, but by God Himself. 

 
NAU Isaiah 66:22 "For just as the new heavens and the new earth 

Which I make will endure before Me," declares the LORD, "So 

your offspring and your name will endure. 

 

God is the master builder and He will rebuild the universe on the 

last day as He ushers in His eternal Kingdom on the new earth, 

with His people also described as the holy city, Jerusalem. 

 

Revelation 21:9-10   9 Then one of the seven angels who had the 

seven bowls full of the seven last plagues came and spoke with me, 

saying, "Come here, I will show you the bride, the wife of the 

Lamb."  10 And he carried me away in the Spirit to a great and 

high mountain, and showed me the holy city, Jerusalem, coming 

down out of heaven from God, 

 

This is the true city of God, the bride of Christ, where our Lord 

joins His bride on the new earth and tabernacles among them. 

 

Revelation 21:1-3  NAU Then I saw a new heaven and a new earth; 

for the first heaven and the first earth passed away, and there is no 

longer any sea.  2 And I saw the holy city, new Jerusalem, coming 

down out of heaven from God, made ready as a bride adorned for 

her husband.  3 And I heard a loud voice from the throne, saying, 

"Behold, the tabernacle of God is among men, and He will dwell 

among them, and they shall be His people, and God Himself will 

be among them, 

 

But, returning to Zechariah’s vision regarding Joshua the high 

priest and Satan standing beside him to accuse him, unlike the 

visions given to the apostle John or even Daniel or Ezekiel, where 

they are shown the throne of God in heaven, Zechariah’s vision 

from God, has as its focus, events that will be taking place on the 

earth. 

 

Look at it again. 

 

Zechariah 3:1  NAU  Then he showed me Joshua the high priest 

standing before the angel of the LORD, and Satan standing at his 

right hand to accuse him. 

 



The book of Zechariah was written in the general time frame of 

Ezra, (formerly a captive of Babylon), who has been 

commissioned by Cyrus to return to Jerusalem and Jeshua, the high 

priest, also returns to rebuild the altar of God. 

 

Ezra 3:1-2  NAU  Now when the seventh month came, and the sons 

of Israel were in the cities, the people gathered together as one man 

to Jerusalem.  2 Then Jeshua the son of Jozadak and his brothers 

the priests, and Zerubbabel the son of Shealtiel and his brothers 

arose and built the altar of the God of Israel to offer burnt 

offerings on it, as it is written in the law of Moses, the man of 

God. 

 

This Jeshua, son of Jozadak in Ezra, is the same Joshua in 

Zechariah, who is the son of Jehozadak. 

 

Zechariah 6:11  11 "Take silver and gold, make an ornate crown 

and set it on the head of Joshua the son of Jehozadak, the high 

priest. 

 

In this section of Zechariah the Lord is singling out the high priest, 

Joshua, to demonstrate how the building of the Temple of the Lord 

is a temple that transcends the Temple in Jerusalem in which 

Joshua serves, as God shows Zechariah the true High Priest 

identified as the Branch. 

 

Zechariah 6:12-13   12 "Then say to him, 'Thus says the LORD of 

hosts, "Behold, a man whose name is Branch, for He will branch 

out from where He is; and He will build the temple of the LORD.  
13 "Yes, it is He who will build the temple of the LORD, and He 

who will bear the honor and sit and rule on His throne. Thus, He 

will be a priest on His throne, and the counsel of peace will be 

between the two offices." 

 

And so, when Joshua, the high priest, commences the building of 

the temple it is to point to the ultimate Temple that the Branch 

builds which is not made with the hands of men. And the crown 

that Joshua wears in the vision given to Zechariah is to remind 

Israel whose Temple they should look forward to. 

 

Zechariah 6:14-15   14 "Now the crown will become a reminder 

in the temple of the LORD to Helem, Tobijah, Jedaiah and Hen 

the son of Zephaniah.  15 "Those who are far off will come and 

build the temple of the LORD." Then you will know that the 

LORD of hosts has sent me to you. And it will take place if you 

completely obey the LORD your God. 



 

And so, when Zechariah is given instructions by God in his vision 

he is shown how God desires for the house of the Lord, physically 

located in Jerusalem, is to be completed by the priests of Israel, 

including the high priest, Joshua, the son of Jehozadak, and the 

prophet Haggai points this out as well. 

 

Haggai 1:1-3, 8  NAU  In the second year of Darius the king, on 

the first day of the sixth month, the word of the LORD came by 

the prophet Haggai to Zerubbabel the son of Shealtiel, governor of 

Judah, and to Joshua the son of Jehozadak, the high priest, saying,  
2 "Thus says the LORD of hosts, 'This people says, "The time has 

not come, even the time for the house of the LORD to be rebuilt."'"  
3 Then the word of the LORD came by Haggai the prophet, saying,  
8 "Go up to the mountains, bring wood and rebuild the temple, 

that I may be pleased with it and be glorified," says the LORD. 

 

It is apparent that this physical structure in Jerusalem, that Haggai 

prophesies about, points to a heavenly Jerusalem with a heavenly 

Temple and a heavenly High Priest, the Branch, that Zechariah 

also addresses, and of whom the apostle John clearly identifies as 

Jesus Christ in the new temple, the new heavens and new earth 

wherein He tabernacles among His people. 

 

Revelation 21:1-6  NAU Then I saw a new heaven and a new earth; 

for the first heaven and the first earth passed away, and there is no 

longer any sea.  2 And I saw the holy city, new Jerusalem, coming 

down out of heaven from God, made ready as a bride adorned for 

her husband.  3 And I heard a loud voice from the throne, saying, 

"Behold, the tabernacle of God is among men, and He will dwell 

among them, and they shall be His people, and God Himself will 

be among them,  4 and He will wipe away every tear from their 

eyes; and there will no longer be any death; there will no longer be 

any mourning, or crying, or pain; the first things have passed 

away."  5 And He who sits on the throne said, "Behold, I am 

making all things new." And He said, "Write, for these words are 

faithful and true."  6 Then He said to me, "It is done. I am the 

Alpha and the Omega, the beginning and the end. I will give to 

the one who thirsts from the spring of the water of life without 

cost. 

  

But the vision of Zechariah is also clearly addressing a physical 

temple on this present physical earth wherein the reality of the 

heavenly Temple, called the new Jerusalem, is played out in the 

rebuilding of this physical structure by human beings on the earth, 

(ostensibly shadows, Heb.8:5), one of whom is the high priest, 



Joshua, who is commanded to start this rebuild in the second year 

of Darius which was around 520 BC. 

 

And so, the vision given to Zechariah is not a heavenly throne 

room vision. Rather it is a measuring of the city of Jerusalem on 

earth by an angel that ultimately points to the heavenly Temple. 

 

Zechariah 2:1-5  NAU Then I lifted up my eyes and looked, and 

behold, there was a man with a measuring line in his hand.  2 So 

I said, "Where are you going?" And he said to me, "To measure 

Jerusalem, to see how wide it is and how long it is."  3 And 

behold, the angel who was speaking with me was going out, and 

another angel was coming out to meet him,  4 and said to him, 

"Run, speak to that young man, saying, 'Jerusalem will be 

inhabited without walls because of the multitude of men and cattle 

within it.  5 'For I,' declares the LORD, 'will be a wall of fire 

around her, and I will be the glory in her midst.'" 

 

Again, although this is certainly an eschatological look into the 

New Jerusalem as the walls of fire and the glory of the Lord 

surrounds His people, the Jerusalem that Zechariah was shown 

certainly included a Jerusalem to which the remnant from Babylon 

were to return. 

 

This is an earthly vision for Zechariah with a heavenly element as 

an angel comes to the earth to measure the city where the high 

priest, Joshua, serves before the Lord on the earth at this actual 

time in history in which both Joshua the high priest and Zechariah 

participate.  

 

So, here’s the point. If Joshua, the high priest, is part of this vision 

scene that will literally be played out in the earthly Jerusalem as 

they reconstruct a temple for the Lord, the question needs to be 

asked, who is standing beside Joshua on the earth to accuse him, 

according to Zechariah 3:1?  

 

Satan.  

 

The point I’m making is that Joshua, in this vision, is coming into 

the presence of the Lord on the earth along with Satan. And so my 

contention is that there are many precedents in the Scriptures, 

including this reference to Joshua and Satan, where human beings, 

in covenant with the promises of God, are coming into the 

presence of the Lord on the earth. 

 



Therefore, it is certainly plausible, and in my estimation probable, 

that Job and Satan along with other sons of God in the covenant 

community, are found in the same place at the same time on the 

earth coming into the presence of the Lord in Job 1:6. 

 

By the way, in the context of Job 1:6, the sons of God are 

juxtaposed with Satan in an opposing fashion, which clearly 

delineates between good and evil, which is to say, that the sons of 

God in this context, (if in fact these are angels), are righteous 

angels. 

 

If these are righteous angels and we are using this portion of 

Scripture to support the idea that Genesis 6 is also describing the 

sons of God as angels, then we are back again to the problem of 

righteous angels acting wickedly toward the daughters of men by 

cohabitating with them, where some also use Jude as a proof text 

for this act, which forces these righteous angels to abandon their 

proper abode as God judges them. 

 

Jude 1:6  6 And angels who did not keep their own domain, but 

abandoned their proper abode, He has kept in eternal bonds under 

darkness for the judgment of the great day, 

 

So, once again, we are back to righteous angels being able to lose 

their righteous standing long after the initial angelic rebellion of 

those who followed Satan, prior to him tempting Adam and Eve in 

the Garden of Eden. 

 

But, back to our text regarding Satan joining in with the sons of 

God in His presence; a question is asked of Satan addressing the 

issue as to where has he has been during the time prior to 

presenting himself before the Lord? 

 

Job 1:7  7 The LORD said to Satan, "From where do you come?" 

Then Satan answered the LORD and said, "From roaming about on 

the earth and walking around on it." 

 

Many have suggested that Satan is telling God where he has been 

on earth as if to distinguish himself from the location where he 

presumably is now in verse 7, in the presence of the Lord in 

heaven. 

 

But we know that one does not have to ascend to heaven to be in 

the presence of the Lord, and neither did Satan. His response 

simply tells the story of where he spends his time; roaming the 

earth and walking around on it with the express purpose of coming 



against the sons of God, who present themselves before the Lord, 

which is his ultimate goal. 

 

Revelation 12:9   9 And the great dragon was thrown down, the 

serpent of old who is called the devil and Satan, who deceives the 

whole world; he was thrown down to the earth, and his angels were 

thrown down with him. 

 

As we saw earlier this verse describes the humiliation of Satan and 

his rebellious angels being expelled from heaven and relegated to 

an existence where they are allowed by God to deceive the whole 

world, including God’s covenant people. 

 

In essence, Satan is telling God in Job 1:7 that he is continuing to 

carry on his mission to roam the earth while deceiving the nations. 

And this does not require Satan ascending to heaven to make this 

statement. 

 

By the way, Satan still roams the earth seeking those he may 

destroy 

 

1 Peter 5:8   8 Be of sober spirit, be on the alert. Your adversary, 

the devil, prowls around like a roaring lion, seeking someone to 

devour. 

 

It is this same Satan who sought to destroy Job as God allowed 

him to be used as a tool to accomplish His will in Job’s life. And 

interestingly enough God still allows Satan to be used in similar 

ways to accomplish His will, even in the lives of the sons of God 

who have placed their faith in Christ. 

 

Revelation 2:8-10   8 "And to the angel of the church in Smyrna 

write: The first and the last, who was dead, and has come to life, 

says this:  9 'I know your tribulation and your poverty (but you are 

rich), and the blasphemy by those who say they are Jews and are 

not, but are a synagogue of Satan.  10 'Do not fear what you are 

about to suffer. Behold, the devil is about to cast some of you into 

prison, so that you will be tested, and you will have tribulation for 

ten days. Be faithful until death, and I will give you the crown of 

life. 

 

Satan doesn’t need to ascend to heaven to come into the Lord’s 

presence to be used by God, any more than the sons of God did in 

years gone by, or in the present times, for we who are sons of God 

in Christ today. 

 



We as believers in Christ, sons and daughters of God, are 

encouraged to present ourselves before the Lord continually, no 

matter where we are, because our presence before the Lord, as in 

days gone by, is never really dependent on the sons of God trying 

to approach God, but rather God allowing it as He provided the 

means to approach Him. 

 

In other words, He presents Himself before us to bring us to 

Himself. 

 

Galatians 4:9  9 But now that you have come to know God, or 

rather to be known by God, how is it that you turn back again to 

the weak and worthless elemental things, to which you desire to be 

enslaved all over again? 

 

1 John 4:19   19 We love, because He first loved us. 

 
NAU 1 John 4:10 In this is love, not that we loved God, but that He 

loved us and sent His Son to be the propitiation for our sins. 

 

Sons of God, angels, presenting themselves before the Lord in 

the book of Job 

 

I would now like to address the notion of angels being designated 

sons of God who present themselves before the Lord in the book of 

Job. But let me first call to our attention the glorious reality of 

Christ presenting Himself before the Father on our behalf. 

Hebrews 9:24   24 For Christ did not enter a holy place made with 

hands, a mere copy of the true one, but into heaven itself, now to 

appear in the presence of God for us; 

 

This is the only reason anyone can present themselves before the 

Lord as sons of God. 

 

The sons of God, whether they lived in the days of the patriarchs, 

during the time of Israel’s wanderings, or even in the glory days of 

Israel, as seen with King Solomon and the Temple, where God 

dwelled among His people, there is only one reason anyone could 

be designated a true son of God and that is because God chose 

them and brought them near to Himself, enabling them by His 

Spirit to present themselves before the Lord with the express 

purpose of worshipping Him in spirit and in truth. 

 

Satan may still be used of God in ways that refine the faith of His 

people, but he in no way can be called a son of God who worships 

the Lord, nor can his angels, the demons. 



 

To designate demons, (who cohabitate with the daughters of men), 

as sons of God, is an insult to all angels called by God to be 

ministers to the sons of God who are chosen for salvation. 

 

You and I in Christ have a very unique position as we are told that 

our present citizenship is in heaven. 

Philippians 3:20-21  20 For our citizenship is in heaven, from 

which also we eagerly wait for a Savior, the Lord Jesus Christ;  21 

who will transform the body of our humble state into conformity 

with the body of His glory, by the exertion of the power that He 

has even to subject all things to Himself.  

Ephesians 2:4-7   4 But God, being rich in mercy, because of His 

great love with which He loved us,  5 even when we were dead in 

our transgressions, made us alive together with Christ (by grace 

you have been saved),  6 and raised us up with Him, and seated us 

with Him in the heavenly places in Christ Jesus,  7 so that in the 

ages to come He might show the surpassing riches of His grace in 

kindness toward us in Christ Jesus.  

There is no excuse for any son or daughter of God not to present 

ourselves before our Lord and Savior at the Throne of God. It is 

our home and our future and our hope in the age to come. 

Luke 18:29-30   29 And He said to them, "Truly I say to you, there 

is no one who has left house or wife or brothers or parents or 

children, for the sake of the kingdom of God,  30 who will not 

receive many times as much at this time and in the age to come, 

eternal life." 

In my estimation, there is no question that when Moses records for 

us in Genesis 6, where the sons of God came into the daughters of 

men, that these sons are the covenant community identified with 

Adam, the son of God, who came to faith in the promises of God 

after the fall. 

 

But is there not the possibility that the sons of God in the book of 

Job could be angels? 

 

Well, we know that angels certainly have access to their God and 

Lord as they stand in His presence. 

 

Luke 1:19   19 The angel answered and said to him, "I am Gabriel, 

who stands in the presence of God, and I have been sent to speak 

to you and to bring you this good news. 



 
NAU Matthew 18:10 "See that you do not despise one of these little 

ones, for I say to you that their angels in heaven continually see 

the face of My Father who is in heaven. 

 

Luke 15:10   10 "In the same way, I tell you, there is joy in the 

presence of the angels of God over one sinner who repents." 

 

1 Timothy 5:21   21 I solemnly charge you in the presence of God 

and of Christ Jesus and of His chosen angels, to maintain these 

principles without bias, doing nothing in a spirit of partiality. 

 

Yet, nowhere in the entire word of God is there any specific 

reference to angels being identified as “sons of God” unless we 

assume that this is what Job is addressing, despite the fact that the 

word angels is not used to describe this group in the passages we 

have been looking at in Job. 

 

And yet, many, including Dr.’s Kline and Sarfati, continue to make 

the case that there are additional references to support the idea that 

sons of God = angels. And not only are they angels in the biblical 

references Dr. Sarfati will quote, but the phrase, according to him, 

must necessarily include the type of angel who would defile human 

women. 

 

Again, he goes back to the premise that “the Hebrew is bnei ha 

Elohim” (and that) “this is consistently used of angels in the Old 

Testament, both good and bad.” (bold emphasis mine) 

 

But again, to describe sons of anyone is to designate the progenitor 

of that one and who they are associated with. Therefore a son of 

God, be they angel or man, is one who is associated with God in a 

covenantal sense. 

 

Again, we see this distinction of all people in the world as 

belonging to one father or the other. Simply because we are human 

beings made in the image of God we cannot all call God, Father, 

and therefore be designated a son of the Father. And Jesus makes 

this clear. 

 

John 8:42-44   42 Jesus said to them, "If God were your Father, 

you would love Me, for I proceeded forth and have come from 

God, for I have not even come on My own initiative, but He sent 

Me.  43 "Why do you not understand what I am saying? It is 

because you cannot hear My word.  44 "You are of your father the 

devil, and you want to do the desires of your father. He was a 



murderer from the beginning, and does not stand in the truth 

because there is no truth in him. Whenever he speaks a lie, he 

speaks from his own nature, for he is a liar and the father of lies. 

 

The same would be true of angels. To allow the phrase, sons of 

God, as Dr. Sarfati does, to identify both bad and good angels, 

strips the name Father from its proper place as being Father of His 

elect, be they angels or men. 

 

To lump both good and bad angels under the heading “sons of 

God” is simply not following the biblical understanding of 

covenant. 

 

But to make his point, Dr. Sarfati then quotes Ps.29:1 and 89:6 as 

passages with a similar meaning to sons of God and uses these to 

identify both good and bad angels. The phrase he ties to “sons of 

God” is the phrase, “sons of the mighty”, which is a phrase found 

only in the two passages he quotes. 

 

Psalm 29:1  NAU  A Psalm of David. Ascribe to the LORD, O sons 

of the mighty, Ascribe to the LORD glory and strength. 

 

And yet, there is nothing in this psalm to explicitly suggest that the 

sons of the mighty are good angels, let alone bad angels.  

 

In fact, when we see the accompanying phrase at the beginning of 

Ps.29:1, “Ascribe glory to the Lord”, which is also used elsewhere 

in the Old Testament Scriptures, it is always identifying the 

covenant community who are to call upon the name of the Lord, in 

this case, Israel.  

 
NAU 1 Chronicles 16:28   Ascribe to the LORD, O families of the 

peoples, Ascribe to the LORD glory and strength. 

 

These are not angels being described here, but the families of the 

people.  

 

What families are these? These are the sons of God, sons of the 

mighty, sons of the covenant, the children of God; Israel. But then 

Dr. Sarfati uses Psalm 89:6 to continue to make his case that both 

good and bad angels are described by similar terms like “sons of 

the mighty.” 

 

Psalm 89:6  6 For who in the skies is comparable to the LORD? 

Who among the sons of the mighty is like the LORD, 

 



Here the psalmist is praising God who is creator of heaven and 

earth and that all creation is to worship Him. 

 

And in this verse it certainly may look like the sons of the mighty 

could be associated with those who are in the skies, (angels?). 

 

But a little context gives us a different picture as we examine other 

parts of this same psalm. 

 

Psalm 89:1-8, 14-17  NAU  A Maskil of Ethan the Ezrahite. I will 

sing of the lovingkindness of the LORD forever; To all generations 

I will make known Your faithfulness with my mouth.  2 For I have 

said, "Lovingkindness will be built up forever; In the heavens You 

will establish Your faithfulness."  3 "I have made a covenant with 

My chosen; I have sworn to David My servant,  4 I will establish 

your seed forever And build up your throne to all generations." 

Selah.  5 The heavens will praise Your wonders, O LORD; Your 

faithfulness also in the assembly of the holy ones.   
 
  6 For who in the skies is comparable to the LORD? Who among 

the sons of the mighty is like the LORD, (Dr. Sarfati’s proof 

text). 
 
7 A God greatly feared in the council of the holy ones, And 

awesome above all those who are around Him?  8 O LORD God of 

hosts, who is like You, O mighty LORD? Your faithfulness also 

surrounds You.  14 Righteousness and justice are the foundation of 

Your throne; Lovingkindness and truth go before You.  15 How 

blessed are the people who know the joyful sound! O LORD, they 

walk in the light of Your countenance.  16 In Your name they 

rejoice all the day, And by Your righteousness they are exalted.  17 

For You are the glory of their strength, And by Your favor our 

horn is exalted. 

 

The Psalmist is describing the covenant people of the Lord with an 

eye to the future seed in whom David’s throne will be established 

forever. 

 

Verse 6, (that Dr. Sarfati uses to make his case that the ‘sons of the 

almighty’ are necessarily angels, good or bad), is in the context of 

a type of Hebrew parallelism describing the same event in two 

different ways, in two different verses. Look again at verse 5 that 

precedes Dr. Sarfati’s proof-text.  

 

Psalm 89:5   5 The heavens will praise Your wonders, O LORD; 

Your faithfulness also in the assembly of the holy ones.  



 

Here the psalmist is using language to describe the heavens 

declaring the glory of God. And then in the very next part of this 

verse, keeping in mind the context that is describing God making a 

covenant with His chosen people in verse 3, He identifies this 

same group called the assembly of the holy ones in verse 5 which 

is parallel to verse 6.  

 

Psalm 89:6   6 For who in the skies is comparable to the LORD? 

Who among the sons of the mighty is like the LORD, 

 

This is all covenant language describing God’s created universe 

along with all of His chosen people, here in the form of Israel. 

 

We see very similar language in other psalms, like Psalm 96, 

describing God’s people who are called upon to bring their praises 

before the Lord, who are to join the heavens in praising God, or as 

in the case of the other verse Dr. Sarfati uses in Psalm 29:1, 

“Ascribing glory and strength to the Lord.” 

 
NAU Psalm 96:7 Ascribe to the LORD, O families of the peoples, 

Ascribe to the LORD glory and strength. 8 Ascribe to the LORD 

the glory of His name; Bring an offering and come into His courts. 

 

The families of the peoples in this psalm are the identical “people” 

described as “sons of the mighty” in Ps. 29:1 that Dr. Sarfati uses 

to identify both good and bad angels.  

 

But the families of the peoples and the sons of the mighty are both 

commanded to do the same thing in the same context: “Ascribe 

glory and strength to the Lord” in the context of worship. 

 

In fact, the end of Psalm 29 wraps up the description of our 

glorious God in creation as He connects the first part of Psalm 29 

with the very last verse of Psalm 29 as His people, not angels. 

 

Psalm 29:11   11 The LORD will give strength to His people; The 

LORD will bless His people with peace.   

 

Dr. Sarfati then uses one final passage to wrap up his case that the 

term sons of God must refer to angels. 

 

Daniel 3:24-25   24 Then Nebuchadnezzar the king was astounded 

and stood up in haste; he said to his high officials, "Was it not 

three men we cast bound into the midst of the fire?" They replied 

to the king, "Certainly, O king."  25 He said, "Look! I see four men 



loosed and walking about in the midst of the fire without harm, 

and the appearance of the fourth is like a son of the gods!" 

 

Here in Dan.3:25 we have the Aramaic phrase for son of the gods 

which is bar elahin. And Dr. Sarfati simply identifies this phrase 

and then says, “This term also means ‘son of God’ and is used of 

angels.” 

 

He then goes on to acknowledge the fourth person in the fire with 

Daniel’s three friends as being supernatural, whether angel or pre-

incarnate Christ.  

 

Now, it is true that a couple of verses later Nebuchadnezzar 

connects the fourth person with what he believes to be an angel of 

the God of Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego. 

 

Daniel 3:28  28 Nebuchadnezzar responded and said, "Blessed be 

the God of Shadrach, Meshach and Abed-nego, who has sent His 

angel and delivered His servants who put their trust in Him, 

violating the king's command, and yielded up their bodies so as not 

to serve or worship any god except their own God. 

 

But, simply for Nebuchadnezzar to make the connection that the 

God of these three Hebrews would send one of His angels to 

rescue them, does not automatically equate the phrase “son of the 

gods” with angels in every other place in the OT. 

 

Having made his case, (albeit a weak case in my estimation), Dr. 

Sarfati concludes:  “So, the OT and cognate languages use ‘sons 

of God’ to mean ‘angels’ everywhere else. It looks like special 

pleading to treat Genesis 6 as one exception to this general rule. 

This should not be done without very good reason.” 

 

I think I’ve already given a number of good reasons. 

 

In fact, let me give one more that lends credence to the phrase, 

“sons of God”, being used in the OT, particularly the book of 

Hosea, where this phrase explicitly refers to the people of Israel as 

Hosea gives a warning and a blessing to those of the nation.  

 

Hosea 1:9-10  9 And the LORD said, "Name him Lo-ammi, for 

you are not My people and I am not your God."  10 Yet the number 

of the sons of Israel Will be like the sand of the sea, Which cannot 

be measured or numbered; And in the place Where it is said to 

them, "You are not My people," It will be said to them, "You are 

the sons of the living God." 



 

Here Hosea is identifying a group of people favorably called by 

God as the sons of Israel in the beginning of verse 10, who are in 

contrast to the unfavorable group identified as the house of Israel 

earlier in the chapter and who in verses 9 and 10 are called by God, 

“Not My People.”  

 

Two Israel’s are being identified here whom Paul would later 

acknowledge during his apostolic ministry. 

 

Romans 9:6-7   6 But it is not as though the word of God has 

failed. For they are not all Israel who are descended from Israel;  
7 nor are they all children because they are Abraham's 

descendants, but: "THROUGH ISAAC YOUR DESCENDANTS 

WILL BE NAMED." 

 

Romans 9:27   27 Isaiah cries out concerning Israel, "THOUGH 

THE NUMBER OF THE SONS OF ISRAEL BE LIKE THE 

SAND OF THE SEA, IT IS THE REMNANT THAT WILL BE 

SAVED; 

 

Hosea is identifying the eschatological remnant of Israel that Paul 

would identify as the Israel of God in Gal.6:16 made up of both 

Jew and Gentile in the latter days, now known as the Church of 

Jesus Christ. 

 

The point is that when Hosea identifies this remnant called the 

“sons of the living God” it is essentially the same phrase used in 

both Genesis 6 and Job, where in Genesis and Job it is the Hebrew 

ben Elohim; here in Hosea it is ben El, with the additional word 

living (Hebrew, chay), “sons of the living God.” 

 

These sons of God, or sons of the living God in Hosea, are not 

angels, they are sons of Adam, sons of Abraham, sons of Israel. 

 

And so, I would argue that all of the proponents of the “angels = 

sons of God” position, as described by Dr. Sarfati, fall short of any 

meaningful exegesis, with the evidence he’s provided in his book, 

“The Genesis Account,” (which, aside from his perspective on the 

sons of God, is an excellent commentary on the first few chapters 

of Genesis). 

 

Rather all references point to sons of God equaling God’s covenant 

people because, as we have seen, all of those references are better 

understood in a covenantal sense addressing the called out people 



of God who are commanded to bear that name as they call upon 

the name of the Lord in faithfulness. 

 

Only in three passages in Job can someone suggest that these 

might be angels despite the fact that the phrase, “sons of God” is 

used, not the word angels. 

 

On the other hand, there are myriads of references from Genesis to 

Revelation, and everything in between, where the phrase, sons of 

God, and its cognates, is used of God’s covenant community in 

both an Old Testament and New Testament setting. 

 

My contention is that from a sound hermeneutical perspective the 

more clear verses, where “sons of God” and its similar phrases are 

used, identifies God’s people, and they should be the verses used 

to identify “sons of God” in every other place in the OT including 

the book of Job, with one possible exception.  

 

Last Holdout for Angels Being Designated the Sons of God 

 

Job 38:4-7  4 "Where were you when I laid the foundation of the 

earth? Tell Me, if you have understanding,  5 Who set its 

measurements? Since you know. Or who stretched the line on it?  6 

"On what were its bases sunk? Or who laid its cornerstone,  7 

When the morning stars sang together And all the sons of God 

shouted for joy? 

 

If we are going to exegete verse 7 it must be done within the 

context of the entire passage which has the creation of the universe 

as its foundational premise. Only with this in view can we begin to 

arrive at a proper biblical conclusion regarding the sons of God in 

verse 7. 

 

The first thing to note is that the passage that is connected to Job 

38:7 is inextricably linked to chapters 38-41 where the Lord 

admonishes Job with the reality that God is bigger than anything 

that Job may be experiencing in the earth, which is designed to put 

his life into perspective, and to demonstrate that God does 

everything with a purpose, to His glory. 

 

Even a casual look at these four chapters will show how God is 

using language that explains His creation using architectural 

characteristics that humans would utilize in construction, along 

with other anthropomorphisms, (the attribution of human 

characteristics or behavior to a god, animal, or object). 

 



 Job 38:4-5   4 "Where were you when I laid the foundation of the 

earth? Tell Me, if you have understanding,  5 Who set its 

measurements? Since you know. Or who stretched the line on it? 

 

Shall we assume that the Holy Spirit, who hovered over the waters 

when the earth was formless and void, got out His measuring tape 

as the Son of God held one end and the two of them measured 

twice and cut once? 

 

Job 38:8  8 "Or who enclosed the sea with doors When, bursting 

forth, it went out from the womb; 

 

The sea obviously is not enclosed with doors any more than the 

waters burst forth from the womb of a woman. 

 

Job 38:9-10   9 When I made a cloud its garment And thick 

darkness its swaddling band,  10 And I placed boundaries on it And 

set a bolt and doors, 

 

The sea does not have a bolt and doors to keep it in its place. 

 

Job 38:22  22 "Have you entered the storehouses of the snow, Or 

have you seen the storehouses of the hail, 

 

Snow and hail is not deposited in storehouses.   

 

Job 38:29  29 "From whose womb has come the ice? And the frost 

of heaven, who has given it birth? 

 

Ice and frost are not delivered as in childbirth. 

 

Job 38:31  31 "Can you bind the chains of the Pleiades, Or loose 

the cords of Orion? 

 

Could Pleiades or Orion be held in place in the universe by chains 

and cords? 

 

Job 38:35   35 "Can you send forth lightnings that they may go 

And say to you, 'Here we are'? 

 

Does lightning speak? 

 

Job 39:19  19 "Do you give the horse his might? Do you clothe his 

neck with a mane? 



Job 39:25  25 "As often as the trumpet sounds he says, 'Aha!' And 

he scents the battle from afar, And the thunder of the captains and 

the war cry. 

 

Does the horse speak to himself and conclude now is the time for 

battle? 

 

Job 40:15,18  15 "Behold now, Behemoth, which I made as well as 

you; He eats grass like an ox.  18 "His bones are tubes of bronze; 

His limbs are like bars of iron. 

 

Is the behemoth a giant robot with bronze and iron as integral parts 

of his being? 

 

Job 41:1,27  NAU  "Can you draw out Leviathan with a fishhook? 

Or press down his tongue with a cord? 
27 "He regards iron as straw, Bronze as rotten wood. 

 

Does Leviathan eat iron and bronze? 

 

The point to this whole section of Scripture is that God is using 

different forms of speech to make a point to Job. Much of this 

language is rhetorical and cynical in nature and is not meant to be 

taken literally, though the language definitely speaks to literal 

realities concerning God and His creation. 

 

He is the almighty God who is not only the creator of the universe 

but is the Savior of all of His people, including Job, who is called 

upon by God to trust that He is faithful toward His people, despite 

our lack of understanding of His ways and will, which at times 

may be implemented for our good and His glory. 

 

It is this Creator/God who promised to Adam and Eve that He 

would send a Savior, born of a woman, who would restore 

Paradise and advance a Kingdom where righteousness dwells 

forever. 

 

Colossians 1:15-20   15 He is the image of the invisible God, the 

firstborn of all creation.  16 For by Him all things were created, 

both in the heavens and on earth, visible and invisible, whether 

thrones or dominions or rulers or authorities-- all things have 

been created through Him and for Him.  17 He is before all things, 

and in Him all things hold together.  18 He is also head of the body, 

the church; and He is the beginning, the firstborn from the dead, so 

that He Himself will come to have first place in everything.  19 For 

it was the Father's good pleasure for all the fullness to dwell in 



Him,  20 and through Him to reconcile all things to Himself, having 

made peace through the blood of His cross; through Him, I say, 

whether things on earth or things in heaven. 

 

This is the One, Jesus Christ, who miraculously orchestrated the 

symphony we know as the entire physical creation that declares the 

glory of God. 

 

And part of what we read in the book of Job, especially in this 

section from chapters 38-41, is a word picture of this creation 

leaping into existence at the command of God as the Lord uses this 

colorful and descriptive language that is meant to personalize His 

creation in a way that shows God’s special touch. 

 

The symbolism being used in this section is purposeful and so to 

assume that this non-literal language, all throughout these chapters, 

now becomes literal at Job 38:7, to describe angels as participating 

in the witnessing of this creation, becomes, at the very least, 

questionable. 

 

Having said that I would personally like to believe that the phrase, 

sons of God in Job 38:7, is actually describing angels in this verse 

and that they had the unique perspective of God’s creative 

handiwork, but that is different from saying that an exegesis of this 

passage, in light of the context, precludes that they must be angels, 

especially when we place the other references to “sons of God” in 

Job in the light of other possible interpretations based on sound 

hermeneutics. 

 

So, if these are not angels witnessing God’s handiwork prior to 

man being created on day 6, what other possibility is there for 

identifying these sons of God in Job 38:7   “When the morning 

stars sang together And all the sons of God shouted for joy?” 

 

Again, when we place this verse back into the context of the 

creation being reported by God to Job, with the symbolic language 

that is utilized to paint a picture for Job, we can begin to see a little 

different image. 

 

The first question I have is, who are the morning stars in the 

beginning of Job 38:7?  

 

I know that many believe that the sons of God are angels in this 

verse, but is God describing angels as morning stars as well? 

 



In typical Hebraic form this is certainly a possibility as we have 

already seen with some of the verses throughout this section. 

 

Job 38:5   5 Who set its measurements? Since you know. Or who 

stretched the line on it? 

 

These are two separate questions in the very same verse that are 

identical in nature; that of measuring. 

 

Job 38:6  6 "On what were its bases sunk? Or who laid its 

cornerstone, 

 

Here again, two separate questions in the same verse 

communicating the same thing as it relates to a building project 

being set on a firm foundation. 

 

And we see this same pattern all throughout this section. And so, I 

think we are on safe exegetical ground to surmise that the morning 

stars and the sons of God are the same group described in two 

ways in the same verse. 

 

Of course, this still doesn’t directly answer the question, who are 

the players in this verse?  

 

By the way, for those who do not equate the morning stars with the 

sons of God, it is suggested that the morning stars are allusions to 

Jesus Christ or even Lucifer, though the phrase in Job would 

suggest a plurality of morning stars, not just one, be that Jesus or 

Lucifer. 

 

Revelation 22:16  16 "I, Jesus, have sent My angel to testify to you 

these things for the churches. I am the root and the descendant of 

David, the bright morning star." 

 

Isaiah 14:12  12 "How you have fallen from heaven, O star of the 

morning, son of the dawn! You have been cut down to the earth, 

You who have weakened the nations! 

 

It is obvious that if the morning stars in Job 38:7 were either Jesus 

Christ or Lucifer they were certainly witnesses to the creation. But 

this seems to me to be forced upon the text as well as the context 

found in chapters 38-41. 

 

But as we consider the context and the symbolic language 

employed in this section it is not unreasonable to arrive at another 



conclusion not limited to sentient beings, be they angels or God 

Himself. 

 

In fact, as we have already touched on, this kind of 

anthropomorphic language describes the very inanimate creation 

we have before us in Job. 

 

Job 38:29   29 "From whose womb has come the ice? And the frost 

of heaven, who has given it birth? 

 

Is ice and frost birthed from the womb of a woman as intimated in 

this verse? 

 

Unless we ignore the use of special language that God is 

employing we would have to say, yes, ice and frost are birthed 

from the womb of a woman, since God suggests that it is. And who 

are we to question God and His word? 

 

Is it possible that the inanimate creation itself can speak human 

words? 

 

Job 38:35  35 "Can you send forth lightnings that they may go And 

say to you, 'Here we are'? 

 

Again, unless we ignore symbolic language that God employs, the 

literalistic implication is that lightning speaks the same dulcet 

tones of any person on earth, albeit in lightning language, whatever 

that is. 

 

Of course, the book of Job is not the only place where this kind of 

anthropomorphic language is attached to the physical universe. 

 

Psalm 98:8  8 Let the rivers clap their hands, Let the mountains 

sing together for joy 

 

Isaiah 55:12   12 "For you will go out with joy And be led forth 

with peace; The mountains and the hills will break forth into 

shouts of joy before you, And all the trees of the field will clap 

their hands. 

 

What is God suggesting in these two passages? 

 

Well, if we look at Psalm 98 we see that it is a psalm of praise and 

adoration to God for His faithfulness and salvation to His people as 

they are encouraged to sing and shout to the Lord. 

 



Psalm 98:1-4  NAU  A Psalm. O sing to the LORD a new song, For 

He has done wonderful things, His right hand and His holy arm 

have gained the victory for Him.  2 The LORD has made known 

His salvation; He has revealed His righteousness in the sight of the 

nations.  3 He has remembered His lovingkindness and His 

faithfulness to the house of Israel; All the ends of the earth have 

seen the salvation of our God.  4 Shout joyfully to the LORD, all 

the earth; Break forth and sing for joy and sing praises. 

 

In these passages that lead up to verse 8, where the rivers and 

mountains join the host of Israel in praise, it is obvious that people 

are being addressed, but creation is also encouraged to join in this 

praise for precisely the same reason since God is creator of all 

things, including both man and earth. 

 

We see the same thing in Isaiah where God is calling a people to 

Himself as they are encouraged to turn from their wickedness and 

embrace the grace that God is extending to them. 

 

Isaiah 55:6-7   6 Seek the LORD while He may be found; Call 

upon Him while He is near.  7 Let the wicked forsake his way And 

the unrighteous man his thoughts; And let him return to the LORD, 

And He will have compassion on him, And to our God, For He 

will abundantly pardon. 

 

It is in light of this truth that not only Israel, but the entire creation 

joins in to honor the God of all creation just a few verses later in 

the same section of Isaiah 55. 

 

Isaiah 55:12   12 "For you [the people of God] will go out with joy 

And be led forth with peace; The mountains and the hills will 

break forth into shouts of joy before you, And all the trees of the 

field will clap their hands. 

 

God identifies creation itself as capable of giving praise and 

adoration to the Lord who created it. 

 

However, God is not suggesting, like those of the pantheistic 

persuasion, that the physical stuff that makes up the earth, the 

moon, the sun and the stars is sentient. But what He is declaring is 

that both man and the universe share in the glory of God because 

they are both made to honor the Lord, and the Creator can employ 

any aspect of His creation to proclaim that truth. 

 



Therefore, both can be viewed side by side as participants, in a 

sense, to the goodness of God as He declares what is true of His 

nature and His power. 

 

Psalm 19:1  NAU  For the choir director. A Psalm of David. The 

heavens are telling of the glory of God; And their expanse is 

declaring the work of His hands. 

 

In this sense, the heavens do in fact speak as the Lord speaks 

through them and this is why men are without the excuse that they 

have not heard from God. 

 

Romans 1:20   20 For since the creation of the world His invisible 

attributes, His eternal power and divine nature, have been clearly 

seen, being understood through what has been made, so that they 

are without excuse. 

 

And this is why God always connects His entire creation, together 

with elect human beings, as He will redeem both on the last day as 

He raises His people to resurrection life. 

 

Romans 8:19-22   19 For the anxious longing of the creation 

waits eagerly for the revealing of the sons of God.  20 For the 

creation was subjected to futility, not willingly, but because of Him 

who subjected it, in hope  21 that the creation itself also will be set 

free from its slavery to corruption into the freedom of the glory of 

the children of God.  22 For we know that the whole creation 

groans and suffers the pains of childbirth together until now. 

 

Again, notice how Paul equates creation and man as both capable 

of yearning and waiting to be set free from slavery to glory.  

 

Paul, like David and Isaiah, never thought for a moment that the 

creation itself was sentient and had actual thoughts of being 

redeemed, but he uses language that attributes qualities to the 

creation that only man can personalize as he shows how both 

creation and man are inextricably tied together and made for each 

other as both declare the glory of God, in Christ. 

 

So, I raise the question. Is it possible that in Scripture human 

characteristics can be attributed to the creation itself, and if so, is it 

possible that the morning stars singing, and the sons of God 

shouting, in Job 38:7, don’t have to be describing sentient beings, 

like angels? 

 



Is it possible that the creation itself is being addressed as glorying 

in the handiwork of God as the Lord is using language to bring a 

life of its own to what He is doing in the span of six days in the 

beginning? 

 

I would submit that this is precisely what the text is saying, in light 

of the larger context, and this is why we can connect inanimate 

morning stars singing, in the first part of the verse, to the sons of 

God who shout for joy, in the last part of the verse, as the 

parallelism becomes complete, where both are identical and 

declaring the glory of God. 

 

Just as lightning can speak, (Job 38:35), so too can individual stars 

or planets or even universes, that are birthed, if you will, by the 

word of God. And in that sense they can be described as sons of 

God, offspring who praise their Creator. 

 

Here’s my point. Job 38:7 is not found in an exegetical vacuum. 

The surrounding context must be brought to bear when looking at 

passages where less clear language must be defined by more clear 

passages. 

 

As we consider the book of Job we must not place back into a 

passage, like Job 38:7, our preconceived idea as to what we think it 

should say. Rather, let’s take the evidence we have and make 

observations that the context allows us to use. 

 

Is it possible that the morning stars and the sons of God are angels 

who are declaring the glory of God? As I said earlier, I like the 

idea of angels being special witnesses to the handiwork of God, 

despite the fact that the word angels is not used in that passage. 

 

The Scriptures don’t tell us anywhere as to when the angels were 

created, though it is certainly inferred that it must have been 

somewhere within that six day period as on the seventh day the 

Lord ceased His special creative work, of which angels were 

necessarily a part. 

 

And so, it is certainly possible that angels were created before man 

and before the end of God’s creative process as they rejoiced over 

the universe being spoken into existence by our Creator. 

 

But, it is also possible that since man is at the center of God’s 

redemptive work and that all of the word of God centers around the 

God-man coming to redeem a people for Himself, chosen before 

the foundations of the world, and since God’s chosen angels are 



ministering spirits to those who will receive salvation, (in that 

sense they play a secondary role to man’s redemption), it is not 

beyond the realm of possibility that angels were created on day six 

after the creation of God’s crowning glory made in His image, 

man. 

 

So, in light of these things, is it also not possible, in this section 

relating to God’s ability to miraculously create ex nihilo, that the 

creation itself can declare the glory of God during creation week as 

the Lord uses anthropomorphic language to personalize His loving 

touch on every corner of His universe, which is the immediate 

context of this passage in Job? 

 

The jury may still be out on Job 38:7, but if we are coming to the 

table to use the phrase, “sons of God” as a pretext for defining this 

phrase in all of the OT as being equated with angels, then it is 

going after a bridge too far in my estimation. 

 

Conclusion 

 

Here’s the bottom line. Exegesis and sound hermeneutics must be 

brought to bear when it comes to taking the very words of any 

biblical passage and placing those words in the context in which 

the writer meant them to be taken and what God intended to say. 

 

When you look at the actual phrase, “sons of God” in Genesis 6, 

for example, and conclude that it must mean a certain thing 

without putting those words in the very context in which they’re 

found, with an understanding that an historical account of the seed 

of the woman and the seed of the serpent are being explained in the 

immediate context, then you cannot assign that phrase a meaning 

outside of that context unless the passage explicitly demands it. 

 

To move from human beings being condemned by God because of 

Adam’s rebellion, (albeit through the temptation of a rebellious 

angel), and following the history of the promised seed of hope 

given to Eve, and then to drop into that context a completely novel 

idea not previously, or afterward, identified anywhere in the word 

of God, (namely, angels having sexual and marital relations with 

women), is simply inconsistent with any meaningful exegesis. 

 

And I don’t believe human beings desiring to have sex with angels, 

in the case of Lot harboring angels in his home in Genesis 19:5, in 

any way corroborates what obviously did not take place in that 

setting with what did take place in Genesis 6. 

 



This is the same problem that we run into with those promoting 

some form of Theistic evolution whereby they take the actual 

words of Genesis 1 and 2, and turn them on their head.  

 

If we actually exegete those passages in the beginning of Genesis, 

(as Dr. Sarfati masterfully does in his book), there is no way you 

can conclude that the ordinal numbers accompanying the phrase, 

“evening and morning”, together with the word, “day,” expresses 

long periods of time as the proponents of old earth theology 

contend. 

 

The words Moses chose under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit 

were meant to communicate an actual historical fact that only God 

knew first hand in the beginning. To suggest that God was using 

figurative language in some poetic form to hint at what may have 

actually been a period of millions or billions of years shatters any 

aspect of perspicuity. 

 

The only way you can arrive at long periods of time with what is 

communicated in Genesis one and two is to ignore the actual 

words and the historical context and impose on that portion of 

Scripture a biased naturalistic cosmology that excludes the plain 

meaning of the text. 

 

And keep in mind, in the original “naturalistic scientific” theory of 

evolution, that same cosmology excluded God Himself by those 

proponents of old earth in the 18th and 19th centuries, which now 

permeates all higher institutions of learning, including most 

“Christian” seminaries. 

 

And I believe this is the same problem we run into with the phrase, 

“sons of God” in Genesis 6 and the book of Job. 

 

The actual words used cannot give you a clear definition that “sons 

of God” in those passages are angels. It must be assumed, 

according to a preconceived idea that only angels will fit into those 

portions of Scripture. 

 

But when you exegete those passages in their context, which I have 

attempted to do in this study, it becomes apparent that angels are 

not the only solution to who the “sons of God” may be in the 

passages in question, and I contend are not the solution based on 

what I’ve shown above. 

 

The sons of God in Genesis 6, (and I would include Job 1:6 and 

2:1), are the sons of Adam who are in covenant relationship with 



God and His promises. Those sons of Adam are commanded to 

carry the name of God throughout the earth to the glory of God as 

they separate themselves from the world and its gods. 

 

2 Corinthians 6:15-18   15 Or what harmony has Christ with 

Belial, or what has a believer in common with an unbeliever?  16 

Or what agreement has the temple of God with idols? For we are 

the temple of the living God; just as God said, "I WILL DWELL 

IN THEM AND WALK AMONG THEM; AND I WILL BE 

THEIR GOD, AND THEY SHALL BE MY PEOPLE.  17 

"Therefore, COME OUT FROM THEIR MIDST AND BE 

SEPARATE," says the Lord. "AND DO NOT TOUCH WHAT IS 

UNCLEAN; And I will welcome you.  18 "And I will be a father to 

you, And you shall be sons and daughters to Me," Says the Lord 

Almighty. 

 

But redemptive history tells us that many of those designated “sons 

of God”, starting with Adam, rebelled at some point and God 

judged them. 

 

In His mercy and grace God chose a remnant before the foundation 

of the world, starting with Adam, and through God’s Spirit, has 

given them a new heart with a new life and a new hope of Paradise 

restored in the new heavens and new earth through faith in the Son 

sent from the Father. 

 

It is this remnant who are declared, “My People”, by God, who are 

the true sons of God at any time in history. 

 

Hebrews 8:10-13  10 "FOR THIS IS THE COVENANT THAT I 

WILL MAKE WITH THE HOUSE OF ISRAEL AFTER THOSE 

DAYS, SAYS THE LORD: I WILL PUT MY LAWS INTO 

THEIR MINDS, AND I WILL WRITE THEM ON THEIR 

HEARTS. AND I WILL BE THEIR GOD, AND THEY SHALL 

BE MY PEOPLE.  11 "AND THEY SHALL NOT TEACH 

EVERYONE HIS FELLOW CITIZEN, AND EVERYONE HIS 

BROTHER, SAYING, 'KNOW THE LORD,' FOR ALL WILL 

KNOW ME, FROM THE LEAST TO THE GREATEST OF 

THEM.  12 "FOR I WILL BE MERCIFUL TO THEIR 

INIQUITIES, AND I WILL REMEMBER THEIR SINS NO 

MORE."  13 When He said, "A new covenant," He has made the 

first obsolete. But whatever is becoming obsolete and growing old 

is ready to disappear. 

 

It is in the last Adam, Jesus Christ, in whom we place our hope of 

that coming age, where death is finally swallowed up in victory 



and God’s very presence comes down to man where heaven and 

earth become one. This is our inheritance in Christ; an eternal 

Kingdom with our God sitting on His throne with a people He has 

redeemed through the shed blood and resurrection of Christ. 

 

Revelation 21:1-5  NAU Then I saw a new heaven and a new earth; 

for the first heaven and the first earth passed away, and there is no 

longer any sea.  2 And I saw the holy city, new Jerusalem, coming 

down out of heaven from God, made ready as a bride adorned for 

her husband.  3 And I heard a loud voice from the throne, saying, 

"Behold, the tabernacle of God is among men, and He will dwell 

among them, and they shall be His people, and God Himself will 

be among them,  4 and He will wipe away every tear from their 

eyes; and there will no longer be any death; there will no longer be 

any mourning, or crying, or pain; the first things have passed 

away."  5 And He who sits on the throne said, "Behold, I am 

making all things new." And He said, "Write, for these words are 

faithful and true." 

 

To God be the Glory! 

 

 

ADDENDUM 

Exegesis of Jude 1:6-8; 2Peter 2:4 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

It has long been the practice of many biblical commentators to use 

two New Testament (NT) letters to support the idea that the sons of 

God in Genesis 6 are angels who did not keep their own domain, 

their proper abode, by marrying the daughters of men and 

producing a super race of hybrid giants.  

What I would like to do is to exegete these two NT letters, 

specifically the related passages, in light of Genesis. But before 

doing that let me first quote the NT passages in question and then 

give some background as it relates to the apocryphal book of 

Enoch to which some commentators point for corroborating their 

positon that angels = sons of God in Genesis 6. 

First let’s quote the main passages they use to support this 

conclusion. 

Jude 1:6-7  6 And angels who did not keep their own domain, but 

abandoned their proper abode, He has kept in eternal bonds under 



darkness for the judgment of the great day,  7 just as Sodom and 

Gomorrah and the cities around them, since they in the same way 

as these indulged in gross immorality and went after strange flesh, 

are exhibited as an example in undergoing the punishment of 

eternal fire. 

The argument goes something like this: angels left their own 

domain, their proper abode in verse 6, just as those in Sodom and 

Gomorrah who indulged in gross immorality by going after strange 

flesh in verse 7. 

They then combine these two verses to essentially mean, in like 

manner, angels ‘went after strange flesh’, which is to say, angels, 

(sons of God, Gen.6:2), married the daughters of men. 

This marriage union then led to their offspring being that group 

identified as the Nephilim. 

Genesis 6:4   4 The Nephilim were on the earth in those days, and 

also afterward, when the sons of God came in to the daughters of 

men, and they bore children to them. Those were the mighty men 

who were of old, men of renown. 

The second passage that supporters of angels = sons of God quote 

is from 2Peter. 

2 Peter 2:1-9  NAU  But false prophets also arose among the people, 

just as there will also be false teachers among you, who will 

secretly introduce destructive heresies, even denying the Master 

who bought them, bringing swift destruction upon themselves.  2 

Many will follow their sensuality, and because of them the way of 

the truth will be maligned;  3 and in their greed they will exploit 

you with false words; their judgment from long ago is not idle, and 

their destruction is not asleep.  4 For if God did not spare angels 

when they sinned, but cast them into hell and committed them to 

pits of darkness, reserved for judgment;  5 and did not spare the 

ancient world, but preserved Noah, a preacher of righteousness, 

with seven others, when He brought a flood upon the world of the 

ungodly;  6 and if He condemned the cities of Sodom and 

Gomorrah to destruction by reducing them to ashes, having made 

them an example to those who would live ungodly lives thereafter;  
7 and if He rescued righteous Lot, oppressed by the sensual conduct 

of unprincipled men  8 (for by what he saw and heard that 

righteous man, while living among them, felt his righteous soul 

tormented day after day by their lawless deeds),  9 then the Lord 



knows how to rescue the godly from temptation, and to keep the 

unrighteous under punishment for the day of judgment, 

Here again, the argument is that angels sinned in a way that was 

consistent with an ungodly sensuality (vs. 2, 18) which led to their 

judgment, which is read back into Genesis 6. 

As was pointed out earlier in my study of Genesis 6 and Job, these 

two NT passages, particularly the one found in Jude, are dependent 

on reasoning from Genesis 6 to Jude and back again, and I had 

quoted Thomas A. Howe as he makes this point. 

In an “article [that] first appeared in the Practical Hermeneutics 

column of the Christian Research Journal, volume 27, number 3 

(2004)” Thomas A. Howe writes this: 

 

“Other commentators appeal to Jude 6–7 to support their 

contention that the “sons of God” were unfallen or heavenly 

angels who then fell because they had sexual relations with female 

humans. They argue that Jude compared the prideful fallen angels 

to the sexually immoral people of Sodom and Gomorrah. The 

problem with this assertion is that it assumes what it must prove. 

Proponents of this argument use their interpretation of Genesis 6 

to understand Jude, and then use their understanding of Jude to 

support their interpretation of Genesis 6. This is circular 

reasoning.” 

 

But let’s go back to Jude for a moment. To be fair, it must be 

pointed out that Jude may have had the apocryphal book of Enoch 

in mind when describing the judgment of ungodly men who sneak 

into the church to undermine the truth of God’s word. 

 

Jude 1:4   4 For certain persons have crept in unnoticed, those who 

were long beforehand marked out for this condemnation, ungodly 

persons who turn the grace of our God into licentiousness and deny 

our only Master and Lord, Jesus Christ. 

Ten verses later Jude connects the ungodly people of his day with 

those of Enoch’s day by describing Enoch’s declaration of the 

ultimate judgment on mankind which, in part, took place a few 

generations later in God’s global flood and is also foreshadowed in 

the final fiery judgment by God. 

Jude 1:14-15   14 It was also about these men that Enoch, in the 

seventh generation from Adam, prophesied, saying, "Behold, the 

Lord came with many thousands of His holy ones,  15 to execute 

judgment upon all, and to convict all the ungodly of all their 



ungodly deeds which they have done in an ungodly way, and of all 

the harsh things which ungodly sinners have spoken against Him." 

This quote is taken right from the book of Enoch that we have 

copies of today as did apparently Jude. 

Enoch 1:9  And behold!  He comes with ten thousand Holy Ones; 

to execute judgment upon them and to destroy the impious, and to 

contend with all flesh concerning everything that the sinners and 

the impious have done and wrought against Him. 

This does not mean that Jude necessarily equated this quote of 

Enoch as an endorsement for the entire work, called the book of 

Enoch.  Nowhere does Jude even allude to the quote found in the 

book of Enoch that addresses the sons of God as angels.  

It’s important to understand that scholars agree that the book of 

Enoch is pseudepigraphical, (a book written by other than the 

named person, thus pseudo or false), and, therefore, was not 

written by the Enoch of the bible.  

What is interesting is that Enoch lived many years before the flood. 

Therefore, it must be assumed that Noah passed down at least this 

one prophecy of Enoch that Jude confirms was of him.  

I suppose that it could be argued that the writer/writers of the book 

of Enoch may have had this prophecy in mind and then wrapped 

their book around it as they used portions of the OT to support 

their position. 

The book of Enoch was written as early as 300 BC, and was added 

to as late as the 1st Century AD with only fragments remaining in 

the Greek language. No one is in agreement as to the original 

language in which it was written. However, the most recent copies 

of the book were found in Ethiopia in 1773 by James Bruce and 

has been translated into English by Matthew Knibb from the 

Ethiopian language. 

Because much of the early parts of the book of Enoch are dated 

near the time of the Maccabees, and bear similar characteristics of 

cultic Essene teachings, it is apparent that the stories in the book of 

Enoch, though they acknowledge certain parts of the Scriptures, 

are embellished in such a way that they often contradict the plain 

teachings of the word of God. 

The book of Enoch has never been seriously considered as “God-

breathed” and thus not adopted by Israel of old or the apostles as 



part of the OT or NT canon, and therefore much of it must be 

questioned as to its veracity. 

One thing to note about the book of Enoch is that it is in the form 

of a vision and this is made clear in the opening verses of the book. 

Enoch 1:1-2 These are the words of the blessing of Enoch; 

according to which he blessed the chosen and righteous who must 

be present on the day of distress, which is appointed, for the 

removal of all the wicked and impious.  2 And Enoch began his 

story and said: - There was a righteous man whose eyes were 

opened by the Lord, and he saw a Holy vision in the Heavens, 

which the Angels showed to me.  And I heard everything from 

them, and I understood what I saw: but not for this generation, but 

for a distant generation that will come.  

If we equate this vision with other visions that are recorded in the 

word of God, (and again we must distinguish an Apocryphal book 

from the Word of God in the Scriptures), then we would have to 

concede that visions are not always delivered in literal ways but 

are clothed in symbolic language. 

We see this clearly in books of the Bible like Daniel, Ezekiel and 

of course, Revelation. 

By the way, in the Enoch vision we have at least one particular 

passage that must be called into question if we conclude that 

angels are literally the agents in this vision that married and had 

offspring with human women, as these offspring are clearly 

identified in the book of Enoch as having a stature that transcends 

even the most liberal aspects of what a giant could be in the bible. 

Enoch 7:1-2 And they took wives for themselves and everyone 

chose for himself one each.  And they began to go into them and 

were promiscuous with them.  And they taught them charms and 

spells, and they showed them the cutting of roots and trees. 2 And 

they became pregnant and bore large giants.  And their height was 

three thousand cubits.   

Now, we are clearly told of human beings in the bible who were 

giants. And we have some of their measurements. Goliath comes to 

mind. 

NAS 1 Samuel 17:4  4 Then a champion came out from the armies 

of the Philistines named Goliath, from Gath, whose height was six 

cubits and a span. 



Depending on the size of a cubit Goliath could have been 

anywhere from 7 to 9 feet tall. 

NIV 1 Samuel 17:4 A champion named Goliath, who was from 

Gath, came out of the Philistine camp. He was over nine feet tall. 

 
NET 1 Samuel 17:4 Then a champion came out from the camp of 

the Philistines. His name was Goliath; he was from Gath. He was 

close to seven feet tall. 

 

By anyone’s account, a man over seven feet tall might be 

considered a giant and certainly one who was over 9 feet tall. But 

that is different from saying the offspring of angels was 3,000 

cubits in height which would put those giants at around 4,000 to 

6,000 feet tall, which would literally put their heads in the clouds. 

 

If this hyperbolic stature of angel/human offspring is visionary 

language in the book of Enoch, that everyone knows is fiction, 

including the writer/writers of the book of Enoch, then how do we 

treat the other part of the vision which cross-breads angels and 

humans? 

 

This is why when looking at the Enoch account of Genesis 6 we 

must be suspect of the writer/writers of the book of Enoch as they 

follow some parts of Genesis very closely while adding many 

things that do not appear in the Genesis account. 

Genesis 6:1-2  NAU  Now it came about, when men began to 

multiply on the face of the land, and daughters were born to them,  
2 that the sons of God saw that the daughters of men were 

beautiful; and they took wives for themselves, whomever they 

chose. 

Enoch 6.1-2 And it came to pass, when the sons of men had 

increased, that in those days there were born to them fair and 

beautiful daughters. 6.2 And the Angels, the sons of Heaven, saw 

them and desired them.  And they said to one another:  "Come, let 

us choose for ourselves wives, from the children of men, and let us 

beget, for ourselves, children."  

The similarities are uncanny but so are the differences. 

Since Genesis 6 is the primary source for the book of Enoch story, 

of this same section, we cannot place more authority on a non-

canonical book even if the writers, presumably Jewish, felt this 

was a tradition of that text that should be seriously considered. 



The book of Enoch defines the sons of heaven as angels, whereas 

Moses excludes that exact description by simply stating that the 

sons of God saw that the daughters of men were beautiful. 

As I noted earlier in this study, Jesus’ account of this same event in 

Genesis 6:1-2 does not include or even hint at angels as those who 

would be designated, sons of God? 

Matthew 24:35-39   35 "Heaven and earth will pass away, but My 

words will not pass away.  36 "But of that day and hour no one 

knows, not even the angels of heaven, nor the Son, but the Father 

alone.  37 "For the coming of the Son of Man will be just like the 

days of Noah.  38 "For as in those days before the flood they were 

eating and drinking, marrying and giving in marriage, until the day 

that Noah entered the ark,  39 and they did not understand until the 

flood came and took them all away; so will the coming of the Son 

of Man be.  

The inference is clear in the above passages. Jesus is addressing 

humans who will be found in the earth on the day of Christ’s return 

as He judges and separates the sheep from the goats. 

Matthew 24:40-42   40 "Then there will be two men in the field; 

one will be taken and one will be left.  41 "Two women will be 

grinding at the mill; one will be taken and one will be left.  42 

"Therefore be on the alert, for you do not know which day your 

Lord is coming. 

Later in the same context of judging the world on the day the Lord 

comes, Jesus makes clear who these people are; “one will be taken 

and one will be left.” 

Matthew 25:32-34   32 "All the nations will be gathered before 

Him; and He will separate them from one another, as the 

shepherd separates the sheep from the goats;  33 and He will put 

the sheep on His right, and the goats on the left.  34 "Then the 

King will say to those on His right, 'Come, you who are blessed 

of My Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for you from the 

foundation of the world. 

The Son of God, Jesus Christ, (who by the way brought the 

judgement flood on the world as part of the God-head), was there 

in the days of Noah. Why did Jesus’ account not give any 

indication that angels had sinned by going in to human women so 

as to physically defile them, despite the fact that Jesus had access 

to the book of Enoch? 



Peter uses the same argument that Jesus does by comparing the last 

and final fiery judgment on mankind with the first global watery 

judgment by God and concluding the reason for both judgments 

was sinful men, without any hint of the culpability of angels. 

2 Peter 3:4-7  4 and saying, "Where is the promise of His coming? 

For ever since the fathers fell asleep, all continues just as it was 

from the beginning of creation."  5 For when they maintain this, it 

escapes their notice that by the word of God the heavens existed 

long ago and the earth was formed out of water and by water,  6 

through which the world at that time was destroyed, being 

flooded with water.  7 But by His word the present heavens and 

earth are being reserved for fire, kept for the day of judgment 

and destruction of ungodly men. 

Peter describes the destruction of ungodly men as the reason for 

both judgments, not implicating angels in any way. 

So, why do some of the supporters of the angels = sons of God 

position in Genesis 6 rely so heavily on the assumption that the 

book of Enoch plays a primary role in the interpretation of the 

phrase, “sons of God,” in those portions of scripture? 

Part of the reasoning has to do with their acknowledging that 

“Jewish interpretative tradition”, as understood by the Jewish 

writers of the day regarding the Scriptures, cannot automatically be 

swept away, but must be taken seriously. 

Regarding some Jewish writers’ take on Genesis 6:2, Dr. Sarfati 

writes, “it’s small wonder that the oldest Jewish commentaries 

about this passage thought that the ‘sons of God’ were angels.” 

(The Genesis Account, pg.477) 

Dr. Sarfati then quotes the Jewish historian, Josephus, who lived 

from 37 AD to 100 AD, who said, “For many angels of God 

accompanied with women, and begat sons that proved unjust,” 

(pg.477). 

Dr. Sarfati then quotes the pseudepigraphic book of Enoch relating 

to Genesis 6 that is quoted above, as another example of “the 

oldest Jewish commentaries about this passage.” He then moves to 

yet another example of support for the angels = sons of God view 

by quoting Dr. Arnold Fruchtenbaum of present day, Ariel 

Ministries, who “cites copious Jewish support for the ‘angels 

interpretation” (pg. 477). 



Dr. Fruchtenbaum’s “copious Jewish support” includes Josephus, 

the Dead Sea scrolls, the Targum Pseudo Jonathan, along with 1st 

and 2nd Enoch, Jubilees, Baruch, the Testament of the Twelve 

patriarchs, (Reuben and Naphtali), Philo and the Midrashim, and 

then finally Dr. Fruchtenbaum is quoted by Dr. Sarfati as saying 

“that the [angels = sons of God view] was also the meaning in 

other Semitic languages.” 

And he gives examples found with the Canaanite bn il, and the 

Ugaritic texts where “the god El married the daughters of men by 

whom he had two sons Shcht and Shim, who both became gods.” 

(pg.477). 

Aside from the fact that every example above that Dr. Sarfati 

quotes is from a non-biblical source that is supposed to support a 

biblical passage, every example is separated by tens of hundreds of 

years from the original writing of Genesis which was inspired by 

the Holy Spirit and written by Moses somewhere between 1530 

BC and 1410 BC. 

To impose a “tradition,” written by non-biblical authors, on the 

God-breathed word of God, is to subject an anachronism on 

something the original authors of the OT would not have seriously 

entertained. 

Even those of the “Christian” tradition, who are separated by tens 

of hundreds of years from Moses, still need scrutiny  regarding 

some of their teachings, including those teachings that subscribe to 

the position that the sons of God = angels, as did a number of the 

church fathers of the second century AD. 

And there are a variety of examples from the church fathers who 

make some clear allusions to the sons of God in Genesis 6 as being 

angels who had sexual relations with human women. 

Clement was a church father who wrote on many subjects during 

the 2nd century and there are some writings that are attached to the 

name of Clement, (though they may not have been written by 

Clement), called the Clementine Homilies that address the 

Nephilim. 

From the Clementine Homilies, chapter 12 entitled, 

Metamorphoses of Angels, we read: “For of the spirits who 

inhabit the heaven the angels who dwell in the lowest region being 

grieved at the ingratitude of men to God asked that they might 

come into the life of men that really becoming men by more 



intercourse they might convict those who had acted ungratefully 

towards Him and might subject every one to adequate punishment. 

When therefore their petition was granted they metamorphosed 

themselves into every nature for being of a more godlike substance 

they are able easily to assume any form. So they became precious 

stones and goodly pearl and the most beauteous purple and choice 

gold and all matter that is held in most esteem. And they fell into 

the hands of some and the bosoms of others and suffered 

themselves to be by them. They also changed themselves into 

beasts reptiles and fishes and birds and into whatsoever they 

pleased.” 

Clement was not the only church father who may have held such 

views. Justin Martyr, also of the 2nd century, wrote on the subject 

of angels having sexual relations with women. 

Justyn Martyr – Second Apology; Chapter V: “God, when He had 

made the whole world, and subjected things earthly to man, and 

arranged the heavenly elements for the increase of fruits and 

rotation of the seasons, and appointed this divine law – for these 

things also He evidently made for man – committed the care of 

men and of all things under heaven to angels whom He appointed 

over them. But the angels transgressed this appointment and were 

captivated by love of women. 

Iraneaus was another church father of the 2nd Century and wrote 

this in his “Discourse in the Demonstration of Apostolic 

Preaching”: “And for a very long while wickedness extended and 

spread, and reached and laid hold upon the whole race of 

mankind, until a very small seed of righteousness remained among  

them and illicit unions took place upon the earth, since angels 

were united with the daughters of the race of mankind; and they 

bore to them sons who for their exceeding greatness were called 

giants.” 

All of these men were certainly closer to the teachings of the 

apostles, and Jesus Christ Himself, who had died and was bodily 

resurrected a mere 100 years, in some cases, from some of these 

church fathers.   

But simply being in closer proximity to the original events, or even 

where there may be a consensus among some of the church fathers, 

doesn’t automatically scripturally prove the notion that the sons of 

God = angels. It is the word of God that must take center stage so 



as to be the litmus against any false teaching of which even the 

apostle John warned the readers of his day. 

1 John 4:1  NAU  Beloved, do not believe every spirit, but test the 

spirits to see whether they are from God, because many false 

prophets have gone out into the world. 

The apostle Peter had similar warnings. 

2 Peter 2:2-3   2 Many will follow their sensuality, and because of 

them the way of the truth will be maligned;  3 and in their greed 

they will exploit you with false words; their judgment from long 

ago is not idle, and their destruction is not asleep. 

I’m not suggesting that the church fathers were false teachers when 

it comes to this subject of who the sons of God were, but it doesn’t 

exclude them from being affected by teachings of their day that 

were not biblical as even Paul warned when it came to the elders 

within the local Ephesian church possibly being swayed by false 

teachings. 

Acts 20:28-31   28 "Be on guard for yourselves and for all the 

flock, among which the Holy Spirit has made you overseers, to 

shepherd the church of God which He purchased with His own 

blood.  29 "I know that after my departure savage wolves will come 

in among you, not sparing the flock;  30 and from among your own 

selves men will arise, speaking perverse things, to draw away the 

disciples after them.  31 "Therefore be on the alert, remembering 

that night and day for a period of three years I did not cease to 

admonish each one with tears. 

When writing to Timothy about being built up in the faith Paul 

acknowledges that there are false teachers promoting traditions and 

writings that are less than helpful for growing in Christ. 

1 Timothy 1:2-7  2 To Timothy, my true child in the faith: Grace, 

mercy and peace from God the Father and Christ Jesus our Lord.  3 

As I urged you upon my departure for Macedonia, remain on at 

Ephesus so that you may instruct certain men not to teach strange 

doctrines,  4 nor to pay attention to myths and endless 

genealogies, which give rise to mere speculation rather than 

furthering the administration of God which is by faith.  5 But the 

goal of our instruction is love from a pure heart and a good 

conscience and a sincere faith.  6 For some men, straying from 

these things, have turned aside to fruitless discussion,  7 wanting 

to be teachers of the Law, even though they do not understand 



either what they are saying or the matters about which they make 

confident assertions. 

1 Timothy 4:6-7   6 In pointing out these things to the brethren, 

you will be a good servant of Christ Jesus, constantly nourished 

on the words of the faith and of the sound doctrine which you 

have been following.  7 But have nothing to do with worldly fables 

fit only for old women. On the other hand, discipline yourself for 

the purpose of godliness; 

If it was possible for Christian elders of Paul’s time, who in some 

cases were personally taught by Paul, including Timothy, to be 

swayed by false teachings, then why is it not possible for those 

Christian elders a hundred years later, (church fathers), to possibly 

be swayed? 

So, why would someone make use of such sources as the church 

fathers, along with non-biblical Jewish commentaries that 

promoted myths and strange doctrines, and in some cases outright 

pagan examples, to corroborate the idea that the sons of God = 

angels?  

Again, some of them contend that since many of these writers were 

Semitic and were closer to the original events, they had insights 

that cannot be dismissed. 

But does simply quoting any of these non-scriptural sources 

confirm that angels metamorphosed into humans and had 

angel/human offspring? And is their proximity to a particular time 

in history the defining factor as to the veracity of such claims? 

For that matter, how close were these people to the original events 

of the days of the biblical person known as Enoch and the Genesis 

6 account? 

A little math sheds some light, with the oldest commentary found 

in the apocryphal book of Enoch which was written somewhere 

between 300 BC and 100 AD.   

Remember, Enoch, who lived seven generations from Adam, was 

around from about 3274 BC to 2909 BC.  He lived 365 years 

before the Lord relocated him from earth to heaven without dying. 

Genesis 5:23-24   23 So all the days of Enoch were three hundred 

and sixty-five years.  24 Enoch walked with God; and he was not, 

for God took him. 



If the first parts of the pseudepigraphal book of Enoch were written 

around 300 BC this would place the book some 2,609 years after 

the Enoch of the bible. That’s not very close to the actual events 

that are claimed to have happened in the book of Enoch by writers 

of that book who were supposedly closer to the original events of 

the real Enoch. 

This would be like a present day interpretation of the book of 

Ezekiel being swayed by people thousands of years from the time 

of Ezekiel as they contend, for example, that the prophetic wheels 

of Ezekiel are actually space ships that Ezekiel saw. Talk about 

anachronistic projections. 

You and I today are about 2,600 years from Ezekiel and so to 

suggest that that many years later gives unbelievers, of the “ancient 

alien” persuasion, for example, a better perspective on what 

Ezekiel was actually conveying in the section on the whirling 

wheels as spaceships, is absurd. 

Again, keep in mind that the book of Enoch, aside from the 

prophecy contained in that book that is quoted by Jude, contains no 

corroboration that the actual Enoch of history ever taught any of 

the things that are contained in the book of Enoch.  

How would those writers know? Oral tradition? Written tradition? 

Where’s the evidence that the actual Enoch of the bible had these 

visions that are so prominently stated in the book of Enoch 

thousands of years later? 

And so, again, it is important to note that the book of Enoch does 

not rise to the level of authority of being Holy Spirit inspired as to 

make it equal to Scripture, thus apocryphal. And the same has to be 

said of every other example, cited by Dr. Sarfati, that is utilized to 

force the angels = sons of God view on the word of God.  

The mere citation of the story of angels marrying the daughters of 

men in the book of Enoch or any other commentary written after 

the apocryphal book, as it relates to Genesis 6, does not 

automatically corroborate the story of angels actually having 

sexual relations with human women, as the biblical account in 

Genesis nowhere explicitly or implicitly states in the entire context 

of Genesis 3-6.  

This is why sound exegesis of the actual word of God must be the 

primary way in which we come to any conclusion regarding who 



the sons of God are in the book of Genesis, which is what I have 

done in the body of this work above. 

Of course, the Enoch of the bible was a real person who walked 

with God and was the great grandfather of Noah, thus placing his 

position in history before the flood, and is also the same Enoch 

who was taken into heaven without physically dying. 

Genesis 5:21-24   21 Enoch lived sixty-five years, and became the 

father of Methuselah.  22 Then Enoch walked with God three 

hundred years after he became the father of Methuselah, and he 

had other sons and daughters.  23 So all the days of Enoch were 

three hundred and sixty-five years.  24 Enoch walked with God; and 

he was not, for God took him. 

Hebrews 11:5   5 By faith Enoch was taken up so that he would 

not see death; AND HE WAS NOT FOUND BECAUSE GOD 

TOOK HIM UP; for he obtained the witness that before his being 

taken up he was pleasing to God. 

Could God have given Enoch a vision of things to come while he 

was still alive on the earth? 

Apparently so, as even Jude, under the inspiration of the Holy 

Spirit, quotes such a prophecy that he identifies with the Enoch of 

Scriptures as I noted above. 

Jude 1:14-15  14 It was also about these men that Enoch, in the 

seventh generation from Adam, prophesied, saying, "Behold, 

the Lord came with many thousands of His holy ones,  15 to 

execute judgment upon all, and to convict all the ungodly of all 

their ungodly deeds which they have done in an ungodly way, and 

of all the harsh things which ungodly sinners have spoken against 

Him." 

Jude is explicit in his quote of the actual historical figure of Enoch 

as he identifies him with being a son of Adam seven generations 

later. And then he quotes this same Enoch that is found 

prominently in the book that bears his name, though certainly not 

written by him. At this point in the book of Jude the Holy Spirit is 

utilizing a non-canonical book to make a Scriptural point. 

This is not without precedent as even Jesus Himself would utilize 

sayings that originated in the public domain far removed from 

what we would call Holy Spirit inspired. 



Matthew 16:2-3   2 But He replied to them, "When it is evening, 

you say, 'It will be fair weather, for the sky is red.'  3 "And in the 

morning, 'There will be a storm today, for the sky is red and 

threatening.' Do you know how to discern the appearance of the 

sky, but cannot discern the signs of the times? 

Here Jesus quotes a saying that the Jews of His day knew well that 

most weather forecasters might utilize in the first century AD. 

Since Jesus quotes it does it now become Scripture? Absolutely, as 

far as being a quote that finds its way into Scripture.  

Was it Scripture before Jesus quoted it and Matthew recorded it 

under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit? 

Absolutely not! 

Paul is also found using pagan sources to make a point to his 

audience at Athens. 

Acts 17:24-28  24 "The God who made the world and all things in 

it, since He is Lord of heaven and earth, does not dwell in temples 

made with hands;  25 nor is He served by human hands, as though 

He needed anything, since He Himself gives to all people life and 

breath and all things;  26 and He made from one man every nation 

of mankind to live on all the face of the earth, having determined 

their appointed times and the boundaries of their habitation,  27 that 

they would seek God, if perhaps they might grope for Him and 

find Him, though He is not far from each one of us;  28 for in Him 

we live and move and exist, as even some of your own poets have 

said, 'For we also are His children.' 

The Greek poets that Paul alludes to were not writing about the one 

true God who spoke the universe into existence and created man 

from the dust of the ground on day six. Paul is not suggesting that 

he is quoting some biblical source, but is rather using a non-

biblical source to make a biblical point about the one true God. 

So, again, am I suggesting that Paul’s inclusion of a pagan source 

now becomes a part of Scripture? 

Absolutely. But no one suggests that outside of the context of 

Paul’s usage of that quote that somehow the rest of the Greek 

poets’ works takes on any other special meaning that must be read 

into Paul’s utilization of it. 

And the same would be true of quoting any apocryphal book. 

When Jude, for example, quotes Enoch, presumably from the 



apocryphal book of Enoch, he would be quoting a non-canonical 

source to make a biblical point. 

And as I move from the introduction of this this study and into the 

actual exegesis of the passages from Jude and 2Peter we will see 

what that point is. 

But, how could the Enoch portrayal of angels coming from heaven 

to take wives be understood in a non-literal way, if we are to take 

this apocryphal book seriously? 

Keep in mind the height of the offspring of angels and women, 

according to the book of Enoch account, is between 4,000 and 

6,000 feet tall. This is obviously fantasy, which begs the question; 

if this Enoch vision is imaginary and not literally depicting angels 

marrying the beautiful daughters of men producing such offspring, 

how could the introduction of angels and women be explained in 

this apocryphal book?  

First, it should be pointed out that such hyperbolic measurements, 

(as found in the book of Enoch regarding the offspring of angels 

and women), are actually found in Scripture when describing the 

place of habitation of God’s people in the New Jerusalem. 

Revelation 21:9-10   9 Then one of the seven angels who had the 

seven bowls full of the seven last plagues came and spoke with me, 

saying, "Come here, I will show you the bride, the wife of the 

Lamb."  10 And he carried me away in the Spirit to a great and high 

mountain, and showed me the holy city, Jerusalem, coming down 

out of heaven from God, 

Here the Holy city, Jerusalem, is the bride, the wife of the Lamb, 

which necessarily equates the two. What follows in John’s vision 

from God is a description of this city, the bride. 

Revelation 21:14-17   14 And the wall of the city had twelve 

foundation stones, and on them were the twelve names of the 

twelve apostles of the Lamb.  15 The one who spoke with me had a 

gold measuring rod to measure the city, and its gates and its wall.  
16 The city is laid out as a square, and its length is as great as the 

width; and he measured the city with the rod, fifteen hundred 

miles; its length and width and height are equal.  17 And he 

measured its wall, seventy-two yards, according to human 

measurements, which are also angelic measurements. 

Verse 16 states that the city is laid out as a square where in every 

direction it is 1500 miles, or 12,000 stadia, (12 x 1,000). 



There are proponents of the theory that what John is describing is a 

literal city that reaches 1500 miles into space. What is quite 

apparent is that this city is not a literal city in Revelation 21 as 

John has already made clear. 

So, to suggest that we must understand this vision that has a city 

whose walls are 1500 hundred miles in every direction ignores the 

clear visionary language that the Holy Spirit has already defined in 

the very passage at hand where the city is the bride of the Lamb. 

In the same way, if the Enoch vision of angels marrying the 

daughters of men is to be taken literally then the obvious issue is 

how the offspring of the two produced beings who would not even 

be able to breathe in enough oxygen to support their height and 

weight living in a place in our atmosphere where oxygen levels are 

greatly diminished.  

So, if angels did not literally marry human women who in turn 

produced 6,000 feet giants what would be the point of such 

imagery that is portrayed in the book of Enoch? 

We know that angels entering into the covenantal union of 

marriage was not what God had in mind when He instituted 

marriage between a man and a woman. But what if literal marriage 

is not what the writer/writers of the book of Enoch had in mind. 

Could it be possible that what the writer/writers of Enoch had in 

mind was the covenantal union that was entered into by angels and 

women that mimics the covenantal union that Eve entered into 

with the angel, Satan? 

There was an intimate union of the two that produced a gigantic 

offspring of death. In fact, this union that Eve entered into with 

Satan and his lies was on the heels of the previous union she had 

with God, where both she and Adam were seen as God’s offspring 

who were to have rule and dominion over the entire earth under 

God’s direction. 

Eve became a harlot as she whored after another god whose 

promises of wealth and knowledge seduced her into an intimate 

union that produced the seed of the serpent. 

This is the exact imagery that God paints of his bride, Israel, 

whoring after other gods. 

Exodus 34:14-16   14 -- for you shall not worship any other god, 

for the LORD, whose name is Jealous, is a jealous God--  15 



otherwise you might make a covenant with the inhabitants of the 

land and they would play the harlot with their gods and sacrifice to 

their gods, and someone might invite you to eat of his sacrifice,  16 

and you might take some of his daughters for your sons, and his 

daughters might play the harlot with their gods and cause your 

sons also to play the harlot with their gods. 

This is why we are told that God issued a certificate of divorce and 

cast out the whore from before His presence. 

Jeremiah 3:8   8 "And I saw that for all the adulteries of faithless 

Israel, I had sent her away and given her a writ of divorce, yet her 

treacherous sister Judah did not fear; but she went and was a harlot 

also. 

God is clearly addressing spiritual harlotry, as He uses the words 

harlot and adultery that all people would have understood in a way 

that undermines a marriage relationship. 

Could this be the picture that is painted in the book of Enoch 

where such a vision would create an environment where a holy 

God would find it necessary to judge and destroy all of the world 

and start over with a seed of a righteous man by the name of Noah? 

Genesis 6:7-8   7 The LORD said, "I will blot out man whom I 

have created from the face of the land, from man to animals to 

creeping things and to birds of the sky; for I am sorry that I have 

made them."  8 But Noah found favor in the eyes of the LORD. 

But what about the Nephilim post flood? 

Numbers 13:32-33  "The land through which we have gone, in 

spying it out, is a land that devours its inhabitants; and all the 

people whom we saw in it are men of great size.  33 "There also we 

saw the Nephilim (the sons of Anak are part of the Nephilim); and 

we became like grasshoppers in our own sight, and so we were in 

their sight." 

Apparently Nephilim can be produced without angels which again 

raises the issue as to what the Nephilim actually represent in the 

book of Enoch. How about the seed of the serpent and the world’s 

mighty and sinful gigantic influence over mankind and even God’s 

people (bride), who apparently, as in Israel’s case in spying out the 

Promised Land, couldn’t trust God to deliver them. 

Again, the irony is that even after the Lord reestablishes the new 

world after the flood, the Nephilim, the supposed offspring of 



angels in Genesis 6, are reintroduced during the days of Israel, 

with no hint of angels being involved, (Num.13:33).  

And so, we have Nephilim pre and post flood, just as we have sin 

that is pre and post flood, both leading to judgment from God 

without blaming the angels for man’s rebellion and death. 

1 Corinthians 15:22   22 For as in Adam all die, so also in Christ 

all will be made alive. 

In the account that Moses records for us and which I have gone to 

great lengths in this study to show how the war was between the 

two seeds that Moses clearly lays out for us in Genesis, it seems 

apparent that Moses was describing a covenantal union that led to 

death but was graciously overturned for the seed of the woman, 

whose faith in the promises given to Eve by God would result in a 

reversal of the effects of her sin as God would establish a covering 

against His wrath which was completely effectual in His first 

global judgment by water and ultimately fire at the end of the 

present age. 

The word of God, not apocryphal visions, as in the case of the 

book of Enoch, defines what we must understand about all of 

history found in Scripture as we compare the whole counsel of 

God’s word.  

As I have already made clear in my exegesis of Genesis and Job, 

the sons of God are not angels, but rather the sons of Adam, and in 

the case of Job 38:7 I believe that the sons of God are the same as 

the morning stars singing. 

Job 38:7  7 When the morning stars sang together And all the sons 

of God shouted for joy? 

In the previous section of this study under the heading “Last 

Holdout for Angels Being Designated the Sons of God”, I made 

the biblical case that the sons of God in this verse are not sentient 

beings, (angels), but are in fact the very inanimate creation, where 

the heavens, (sons of God), declare the glory of God. 

 

But now, it’s time to exegete the NT passages that some use to 

make the case that the sons of God in Genesis and Job are the same 

players in Jude and 2Peter, despite the fact that those NT passages 

do not identify them as sons of God, but as angels. And now we 

will see why. 

EXEGESIS OF JUDE 1: 6-8 



This short letter written by the brother of James, and half-brother 

of Jesus of Nazareth, has a very specific purpose in mind as he 

writes to the saints “who are the called, beloved in God the Father, 

and kept for Jesus Christ:” (Jude 1:1 ) 

His concern has to do with Christians contending earnestly for the 

faith, with the caveat that there are some people in their midst who 

will attempt to thwart that effort for their own greedy purposes. 

Jude 1:4  4 For certain persons have crept in unnoticed, those who 

were long beforehand marked out for this condemnation, ungodly 

persons who turn the grace of our God into licentiousness and deny 

our only Master and Lord, Jesus Christ. 

Jude then introduces a litany of examples of how God will not 

wink at such sinfulness and that He will in fact judge those who 

would come against Him as they come against His people. 

And so, from verses 5 through 19 we see  these particular 

examples and then verses 20-21 reminds the saints that despite 

how God will personally judge such people we must still be 

vigilant to seek the things above that enable us to grow in our faith 

so as not to be a casualty of false teachers and their teachings. 

Jude 1:20-21   20 But you, beloved, building yourselves up on your 

most holy faith, praying in the Holy Spirit,  21 keep yourselves in 

the love of God, waiting anxiously for the mercy of our Lord Jesus 

Christ to eternal life. 

It is the parenthesis of verses 5 through 19 where we find Jude’s 

mention of the judgment of angels who did not keep their proper 

abode in verse 6. But since verse 6 does not stand on its own we 

need to place it within the context of the rest of Jude. 

Keep in mind that every example that Jude cites of how the 

rebellious scoff at the only true God, all of his letter goes back to 

the original premise that those ungodly people who have sneaked 

into the church to undermine the faith once delivered to the saints, 

will be judged by God. 

Just as rebellious Israel, whom God graciously brought out of 

Egypt, will be judged for their sin of unbelief, so too will the false 

teachers Jude addresses, be judged. 

Just as rebellious angels, who were judged by God for their sin of 

pride, so too will the false teachers be judged. 



Just as Sodom and Gomorrah did not escape God’s judgment, so 

too the false teachers will assuredly be judged by God. This is the 

crux of the message to Jude’s readers regarding these particular 

judgments. But let’ begin with why Jude introduces these three 

judgments.  

The first judgment that is mentioned by Jude is actually on the very 

“ungodly persons who turn the grace of our God into 

licentiousness and deny our only Master and Lord, Jesus Christ.” 

(Jude 1:4) 

This is why he states, “certain persons have crept in unnoticed, 

those who were long beforehand marked out for this 

condemnation,” (Jude 1:4) 

This judgment from God, that results in condemnation, sets the 

tone for every proceeding example in Jude’s’ letter of how God 

judges the ungodly. 

Building on verse 4, with the judgment of those who crept into the 

church to wreak havoc, Jude then moves to the first example of 

how God will not overlook those who rebel against Him. 

Jude 1:5   5 Now I desire to remind you, though you know all 

things once for all, that the Lord, after saving a people out of the 

land of Egypt, subsequently destroyed those who did not believe. 

As with those within the covenant community who came out of 

Egypt, the NT covenant community also houses those in the 

church who claim to be of Christ but are not because they do not 

believe, but rather show themselves to be of Egypt, of the world. 

Hebrews 3:16-19  16 For who provoked Him when they had heard? 

Indeed, did not all those who came out of Egypt led by Moses?  17 

And with whom was He angry for forty years? Was it not with 

those who sinned, whose bodies fell in the wilderness?  18 And to 

whom did He swear that they would not enter His rest, but to those 

who were disobedient?  19 So we see that they were not able to 

enter because of unbelief. 

Like the unbelievers of Moses’ day, so too in the days of Jude and 

in our day as well, God will judge the unbeliever in our midst who 

masquerades as a child of God, who subsequently “turns the grace 

of our God into licentiousness and denies our only Master and 

Lord, Jesus Christ.” 



But the examples of God’s sure judgment continues as Jude now 

moves into another group of beings who were created perfect but 

who chose to rebel demonstrating that no one escapes rebellion 

against a holy God, not even angels. 

Jude 1:6   6 And angels who did not keep their own domain, but 

abandoned their proper abode, He has kept in eternal bonds under 

darkness for the judgment of the great day,  

This seems pretty straight forward with no mention of any 

particular sin as they leave their own domain and abandon their 

proper abode, which assumes some form of rebellion.  

Peter acknowledges this in his second letter where he addresses the 

identical problem, and subsequent judgment by God, as the false 

teachers, who introduce heresies in the church, are judged and that 

judgment, as Peter points out, is compared to other types of 

judgments by God in history, similar to those Jude addresses. 

NAU 2 Peter 2:4 For if God did not spare angels when they sinned, 

but cast them into hell and committed them to pits of darkness, 

reserved for judgment; 

We will address this text further when we come to it a little later. 

But it has been taught that what Jude is explaining here in verse 6 

must be defined by what is taught in verse 7 with the introduction 

of another group who will experience God’s judgment in wrath. 

Jude 1:7   7 just as Sodom and Gomorrah and the cities around 

them, since they in the same way as these indulged in gross 

immorality and went after strange flesh, are exhibited as an 

example in undergoing the punishment of eternal fire. 

As I noted in the beginning of this addendum, there are those who 

teach that the angels of verse 6 are being juxtaposed with those 

people of verse 7 and, thus reading backwards from verse 7 to 

verse 6, just as those in Sodom and Gomorrah were judged by God 

because they indulged in gross immorality, as they went after 

strange flesh, so too, angels went after strange flesh, that is the 

daughters of men in Genesis 6, as they also married these same 

women, according to Gen.6:2. 

But some questions need to be asked here before we entertain this 

interpretation. 



What does it mean in Jude verse 6 that the angels left their own 

domain and abandoned their proper abode? 

In other words, what domain did they leave and what was their 

proper abode compared now to the abode in which they presently 

reside where they are kept in eternal bonds? 

Are these righteous angels who rebel with a particular sin of lust 

for women, or post fall angels, (demons), who subsequently lust 

after women, that Jude is addressing? 

If these are pre-fall angels, is their proper abode or domain heaven, 

with their downfall and subsequent judgment to darkness and 

eternal bonds, being their lust for women, thus being their first sin 

that constitutes God’s wrath and judgment long after Satan’s 

rebellion leading to the tempting of Adam and Eve? 

If these are post-fall angels in Genesis 6, where presumably they 

have already been judged by God and cast out of heaven with 

Satan, is the proper abode or domain, according to Jude 1:6, an 

appropriate place called hell? 

The problem with that assessment is the fact that leaving this 

abode or domain, which they have done according to Jude, results 

in them being cast into eternal bonds in darkness, which sounds 

like hell? Are they presently in hell to be cast into hell? 

This raises another question, if these are post-fall angels, (demons), 

who followed Satan and were thus cast out of heaven as God 

judged them, (their first judgment), is the judgment that results in 

them going into the daughters of men a subsequent, and thus a 

second judgment on these demons, to await the third and final 

judgment on the last day? 

What does the phrase “since they in the same way as these 

indulged in gross immorality and went after strange flesh in verse 

7, mean?” 

Who are the “they” and who are the “these”? 

Since those in Sodom and Gomorrah went after strange flesh does 

it follow in the context of Jude that angels did too?  



And by the way, what does “strange flesh” imply for the 

Sodomites that could possibly be applied to angels, (ie., did angels 

practice homosexuality among humans as did the Sodomites)? 

Is there one explicit passage in the entire word of God that states 

that a being called an angel, had sexual relations with women? 

(Gen 6 and Job, in the original languages, do not use the word 

angel in any passage that many people use to promote angels = 

sons of God in Genesis 6.) 

Let’s go back to the first question: What does it mean in verse 6 

that the angels left their own domain and abandoned their proper 

abode? 

Keep in mind that every example that Jude is using supports the 

idea that no one escapes God’s judgment of rebellion, including 

the persons who sneak into the church to undermine God’s 

kingdom, the Israelites rebelling in the desert, or even certain 

angels rebelling shortly after their creation. 

And so, whatever else is being stated in verse 6 it necessarily 

follows that judgment on angels is being taught. That judgment is 

directly tied to them leaving their own domain, their proper abode. 

A domain and a proper abode both speak to that natural place 

where such beings should reside, but have abandoned for a 

different abode and domain. 

In fact, the more literal translation could read:  Jude 1:6 And 

angels who did not keep their own [beginning or origin], but 

abandoned their [distinct habitation], He has kept in eternal bonds 

under darkness for the judgment of the great day, 

This is why the KJG translates this passage as:  

KJG Jude 1:6 And the angels which kept not their first estate, but 

left their own habitation, he hath reserved in everlasting chains 

under darkness unto the judgment of the great day. 

The angels first estate, or their beginning or origin, was not hell, 

but heaven, which was their distinct habitation before being cast 

out as they abandoned their place with God because of rebellion in 

heaven, not on the earth. 

With rebellious angels leaving this abode and domain the resultant 

punishment from God is their presently being kept in eternal bonds 



awaiting a judgment in the future that Jude identifies as a judgment 

of the great day. 

Two judgments of angels are described here. A present judgment 

and a future judgment. This is the exact judgment in the exact 

same context that we saw with Peter. 

NAU 2 Peter 2:4 For if God did not spare angels when they sinned, 

but cast them into hell and committed them to pits of darkness, 

reserved for judgment. 

Peter addresses angels who sinned. There are only two categories 

of angels as it pertains to their covenantal standing with God. 

Those who sinned and those who did not; those who sinned, 

demons, and those who did not, righteous angels who minister to 

those who will inherit eternal life. (Heb.1:14) 

Both Jude and Peter speak of only two judgments on angels and 

Peter applies these same two judgments on both humans and 

angels where the second judgment takes place on the last day, or 

what Jude refers to as the “judgment of the great day”, and Peter 

calls “the day of judgment.” 

NAU 2 Peter 2:9 then the Lord knows how to rescue the godly from 

temptation, and to keep the unrighteous under punishment for 

the day of judgment, 

Being presently kept under punishment precludes a first judgment 

by God. But this present judgment is a temporary judgment which 

results in a final second judgment on the day of judgment. 

If the judgment in Jude and Peter is addressing angels having 

sexual relations with human women, is that one act more heinous 

than a perfect celestial being rebelling against a holy God in whose 

presence they existed at God’s good pleasure around His throne? 

In other words, are they being kept in eternal bonds under darkness 

for sexual sin with beings they had no business cohabitating with, 

or are they kept in eternal bonds, (bound to destruction and wrath 

from God), for the same reason Adam and Eve were after their 

rebellion, albeit with the subsequent grace and mercy of God being 

extended to Adam and Eve? 

If being kept in eternal bonds was the result of their sin with 

humans, what type of present judgment do demons experience for 



willfully rebelling against God in heaven, and would it not make 

more sense that this is what Jude is actually addressing? 

If unrighteous angels in Jude 6 are being judged because of an act 

of gross immorality, going after strange flesh, then this would be a 

separate, thus the second of three judgments on them that is 

nowhere hinted at in Scripture; the first being after their rebellion 

in heaven, the second judgment in going after strange flesh, 

(according to those who subscribe to angels = sons of God), and 

the third and future judgment of the great day. 

But, angels, along with rebellious men, experience only two 

judgments, what Scripture addresses as a first and second death.  

The first death, first judgment for men, began in the garden where 

man was literally separated from the presence of God as he was 

cast out of the garden as he suffered that spiritual separation, with 

the promise that he will return to the dust from which he was made 

as his spirit would be separated from his body at physical death.  

This first death, (spiritual and physical), is visited upon all 

subsequent generations where we are born in sin and thus, by 

nature, children of wrath, dead in our sins and transgressions, and 

if not repented of, will die in those transgressions to fulfill the first 

death promise to be followed by the second judgment or second 

death at the last day, the judgment of the great day. 

Revelation 20:12-15  12 And I saw the dead, the great and the 

small, standing before the throne, and books were opened; and 

another book was opened, which is the book of life; and the dead 

were judged from the things which were written in the books, 

according to their deeds.  13 And the sea gave up the dead which 

were in it, and death and Hades gave up the dead which were in 

them; and they were judged, every one of them according to their 

deeds.  14 Then death and Hades were thrown into the lake of 

fire. This is the second death, the lake of fire.  15 And if anyone's 

name was not found written in the book of life, he was thrown 

into the lake of fire. 

The last judgment on the last day will result in rebel men’s second 

death which is the lake of fire, a judgment whom those in Christ 

will not experience. 



Revelation 2:11  11 'He who has an ear, let him hear what the 

Spirit says to the churches. He who overcomes will not be hurt by 

the second death.' 

These same two judgments will be experienced in a similar way by 

angels, though their first death is spiritual in nature since they are 

not naturally corporeal beings. 

The first judgment, or first death for angels, took place when they 

also were cast out of heaven and cast down to earth for their initial 

rebellion. 

Revelation 12:7-9   7 And there was war in heaven, Michael and 

his angels waging war with the dragon. The dragon and his angels 

waged war,  8 and they were not strong enough, and there was no 

longer a place found for them in heaven.  9 And the great dragon 

was thrown down, the serpent of old who is called the devil and 

Satan, who deceives the whole world; he was thrown down to the 

earth, and his angels were thrown down with him. 

John makes clear that the war between angels was a war in heaven 

between righteousness and rebellion which, for the rebellious, 

results in being displaced from heaven, which necessarily means 

being cast out of their original domain, their proper abode. 

This was their first judgment, their first death. But they, along with 

Satan, experience the same second death as rebellious human 

beings. 

Revelation 20:10  10 And the devil who deceived them was thrown 

into the lake of fire and brimstone, where the beast and the false 

prophet are also; and they will be tormented day and night forever 

and ever. 

It’s interesting to note that John equates this first judgment on 

angels in Rev.12:7-9 as them being displaced from heaven, being 

thrown down to the earth, what Jude refers to as not keeping their 

proper abode, abandoning their own domain, and whom Peter 

identifies as sinners who were judged by God. 

But Peter goes on to say that after their sin, (John’s depiction of 

waging war), these angels were cast into hell and committed to pits 

of darkness, reserved for judgment.  

 



Again, notice two judgments, one present and one in the future. 

The present judgment results in being cast into hell and committed 

to pits of darkness, both depictions describing the same place. 

Jude uses similar language saying they are kept in eternal bonds 

under darkness for the judgment of the great day, 

Again, one judgment for the present in eternal bonds, and one 

judgment for the future of the great day. 

And yet, John addresses this same phenomenon among the demons 

and Satan where they are judged for their sin of rebellion as they 

are cast from heaven and thrown down to the earth.  

But, how does this square with the depiction of both Jude and Peter 

where they are presently kept in eternal bonds, or cast into hell 

committed to pits of darkness to await the last judgment? 

Unless we believe that Satan and demons are literally chained up 

in hell, then we miss the importance of how God has judged Satan 

and his demons while at the same time allowing them to deceive 

the nations, (being thrown to the earth), until the time of Christ’s 

first coming. 

If they’re all chained up in a place called hell how is it that Satan 

and his demons roam the earth, where Satan accuses the brethren, 

like Job, and where demons possess the bodies of human beings 

during the time of Christ’s ministry? 

Some say that only certain demons are literally, though spiritually, 

locked away by God without access to humans, while others are 

not. 

The ones who are locked up are those particular angels, (according 

to those who believe the sons of God = angels position), who did 

not keep their own domain, but abandoned their proper abode 

(hell?), as they went into the daughters of men and married them 

and had children to them. 

And yet, Peter makes clear that when the angels sinned, (now 

demons), they were cast into hell and committed to pits of 

darkness, reserved for judgment. If this is the case how did they 

escape, abandon their proper abode and domain, to come into the 

daughters of men? 



For those who subscribe to the angels = sons of God position, 

using Jude as a proof text, this unavoidably means that their proper 

abode and domain is hell, since these angels, along with Satan, 

must necessarily be demons, who have already rebelled and were 

cast out of heaven long before “men began to multiply on the face 

of the land, and daughters were born to them.”(Genesis 6:1) 

So, presumably, because only a select few participated in this 

dastardly deed, only those particular angels are kept in chains and 

darkness, unable to wreak havoc on the people of the world. Of 

course, Peter makes no such distinction when he simply states that 

the angels who sinned, which would include every rebel angel, 

were cast into hell. 

John also makes no distinction when he says that both Satan and 

his demons were cast out of heaven and unto the earth together, 

where no distinction is made between your run-of-the-mill demon, 

and your demon who has sex with women. 

So, if every angel was cast into hell, how is it that any angel, 

including Satan, has access to the earth and the people of the earth? 

That’s where the apostle John arrives with the answer as he 

explains that being cast into hell, into darkness, kept in eternal 

bonds, is not literally being chained in a particular location, but 

being bound in the scope of their terror as God places restrictions 

on their activity in the earth as they live outside of the light of the 

throne of God in the darkness of their hearts and future judgment. 

God makes it clear that Satan and demons continue to play a role 

in the redemptive history that God has set forth in His word. That 

role, as it was in the days of Job, is similar in the days of the 

church. 

Paul addresses this when writing to the Corinthians of his own 

experience with a messenger of Satan. 

2 Corinthians 12:7-9  7 Because of the surpassing greatness of the 

revelations, for this reason, to keep me from exalting myself, there 

was given me a thorn in the flesh, a messenger of Satan to torment 

me-- to keep me from exalting myself!  8 Concerning this I 

implored the Lord three times that it might leave me.  9 And He has 

said to me, "My grace is sufficient for you, for power is perfected 



in weakness." Most gladly, therefore, I will rather boast about my 

weaknesses, so that the power of Christ may dwell in me. 

The word messenger in the Greek is aggelos. It’s the English word, 

angel. 

Paul was tormented by an angel sent from Satan who roams about 

seeking someone to devour. That particular angel is chained in hell 

in the sense that he cannot do anything or be anywhere without 

God lengthening his leash, if you will, to accomplish God’s will 

according to His purposes, in this case for Paul, to keep him from 

exalting himself. 

This is precisely what Jesus meant when, during His earthly 

ministry, He came to further diminish Satan’s power as He bound 

Him further from being able to advance his kingdom of darkness 

as Jesus enters the place Satan roams on earth and thwarts his 

efforts to deceive the whole world (Rev.20:3) as he attempts to 

come against the Kingdom of God. 

Matthew 12:28-29  28 "But if I cast out demons by the Spirit of 

God, then the kingdom of God has come upon you.  29 "Or how 

can anyone enter the strong man's house and carry off his property, 

unless he first binds the strong man? And then he will plunder his 

house. 

The strong man that Jesus alludes to is Satan and his house. Christ 

came to plunder that house and carry off his property, and then set 

up the house of God in the earth among His people with a future 

eye to the Kingdom to come on the new earth when death is finally 

swallowed up in victory on the last day. 

We get a glimpse of the power of God binding of Satan’s work on 

the present earth as his work is thwarted and the Kingdom of God 

is advanced. 

Luke 10:17-20   17 The seventy returned with joy, saying, "Lord, 

even the demons are subject to us in Your name."  18 And He said 

to them, "I was watching Satan fall from heaven like lightning.  19 

"Behold, I have given you authority to tread on serpents and 

scorpions, and over all the power of the enemy, and nothing will 

injure you.  20 "Nevertheless do not rejoice in this, that the spirits 

are subject to you, but rejoice that your names are recorded in 

heaven." 



When we place these truths back into the context of what Jude is 

explaining, as judgments that God will necessarily enact on the 

ungodly who sneak into the church to thwart the advancement of 

the kingdom of God, then it becomes clear that Jude is not talking 

about some apocryphal explanation of angels marrying women and 

having offspring 6.000 feet tall. 

Jude is describing the binding of Satan and his demons, as they are 

kept in eternal bonds in darkness, from being able to march against 

the Kingdom of our Lord as He equips us with the keys of the 

Kingdom, the gospel of Jesus Christ, wherein, this eternal 

Kingdom will finally crush all the Satanic kingdoms of the world, 

as Daniel makes clear. 

Daniel 2:44   44 "In the days of those kings the God of heaven will 

set up a kingdom which will never be destroyed, and that kingdom 

will not be left for another people; it will crush and put an end to 

all these kingdoms, but it will itself endure forever. 

Christ inaugurated that Kingdom during His first coming and 

began the fulfillment of what Daniel said regarding the Kingdom 

of God enduring now and forever. 

Matthew 16:18   18 "I also say to you that you are Peter, and upon 

this rock I will build My church; and the gates of Hades will not 

overpower it. 

And so, I think Jude 6 is clear as it stands on its own, that the 

angels who rebelled against God and left their proper abode, 

(heaven), and are now bound in darkness, (separation from God), 

as they await the final judgment in the lake of fire, as they continue 

to work against God’s people, and using false teachers to infiltrate 

the church to the detriment of the body of Christ.  

And so, like the rebellious Israelites, and the sinners of Sodom and 

Gomorrah, and angels who rebelled against God, false teachers in 

every age in the church will be judged. 

But this still doesn’t address how those who teach that the angels 

in verse 6 and those of Sodom and Gomorrah, are connected by a 

common sin, indulging in immorality by going after strange flesh. 

Surely, verse 6 must be interpreted in light of verse 7. 

Well, let’s take a look at it. 



Jude 1:7   7 just as Sodom and Gomorrah and the cities around 

them, since they in the same way as these indulged in gross 

immorality and went after strange flesh, are exhibited as an 

example in undergoing the punishment of eternal fire. 

The argument is that verse 7 builds on and explains verse 6, which 

is to say, that just as some of the inhabitants of Sodom and 

Gomorrah went after strange flesh, so too did the angels in verse 6, 

that is, they went after human women. If this is the case then the 

natural question arises; does verse 6 build on and explain verse 5, 

and does verse 8 build on and explain verse 7? 

Let’s see how this would work. Is verse 5 to be expounded upon by 

verse 6 in the same way verse 7 is purported to explain the sin of 

the angels in verse 6? 

Jude 1:5   5 Now I desire to remind you, though you know all 

things once for all, that the Lord, after saving a people out of the 

land of Egypt, subsequently destroyed those who did not believe. 

Now if angels in verse 6 follow the pattern of sin in verse 7, (gross 

immorality, going after strange flesh), can we not also say that the 

Jews of verse 5 follow that pattern of the sin of verse 6 where 

angels left their proper abode or domain? 

What was the proper abode or domain of the Jews in verse 5? It’s 

clear that their original domain or abode was in Egypt where they 

were enslaved. So the group in verse 5 is going from slavery to 

freedom, whereas the angels are going from freedom, (heaven), to 

slavery, (eternal bonds under darkness for the judgment of the 

great day). 

Okay, let’s try another comparison of verses that are tied together 

by common proximity. 

In verse 8 we have men defiling the flesh, whereas in verse 7 we 

have men going after strange flesh. This seems to be parallel in 

some respects, but are the men in verse 8 having homosexual 

relations like the men in verse 7? 

Apparently not, since the men of verse 8 are defiling the flesh. 

How? By dreaming. 

Jude 1:8   8 Yet in the same way these men, also by dreaming, 

defile the flesh, and reject authority, and revile angelic majesties. 



How do you defile the flesh, (in the same way), by dreaming, if 

defilement of the flesh in the previous verse refers to a physical 

homosexual act?   

Were they dreaming about homosexuality? No. “In the same way” 

is not connecting one type of sin and extending that sin to the next 

group. “In the same way” is describing sinful acts that lead to 

judgment from God. 

In fact, if we take the statement in verse 7, “in the same way,” 

(referring to homosexual acts), and equate that with angels in verse 

6 as they leave their own domain, their proper abode, then, ”in the 

same way” cannot exclude the idea that angels, (always depicted as 

males in the Scriptures), were practicing homosexual sins on 

women, which makes no sense. 

Of course, the argument is not that angels were practicing 

homosexual acts “in the same way” as the Sodomites; the 

argument is that angels, were going after strange flesh, that of 

human beings of the female persuasion.  

But the context of verse 7 is clear: strange flesh explicitly means 

homosexuality.  

The phrase, “indulged in gross immorality and went after strange 

flesh”, could be more literally translated, give oneself up to other 

flesh. 

What other flesh does a man give himself up to? Other women? 

Other flesh, in the context of what was happening in Sodom, is 

what is recorded for us in Genesis. 

Genesis 13:13  13 Now the men of Sodom were wicked 

exceedingly and sinners against the LORD. 

How were they exceedingly wicked sinners? 

Moses answers the question when he writes this: 

Genesis 19:4-5   4 Before they lay down, the men of the city, the 

men of Sodom, surrounded the house, both young and old, all the 

people from every quarter;  5 and they called to Lot and said to 

him, "Where are the men who came to you tonight? Bring them 

out to us that we may have relations with them." 

Having relations with the angels, (which by the way the men of 

Sodom didn’t know at the time, which is why the men of Sodom 

ask Lot for the men in his house), is not a request for some form of 



debate with Lot’s guests, but explicitly to have sexual relations 

with them which is what the Hebrew word, (yada, to know), means 

in the context of Gen.19:5b. 

ESV Genesis 19:5 And they called to Lot, "Where are the men who 

came to you tonight? Bring them out to us, that we may know 

them." 

 

This is why the NIV translates the intent of this meaning in Jude 7. 

NIV Genesis 19:5 They called to Lot, "Where are the men who 

came to you tonight? Bring them out to us so that we can have 

sex with them." 

 

If we’re going to use the phrase, “in the same way”, then angels 

having sex with women “in the same way” as men having sex with 

other men would not be the first choice of meanings, which is why 

proponents of angels having sex with women becomes the only 

viable second choice. 

Strange flesh would be in opposition to familiar or not strange 

flesh, if you will. That which would not be strange, in the larger 

context of God’s original creation of man and woman where they 

are married together, would be the normal attraction of a man to a 

woman. 

Strangeness would not be a normal attraction, thus homosexuality 

where women prefer women and men prefer men. 

Romans 1:25-27  25 For they exchanged the truth of God for a lie, 

and worshiped and served the creature rather than the Creator, who 

is blessed forever. Amen.  26 For this reason God gave them over 

to degrading passions; for their women exchanged the natural 

function, {not strange},  for that which is unnatural {strange},  27 

and in the same way also the men abandoned the natural {not 

strange} function of the woman and burned in their {strange} 

desire toward one another, men with men committing {strange} 

indecent acts and receiving in their own persons the due penalty 

of their error.  

But, let’s look at what verse 7 is actually saying since this is the 

defining verse for what is was that angels apparently did, which 

was, according to some, to settle down with human women and 

raise families producing 6,000 feet tall offspring according to the 

book of Enoch. 



NAU Jude 1:7 just as Sodom and Gomorrah and the cities around 

them, since they in the same way as these indulged in gross 

immorality and went after strange flesh, are exhibited as an 

example in undergoing the punishment of eternal fire. 

 

Again, the argument that some make is to take the phrase, “since 

they in the same way as these”, and to connect that to the angels of 

verse 6, and then conclude that the angels indulged in gross 

immorality as they went after strange flesh, that is, human women, 

despite the fact that strange flesh is connected to those Sodomites 

who were judged by God. 

But is verse 7 actually teaching this line of argument? 

Simon J. Kistemaker in his commentary on Peter and Jude makes 

this statement on this particular verse. 

“A verbatim translation of the Greek has this reading: How Sodom 

and Gomorrah and the cities around them in a similar way to these 

were indulging in sexual immorality and went after other flesh.” … 

What is Jude saying? This is the usual explanation: “As the angels 

fell because of their lust for women, so the Sodomites desired 

sexual relations with angels.”(Bauckham Jude 2Peter p.54)… 

…“If we look again at the literal translation of verse 7a, we are 

able to read the text as follows: How Sodom and Gomorrah (and 

the cities around them in a similar way to these) were indulging in 

sexual immorality and went after other flesh.” 

What Kistemaker is saying is that the phrase, “in the same way as 

these” in verse 7 does not connect to the angels in verse 6, but 

rather to the other cities around Sodom who are also culpable for 

the same type of sins, as they also practice sexual immorality, 

going after strange flesh, that is, homosexuality. 

This is what some English translations make clear: 

NIV Jude 1:7 In a similar way, Sodom and Gomorrah and the 

surrounding towns gave themselves up to sexual immorality and 

perversion. They serve as an example of those who suffer the 

punishment of eternal fire. 

 
ESV Jude 1:7 just as Sodom and Gomorrah and the surrounding 

cities, which likewise indulged in sexual immorality and pursued 

unnatural desire, serve as an example by undergoing a 

punishment of eternal fire. 

 



NJB Jude 1:7 Sodom and Gomorrah, too, and the neighbouring 

towns, who with the same sexual immorality pursued unnatural 

lusts, are put before us as an example since they are paying the 

penalty of eternal fire. 

 

And so, what Kistemaker and others are saying is that, for the 

reasons that Sodom and Gomorrah were destroyed, so too, in the 

same way, were the surrounding cities, Admah and Zeboiim, which 

are the cities that Jude alludes to, “and the cities around them, 

since they (the surrounding cities) in the same way as these 

(Sodom and Gomorrah) indulged in gross immorality and went 

after strange flesh.” 
 

Deuteronomy 29:23  23 'All its land is brimstone and salt, a 

burning waste, unsown and unproductive, and no grass grows in it, 

like the overthrow of Sodom and Gomorrah, Admah and 

Zeboiim, which the LORD overthrew in His anger and in His 

wrath.' 

 

My point is not that there isn’t a connection between verses 5 and 

6, 6 and 7, 7 and 8. My point is that the connection has nothing to 

do with one type of sin being thrust upon the next group who sins.  

The connection is clear if we back up to the premise of this entire 

letter. 

Jude 1:4  4 For certain persons have crept in unnoticed, those who 

were long beforehand marked out for this condemnation, ungodly 

persons who turn the grace of our God into licentiousness and deny 

our only Master and Lord, Jesus Christ. 

Jude is making the case that God’s judgment will not escape those 

who turn the grace of our God into licentiousness, and then he 

drives home his point by saying that all of these different groups 

are judged by God, and that no person will escape this judgment no 

matter what type of sin that may be, because all sin comes down to 

one thing, especially as it relates to those who are wolves in 

sheep’s clothing, according to Jude 18-19. 

Jude 1:17-19   17 But you, beloved, ought to remember the words 

that were spoken beforehand by the apostles of our Lord Jesus 

Christ,  18 that they were saying to you, "In the last time there will 

be mockers, following after their own ungodly lusts."  19 These 

are the ones who cause divisions, worldly-minded, devoid of the 

Spirit. 



The point Jude is making in verse 7 by describing all of the cities 

of the valley, which would include, Sodom and Gomorrah, Admah 

and Zeboiim, is that “just as these” were judged because of their 

immorality, so too, will the false teachers be judged, according to 

Jude 4. 

And what will be the fate of these false teachers? Here’s the lesson 

to learn according to Jude 7b. 

The punishment meted out by God to those cities in and around 

Sodom and Gomorrah, “are exhibited as an example in 

undergoing the punishment of eternal fire.” (Jude 7b) 

That’s the point to this entire letter. And this is precisely why there 

is a connection between verses 7 and 8 which explains what 

happens to these false teachers who must be judged because of 

their immorality that defiles the flesh. 

Jude 1:8   8 Yet in the same way these men, also by dreaming, 

defile the flesh, and reject authority, and revile angelic majesties. 

Jude is not suggesting that these men, these false teachers, “in the 

same way” are being immoral by going after strange flesh, as in 

the previous verse, but rather are immoral and defiling the flesh by 

dreaming, by rejecting authority and reviling angelic authorities. 

What is he saying? He is equating the defiling of the flesh with 

rebellion and pride which, for the false teachers, takes priority over 

feeding the sheep of Christ.   

How does one defile the flesh by dreaming? 

Dreams in the word of God are often associated with God’s 

method of revealing Himself to people for either giving a message 

of hope or a message of judgment. 

One very profound dream came to Jacob. 

Genesis 28:11-13   11 He came to a certain place and spent the 

night there, because the sun had set; and he took one of the stones 

of the place and put it under his head, and lay down in that place.  
12 He had a dream, and behold, a ladder was set on the earth with 

its top reaching to heaven; and behold, the angels of God were 

ascending and descending on it.  13 And behold, the LORD stood 

above it and said, "I am the LORD, the God of your father 

Abraham and the God of Isaac; the land on which you lie, I will 

give it to you and to your descendants. 



Jacob’s dream was not the result of eating bad matzah. Rather this 

dream was initiated and conveyed by God Himself for the purpose 

of revealing a covenant promise of redemption and hope. 

Another type of dream from God can and does reveal warnings and 

judgments to people. King Abimelech comes to mind as he takes 

the wife of Abraham into his house. 

Genesis 20:1-3  NAU Now Abraham journeyed from there toward 

the land of the Negev, and settled between Kadesh and Shur; then 

he sojourned in Gerar.  2 Abraham said of Sarah his wife, "She is 

my sister." So Abimelech king of Gerar sent and took Sarah.  3 

But God came to Abimelech in a dream of the night, and said to 

him, "Behold, you are a dead man because of the woman whom 

you have taken, for she is married." 

Dreams from God were not limited to those of the Old Testament 

era but were promised to the saints of the New Testament as well, 

of which the prophet Joel foretold and the apostle Peter confirmed 

on the day of Pentecost. 

Acts 2:15-18   15 For these men are not drunk, as you suppose, 

since it is only the third hour of the day.  16 But this is what was 

uttered through the prophet Joel:  17 "'And in the last days it shall 

be, God declares, that I will pour out my Spirit on all flesh, and 

your sons and your daughters shall prophesy, and your young 

men shall see visions, and your old men shall dream dreams;  18 

even on my male servants and female servants in those days I will 

pour out my Spirit, and they shall prophesy. 

These dreamers, whom Jude addresses, may very well have 

fancied themselves as recipients of the Spirit’s special dreams, 

when in fact they are using their dreams, (not given by God), to 

further promote their own agendas of misleading the sheep of 

Christ’s pasture. 

In this way they defile the flesh as their carnal schemes promote 

those things that only satisfy the flesh, not the Spirit. 

Paul makes this clear as he contrasts the things of the flesh and the 

things of the Spirit. 

Romans 8:5-8  5 For those who live according to the flesh set their 

minds on the things of the flesh, but those who live according to 

the Spirit set their minds on the things of the Spirit.  6 To set the 

mind on the flesh is death, but to set the mind on the Spirit is life 

and peace.  7 For the mind that is set on the flesh is hostile to God, 



for it does not submit to God's law; indeed, it cannot.  8 Those who 

are in the flesh cannot please God. 

There was nothing pleasing with those dreamers who “crept in 

unnoticed, those who were long beforehand marked out for this 

condemnation, ungodly persons who turn the grace of our God into 

licentiousness and deny our only Master and Lord, Jesus Christ.” 

(Jude 1:4) 

These same dreamers continue to defile the flesh as they reject 

authority, which could be translated, lordship. 

When the lordship of Christ is rejected and man’s lordship replaces 

it the only thing remaining is lording one’s fleshly power over the 

flock. 

When Peter was addressing the elders to shepherd the flock of 

Christ he gave this exhortation. 

1 Peter 5:2-4   2 shepherd the flock of God among you, exercising 

oversight not under compulsion, but voluntarily, according to the 

will of God; and not for sordid gain, but with eagerness;  3 nor yet 

as lording it over those allotted to your charge, but proving to be 

examples to the flock.  4 And when the Chief Shepherd appears, 

you will receive the unfading crown of glory. 

One does not have to be a false shepherd to be influenced by the 

flesh or the things of this world. But when those false teachers 

mock the very ones whom Christ purchased for His own 

possession, by claiming the sheep for their own possession, as 

these dreamers do whom Jude addresses, then they are promised 

something much different than the unfading crown of glory when 

the Chief Shepherd appears. 

When Christ appears they will receive the condemnation that they 

were marked out for and their just punishment will be everlasting. 

Revelation 19:20   20 And the beast was seized, and with him the 

false prophet who performed the signs in his presence, by which he 

deceived those who had received the mark of the beast and those 

who worshiped his image; these two were thrown alive into the 

lake of fire which burns with brimstone. 

These are the same dreamers who also “revile angelic majesties.”   

A more literal translation would be those who “blaspheme glories.” 



ESV Jude 1:8 Yet in like manner these people also, relying on their 

dreams, defile the flesh, reject authority, and blaspheme the 

glorious ones. 

 

The word glories is often seen to be describing those glories in 

heaven, thus angels, even though the word angels is not found in 

the passage. 

 

This is why a number of translations allude to a description of 

beings (angels) that are glorious. 

NIV Jude 1:8 In the very same way, these dreamers pollute their 

own bodies, reject authority and slander celestial beings. 

 
NKJ Jude 1:8 Likewise also these dreamers defile the flesh, reject 

authority, and speak evil of dignitaries. 

 

Of course, when we come to Peter’s description of these same 

dreamers, he gives further insight into who these glories are, whom 

the dreamers blaspheme, as he includes a more complete 

description of them, using the actual Greek word, aggelos, angels. 

 

2 Peter 2:10-11   10 and especially those who indulge in the lust of 

defiling passion and despise authority. Bold and willful, they do 

not tremble as they blaspheme the glorious ones,  11 whereas 

angels (aggelos), though greater in might and power, do not 

pronounce a blasphemous judgment against them before the Lord. 

 

As both Peter and Jude are describing the false teachers it seems 

apparent that these dreamers have placed themselves in a position 

of making judgments that are beyond their scope and have instead 

assumed a positon of being above judgment. 

 

Some commentators suggest that what Jude is describing in these 

angelic beings, and their God-given authority, is a look back at the 

power they were given in delivering the law to Moses. 

 

Acts 7:52-53   52 Which of the prophets did not your fathers 

persecute? And they killed those who announced beforehand the 

coming of the Righteous One, whom you have now betrayed and 

murdered,  53 you who received the law as delivered by angels and 

did not keep it." 
 
NAU Galatians 3:19 Why the Law then? It was added because of 

transgressions, having been ordained through angels by the 

agency of a mediator, until the seed would come to whom the 

promise had been made. 



 
NAU Hebrews 2:2 For if the word spoken through angels proved 

unalterable, and every transgression and disobedience received a 

just penalty, 

 

Now, we know that it was God Himself who met with Moses on 

the mountain and it was God who delivered the law to him. 

 

Exodus 24:16   16 The glory of the LORD rested on Mount Sinai, 

and the cloud covered it for six days; and on the seventh day He 

called to Moses from the midst of the cloud. 

 

Exodus 31:18   18 When He had finished speaking with him upon 

Mount Sinai, He gave Moses the two tablets of the testimony, 

tablets of stone, written by the finger of God. 
 

So, who gave Moses the law? Was it God or the angels who 

accompanied God? 

 

Well, it doesn’t have to be an either/or proposition. God was on the 

mountain, the law was written by the finger of God, God gave the 

two tablets to Moses. 

 

But angels were apparently there as well and shared in the 

deliverance of the law to Moses. They may have been the 

intermediaries as God handed the law off to them who then handed 

them to Moses. 

 

If I have a gift for one of my children and I hand that gift to my 

wife to share in the joy of that gift-giving, did I give the gift or did 

my wife? 

 

What Jude seems to be alluding to, when saying that these 

dreamers who reject authority and revile glories, is that the 

privileged position that angels share in God’s redemptive plan for 

His people is something these false teachers are presuming upon as 

they replace themselves with the authority of the glories as they lift 

themselves on high. 

 

In this sense they blaspheme these glories, or angels as Peter tells 

us, as they usurp the authority of God who dispenses this authority 

through His holy ones, of whom these false teachers are not a part, 

as demonstrated by their very insulant and authority rejecting 

attitude. 

 

And what will be their fate? 



 

Jude quotes a prophecy of the Enoch of the bible and tells us this. 

 

Jude 1:14-15  "Behold, the Lord came with many thousands of 

His holy ones,  15 to execute judgment upon all, and to convict all 

the ungodly of all their ungodly deeds which they have done in an 

ungodly way, and of all the harsh things which ungodly sinners 

have spoken against Him." 

 

These are the ones who have gone “the way of Cain, and for pay 

they have rushed headlong into the error of Balaam, and perished 

in the rebellion of Korah.” ( Jude 1:11) 

 

As with every example in Jude’s brief letter they all direct us to 

one main point and that is that God knows who they are and what 

they are doing in the midst of His church and He will not hold 

them guiltless. 

 

But in the end we, His people, are called upon to be discerning and 

pursue the truth at every turn even exposing those who hide in our 

love feasts. 

 

Jude 1:18-21  "In the last time there will be mockers, following 

after their own ungodly lusts."  19 These are the ones who cause 

divisions, worldly-minded, devoid of the Spirit.  20 But you, 

beloved, building yourselves up on your most holy faith, praying in 

the Holy Spirit,  21 keep yourselves in the love of God, waiting 

anxiously for the mercy of our Lord Jesus Christ to eternal life. 

 

And then Jude ends with a benediction that has been heard from 

many pulpits down through the years that has been meant to 

encourage and strengthen God’s people. 

 

Jude 1:24-25  24 Now to Him who is able to keep you from 

stumbling, and to make you stand in the presence of His glory 

blameless with great joy,  25 to the only God our Savior, through 

Jesus Christ our Lord, be glory, majesty, dominion and authority, 

before all time and now and forever. Amen. 

 

And so, in summary, Jude’s little letter was meant to have a big 

impact on all of those found within the body of Christ, especially 

those who have sneaked in with their selfish motivations to plunder 

the sheep, as they will not go unpunished. And if there was any 

doubt Jude gives three examples of how Israel was punished, the 

angels were punished, and Sodom and Gomorrah were punished. 

 



Jude was not teaching that angels, like the Sodomites, were having 

abominable sexual relations; homosexuality as in the case of 

Sodom and Gomorrah, or the angels presumably having sexual 

relations with human women. 

 

The apocryphal book of Enoch, and other pagan writings aside, 

demon’s, or even deviant human’s sexual habits, are not the focus 

of Jude’s real purpose in addressing angels and the men of Sodom 

and Gomorrah and surrounding cities, but rather to encourage the 

saints that despite these false teachers, who fantasize of their fame 

and fortune at the expense of the church, God is aware of them and 

will ultimately deal with them, as He provides the means to 

advancing the kingdom of God to His glory; His word and His 

Spirit. 

 

And so ends Jude’s letter and this brief exposition and exegesis of 

Jude 1:6-8 and now we move to that letter of Peter’s which 

parallels this account as he addresses the same false teachers with 

the same fate. 

 

Exegesis of 2Peter 2:4 

 

If you read the entire letter of Peter, all three chapters of this 

second letter, have one main thread: Trust in Christ and His word 

(chapter 1), beware of the false prophets, (chapter 2), and trust 

Christ and His words of hope, not in the false teachers who mock 

the Lord, (chapter 3). 

 

But the section that we’ll focus on has to do with the same angels 

whom Jude addressed with the same judgment for the same sin. 

 

As with Jude Peter sets the stage for judgments that will come 

upon angels, along with the ancient peoples of Noah’s time, and 

the men of Sodom and Gomorrah, as he explains that all of these 

judgments will be in line with the ultimate judgment that will come 

upon false teachers in the midst of the church. 

 

2 Peter 2:1-3  NAU  But false prophets also arose among the people, 

just as there will also be false teachers among you, who will 

secretly introduce destructive heresies, even denying the Master 

who bought them, bringing swift destruction upon themselves.  2 

Many will follow their sensuality, and because of them the way of 

the truth will be maligned;  3 and in their greed they will exploit 

you with false words; their judgment from long ago is not idle, and 

their destruction is not asleep. 

 



Peter’s warning in chapter 2, of false prophets bringing false 

teachings, is in the immediate context of what is not false; that is 

the Holy Spirit inspired word of God. 

 

2 Peter 1:20-21   20 But know this first of all, that no prophecy of 

Scripture is a matter of one's own interpretation,  21 for no 

prophecy was ever made by an act of human will, but men moved 

by the Holy Spirit spoke from God. 

 

And so, the segue from chapter 1 to chapter 2 is seamless as Peter 

moves from the truth of God’s word, as being essential for one’s 

salvation and growth in the body of Christ, to those false teachers 

who would defile the body of Christ as they “secretly introduce 

destructive heresies, even denying the Master who bought them, 

bringing swift destruction upon themselves.” (2 Peter 2:1) 

 

Again, this is the identical teaching that Jude introduced to the 

church when he said, 4 For certain persons have crept in unnoticed, 

those who were long beforehand marked out for this 

condemnation, ungodly persons who turn the grace of our God into 

licentiousness and deny our only Master and Lord, Jesus Christ.” ( 

Jude 1:4 ) 

 

As we move through the second chapter of 2Peter let me frame the 

argument this way:  Peter is teaching how God’s judgment on false 

teachers, and His subsequent rescue of the godly, is his main focus 

in the appropriate passages. And so, each example will be tied to 

the bookend passages that drives home that point, which is verses 4 

and 9 for the first example. 

 

2 Peter 2:4   4 For if God did not spare angels when they sinned, 

but cast them into hell and committed them to pits of darkness, 

reserved for judgment; 

 

2 Peter 2:9   9 then the Lord knows how to rescue the godly from 

temptation, and to keep the unrighteous under punishment for the 

day of judgment, 

 

Each example follows this same pattern with verse 9 as the distal 

part of each bookend: 

 

2 Peter 2:5,9   5 [If God] did not spare the ancient world, but 

preserved Noah, a preacher of righteousness, with seven others, 

when He brought a flood upon the world of the ungodly; 



9 then the Lord knows how to rescue the godly from temptation, 

and to keep the unrighteous under punishment for the day of 

judgment, 

 

2 Peter 2:6,9  if He condemned the cities of Sodom and Gomorrah 

to destruction by reducing them to ashes, having made them an 

example to those who would live ungodly lives thereafter; 
9 then the Lord knows how to rescue the godly from temptation, 

and to keep the unrighteous under punishment for the day of 

judgment, 

 

2 Peter 2:7-9  7 and if He rescued righteous Lot, oppressed by the 

sensual conduct of unprincipled men  8 (for by what he saw and 

heard that righteous man, while living among them, felt his 

righteous soul tormented day after day by their lawless deeds), 

 9 then the Lord knows how to rescue the godly from temptation, 

and to keep the unrighteous under punishment for the day of 

judgment, 

 

Peter is trying to encourage the saints in the midst of suffering and 

persecution, along with addressing the added problem of those 

within the body of Christ who are pretending to be shepherds when 

in fact they are wolves. 

 

But God knows who they are and they will be dealt with by the 

One who has proved time and time again that He does not wink at 

sin and especially the sin of harming His sheep. 

 

But, as to the passage in 2Peter that some use to confirm their 

understanding of angels as being the equivalent to the sons of God 

in Genesis 6, I will simply key in on the appropriate sections since 

this is a mere addendum to the larger study of who the sons of God 

are in the OT passages, exegeted above. 

 

Like the false teachers of 2Peter 2:1 who will ultimately be 

destroyed by God, so too, will those angels of verse 4 who sinned 

and were judged by God. So, let’s park there for a moment. 

 

2 Peter 2:4  4 For if God did not spare angels when they sinned, 

but cast them into hell and committed them to pits of darkness, 

reserved for judgment; 

 

Like Jude, Peter does not expound on the specific sin of the angels. 

He simply says they sinned, whereas Jude says they left their 

proper abode, their own domain. 

 



Just comparing the two passages from 2Peter and Jude, when they 

are placed side by side it is apparent that the angels who left their 

proper abode, (heaven), did so as they sinned against a holy God. 

 

As I pointed out above, with the exegesis of those related passages 

in Jude, those who hold to the sons of God = angels position must 

transpose the sin of the men of Sodom and Gomorrah, (presumably 

not homosexuality but going after strange flesh, which, of course, 

in the context of Jude is homosexuality), on angels, who apparently 

went after strange flesh, (ie marrying human women). 

 

But a careful examination of that passage showed that both the 

Greek and a number of English translations revealed that the 

comparison was not between angels and the men of Sodom and 

Gomorrah, but between the men of Sodom and Gomorrah and, “in 

the same way as these”, the surrounding cities, all of whom were 

practicing the same type of sin with the same judgement from God. 

 
NIV Jude 1:7 In a similar way, Sodom and Gomorrah and the 

surrounding towns gave themselves up to sexual immorality and 

perversion. They serve as an example of those who suffer the 

punishment of eternal fire. 

 
ESV Jude 1:7 just as Sodom and Gomorrah and the surrounding 

cities, which likewise indulged in sexual immorality and pursued 

unnatural desire, serve as an example by undergoing a 

punishment of eternal fire. 

 
KJV Jude 1:7 Even as Sodom and Gomorrha, and the cities about 

them in like manner, giving themselves over to fornication, and 

going after strange flesh, are set forth for an example, suffering 

the vengeance of eternal fire. 

 

And so, it is incorrect to conclude that Sodom and Gomorrah, 

along with the other cities in the same vicinity, all going after the 

same strange flesh, (homosexual relations), can somehow be 

connected to angels having sexual relations with human women. 

And again, Peter gives no hint of such a thing. 

Interestingly enough, when Peter describes the men of Sodom and 

Gomorrah in verse 6, he doesn’t even mention their particular sin, 

but rather he assumes his audience knows exactly what he is 

describing, and by extension to Lot, who had to endure the conduct 

of unprincipled men in the same context in verse 7, Peter does not 

mention what type of sensual conduct he had in mind.  



But it was common knowledge and everyone knew the fate of 

Sodom and Gomorrah and why they were judged by God. 

But notice that Peter’s explanation of Sodom and Gomorrah’s 

judgment, where God reduced them to ashes, is nowhere connected 

to the sin of the angels which is actually separated by the example 

of the men of Noah’s day. 

2 Peter 2:4-5  4 For if God did not spare angels when they sinned, 

but cast them into hell and committed them to pits of darkness, 

reserved for judgment;  5 and did not spare the ancient world, but 

preserved Noah, a preacher of righteousness, with seven others, 

when He brought a flood upon the world of the ungodly; 

Unlike Jude, where the angels are mentioned in verse 6, along with 

their punishment from God, and where there is a connective 

phrase, (albeit used incorrectly by the proponents of sons of God = 

angels), “in the same way as these”, (where the men of Sodom and 

Gomorrah are mentioned in verse 7), Peter doesn’t use any 

connective phrases. 

Why? 

Because like Jude, Peter is not equating the sins of one group to 

another, but rather both Jude and Peter are equating, or connecting 

the same type of judgment that results from all the groups who sin 

against God by sinning against God’s people. 

Both Jude and Peter are making it quite clear that God will judge 

those rebels, while at the same time rescuing the godly from their 

grip. 

Jude 1:24-25  24 Now to Him who is able to keep you from 

stumbling, and to make you stand in the presence of His glory 

blameless with great joy,  25 to the only God our Savior, through 

Jesus Christ our Lord, be glory, majesty, dominion and authority, 

before all time and now and forever. Amen. 

2 Peter 3:17-18   17 You therefore, beloved, knowing this 

beforehand, be on your guard lest, being carried away by the error 

of unprincipled men, you fall from your own steadfastness,  18 but 

grow in the grace and knowledge of our Lord and Savior Jesus 

Christ. To Him be the glory, both now and to the day of eternity. 

Amen. 

While it is true that 2Peter 2:2 addresses the false teachers who 

“follow their sensuality” and then is followed by verse 3 which 



introduces angels sinning, there can be no connection since we’re 

not told specifically what sensuality is being described by those in 

verse 2 and what sin the angels committed in verse 3. 

Of course, the type of sensuality of those false teachers is further 

explained a little later in Peter’s letter. 

2 Peter 2:13-15  They are stains and blemishes, reveling in their 

deceptions, as they carouse with you,  14 having eyes full of 

adultery and that never cease from sin, enticing unstable souls, 

having a heart trained in greed, accursed children;  15 forsaking 

the right way they have gone astray, having followed the way of 

Balaam, the son of Beor, who loved the wages of 

unrighteousness,   

Here Peter bundles sensuality with a variety of sins from being 

deceptive to having eyes full of adultery, greed and forsaking the 

right way, again accentuating the original premise that “in their 

greed they will exploit you with false words.” (2 Peter 2:3) 

And then Peter adds this last indictment on these false teachers. 

2 Peter 2:18-19  18 For speaking out arrogant words of vanity they 

entice by fleshly desires, by sensuality, those who barely escape 

from the ones who live in error,  19 promising them freedom while 

they themselves are slaves of corruption; for by what a man is 

overcome, by this he is enslaved. 

It is obvious that though the sensuality that is attached to these 

false teachers could include a sexual connotation it does not 

exclude sensuality that must include any means available to satisfy 

their greed, be it lying, cheating, or stealing with the intent to 

satisfy the flesh and its pleasures. 

Again, this is something we already discussed earlier by quoting 

Paul in Rom.8:5-8 where he differentiates between seeking the 

things of the Spirit and the things of the flesh, the latter of which 

these false teachers were obviously practicing. 

Paul sums up quite clearly to the Galatians this particular problem. 

NAU Galatians 6:8 For the one who sows to his own flesh will from 

the flesh reap corruption, but the one who sows to the Spirit will 

from the Spirit reap eternal life. 

 

It is a stretch, at best, to equate the sin of any group, be they the 

men of Sodom and Gomorrah, the people of Noah’s day, or the 

exiled Jews coming out of Egypt who subsequently worshipped a 



false idol, to angels, especially the sin of cohabitating with women 

which neither Jude or Peter explicitly suggests.  

 

You have to have a preconceived notion that Genesis 6 is 

addressing angels as the sons of God, who married women who 

were beautiful, having children to them. And then you have to take 

that preconceived idea and force it into NT passages like Jude and 

2Peter and then push that back onto Genesis, concluding that 

angels, like the men of Sodom and Gomorrah, went after strange 

flesh as they left their proper abode to accomplish such a deed. 

But a proper exegesis of all the passages related to this notion 

simply does not bear this out. God will not be mocked. All 

unrighteousness will be punished by God, and those false teachers 

who think they can waltz into the body of Christ with impunity just 

don’t understand Christ’s love for His sheep. 

John 10:27-30   27 "My sheep hear My voice, and I know them, 

and they follow Me;  28 and I give eternal life to them, and they 

shall never perish; and no one shall snatch them out of My hand.  
29 "My Father, who has given them to Me, is greater than all; and 

no one is able to snatch them out of the Father's hand.  30 "I and the 

Father are one." 

Acknowledging all of the nuances of extra-biblical sources cited in 

Jude and 2Peter, we can conclude that both writers were utilizing 

examples that their original readers were familiar with and they 

would have made the connection to such non-canonical sources 

that drove home the point that false teachers fall into the same 

category of judgment that any other rebel in history experienced. 

There is nothing that is explicitly found in Jude, Peter, Genesis or 

Job that defines the sons of God as angels as has been shown in the 

larger body of work above on those related passages. 

Rather, all of the related passages show, with a proper exegesis, 

that these references point to the covenantal seed of the woman 

warring against the seed of the serpent that started in the Garden of 

Eden and continues on to the end of the age when finally Christ 

returns. 

But at His return, the rebel angels,  the tares who falsely found 

protection in the covenant community, (Israel or the church), and 

the false teachers who promote their destructive heresies, will all 

be shown the door to the Lake of Fire as the Lord of glory comes 

in judgment. 



But for we who are true believers in Christ who endure to the end 

we have this promise of hope at Christ’s return. 

Revelation 21:1-7  NAS  And I saw a new heaven and a new earth; 

for the first heaven and the first earth passed away, and there is no 

longer any sea.  2 And I saw the holy city, new Jerusalem, coming 

down out of heaven from God, made ready as a bride adorned for 

her husband.  3 And I heard a loud voice from the throne, saying, 

"Behold, the tabernacle of God is among men, and He shall dwell 

among them, and they shall be His people, and God Himself shall 

be among them,  4 and He shall wipe away every tear from their 

eyes; and there shall no longer be any death; there shall no longer 

be any mourning, or crying, or pain; the first things have passed 

away."  5 And He who sits on the throne said, "Behold, I am 

making all things new." And He said, "Write, for these words are 

faithful and true."  6 And He said to me, "It is done. I am the Alpha 

and the Omega, the beginning and the end. I will give to the one 

who thirsts from the spring of the water of life without cost.  7 "He 

who overcomes shall inherit these things, and I will be his God and 

he will be My son. 

 


